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Abstract 
 

Advancing Nanomaterial Usage in Agriculture: Engineering Nanomaterials Towards 
Nanomaterial-Mediated Plant Genetic Engineering 

 
by 
 

Natalie Shang-Yi Goh 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Markita P. Landry, Chair 
 
Losses in crop yield from climate variations and proliferation of insects and pathogens threaten to 
leave a large proportion of the world’s population vulnerable, predominantly those from low-
income regions whose livelihoods are dependent on agribusiness. Moreover, rising populations 
and increasing reliance on plants for energy, food, medicine, and chemicals provide additional 
stress on our conventional agricultural system. To ensure agricultural sustainability and food 
security, there is a cogent need to engineer crop varieties with traits such as abiotic and biotic stress 
resistance and increased production of useful plant products. Traditional plant breeding to produce 
cultivars with desired phenotypes is too time and resource consuming to support future 
sustainability, and breeding lacks controls over acquired traits other than the traits of interest. Plant 
genetic engineering is a promising alternative to traditional plant breeding, though is primarily 
limited by the efficient delivery of genetic engineering biomolecules such as RNA, DNA, and 
proteins across plant biological barriers. This includes the cellulosic and multi-layered plant cell 
wall and double-layered membrane of the cell, nucleus, chloroplast, and mitochondrion. 
Nanoparticles have emerged as promising materials for use as biomolecule carriers into plant 
systems. Owing to their highly tunable chemical and physical properties, nanoparticles can be 
synthesized and functionalized to achieve targeted localization and cargo release. The full potential 
of nanoparticles in agriculture remains underexplored; nanomaterials and conjugation approaches 
have yet to be tested, and there remains a lack of design heuristics towards engineering 
nanoparticles in agriculture. Functional nanoparticle design is a complex, multivariable 
optimization process that necessitates a fundamental understanding of nanoparticle interactions 
with plants across various length scales, as well as probing structure-function relationships.   
 
This dissertation presents a holistic overview of RNA, DNA, and protein delivery to plants. I 
develop a microscopy and molecular biology-based workflow for probing nanoparticle-plant 
interactions, specifically, assessing how nanoparticle morphology impacts transport within a plant 
leaf and their cargo delivery capabilities. This study focused on using gold nanoparticles for foliar 
delivery of small-interfering RNA, and revealed that contrary to expectations, nanoparticle entry 
into cells is not necessary for efficient siRNA cargo delivery. Subsequently, I contribute a novel 
system to the nanoparticle delivery toolbox by designing and validating a single-walled carbon 
nanotube (SWNT)-based system for plasmid DNA delivery to plants. Notably, while traditional 
DNA delivery methods result in undesired transgene integration into plants, this SWNT-based 
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platform achieves DNA delivery and gene expression without transgene integration. In addition to 
gold nanoparticles and SWNTs, in recent years, multiple nanoparticle-mediated systems have been 
shown to deliver RNA and DNA. However, there remains a dearth of literature demonstrating 
protein delivery into walled plant cells. I outline the unique challenges and potential strategies that 
can be used to advance nanoparticle-mediated protein delivery. All the studies outlined in this 
dissertation have been conducted on the bench-scale, though an eventual goal will involve 
translating this platform to widescale field utilization. I summarize the potential obstacles to field 
translation and detail approaches to probing nanoparticle behavior and function in a complex 
biological environment.  
 
The findings presented in this dissertation lay the foundation for uncovering structure-function 
relationships for nanoparticles as biomolecule delivery vehicles. Furthermore, they represent 
unique formulations to add to the toolbox of RNA and DNA delivery. In sum, this work strives to 
advance RNA, DNA, and protein delivery to plants and provides a roadmap towards achieving 
translation of these technologies from the lab to the field.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Challenges in Food and Agriculture 
The global food system is stark in its scale and complexity – valued at $10 trillion a year, it has 
grown into a highly interdependent network of producers, distributors, consumers, and other 
stakeholders and drives a large proportion of economic trade and resource use1. Despite its 
contribution to the global economy, the development and rapid growth of this food system has 
perpetuated a host of undesirable humanitarian and environmental impacts. This, along with 
increasing pressures on food production stemming from population growth and climate change, 
necessitates urgent changes in the food system to ensure needs are met. 
 
Global population growth is putting pressure on existing food systems boost yields or increase 
production scales. The global population is expected to grow from 7.9 billion in 2022 to 10.8 
billion in 2100, representing almost a 37% increase. Furthermore, as incomes in developing 
countries grow, demands for more resource-intensive products such as meat, dairy, and seafood 
are projected to grow as well. The food system needs to expand to increase production as well as 
grow to meet consumer demand. 
 
Climate change and pest and pathogen proliferation pose a challenge to driving up supply to match 
demand. Largely attributed to human activity, climate variations comprise of but are not limited 
to heat waves, droughts, rising sea levels, and marked changes in precipitation levels and patterns. 
These climate changes have direct and drastic impacts on agriculture, resulting in heat and water 
stresses that are detrimental to yield. Additionally, specialization has led to the proliferation of 
monocultures which are far more susceptible to pest and pathogen spread2. Altogether, agricultural 
intensification and environmental changes from human activity have shaped a food system that 
may lack the robustness needed to meet growing demand. 
 
Furthermore, global food systems are operating at a magnitude where continuous expansion of 
land and increases in resource use are neither possible nor sustainable. Approximately half of the 
habitable land around the world is used for agriculture, in addition to agriculture accounting for 
almost 70% of freshwater usage3,4. We can no longer proportionally increase land and water usage 
to increase production quantities. Additionally, agricultural processes contribute to a fourth of 
global greenhouse gas emissions, which in turn impacts climate variations5. Notably, we are 
increasingly facing resource limitations; repeated intensive land usage without adequate 
regeneration practices also depletes crop yield and harms soil health over time, limiting production 
capabilities. Freshwater availability is also increasingly limited3.   
 
The excessive use of chemicals such as pesticides, herbicides, fertilizer, and antibiotics in 
agriculture is detrimental to the environment and to human health. Pest and weeds contribute to 
high levels of yield loss, with pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers added to combat these problems 
and increase yield. Despite their key role in ensuring a stable food supply, the widespread and 
repeated application of these chemicals has serious implications. They leach into their 
surroundings, resulting in pollution of groundwater and  harmful effects on beneficial biota such 
as honey bees and birds6,7.  
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Food and agricultural systems have led to the establishment of large-scale animal production 
facilities to increase production efficiencies. However, these production processes often involve 
placing animals in confined spaces, which is both unethical and detrimental to animal health. These 
living conditions and poor animal health are optimal breeding grounds for the spread of disease 
throughout the livestock population. A common approach to combating this is the use of 
antibiotics, whereby inappropriate use can result in the spread of pathogenic-resistant organisms 
that exacerbate antibiotic resistance issues in human health.   
 
Our food system needs to expand to feed a growing population in a manner that is sustainable. 
However, unsustainable agricultural practices and resource limitations mean that it is unlikely for 
us to be able to achieve these goals. Drastic changes to the food system need to be made in order 
to prevent further environmental pollution, biodiversity loss, and inefficient resource usage.   

1.2 Approaches to Addressing Agricultural Challenges 
The environmental and resource issues present with the current food system have been studied 
extensively. In recent decades, there have been palpable shifts towards addressing these 
agricultural challenges in a multi-pronged manner. These approaches span behavioral changes and 
technological advancements, broadly including strategies to increase resource use efficiency, 
shifting human dietary patterns, and producing new crop varieties and alternatives to chemical use.  
1.2.1 Increasing Resource Use Efficiency 

Farming management strategies that aim to make the best use of limited resources such as land 
and nutrients are gaining traction. Healthy soils are essential to ensuring consistent crop yields and 
longevity of the land use. Soils are composed of minerals, organic matter, water, and air, and play 
host to a complex array of microorganisms known as the soil microbiome, which is heavily 
implicated with high crop productivity. Conventional tillage methods break up the soil and allow 
for the inclusion of fertilizers throughout the soil but can destroy the soil structure needed for 
microbiome growth and increase the likelihood of soil erosion. Studies have shown that minimum 
and reduced tillage practices can reduce soil erosion, thus prolonging the longevity of arable and 
productive land. 
 
Fertilizer nutrient use efficiencies have been declining in recent decades, potentially due to overuse 
and high nutrient loss resulting from inappropriate timing and methods of fertilizer application8. 
Nanofertilizers, which can be formulated to induce gradual release of fertilizers over time, have 
been touted as a potential solution to increasing fertilizer use efficiencies without needing to 
perfectly time treatments. Other exciting developments in this space include novel products from 
companies such as Pivot Bio and Sound Agriculture which leverage microbial engineering and 
small molecule treatments to increase nutrient availability to crops, thereby reducing the need for 
fertilizer overuse.  
 
The building of sustainable food systems in urban areas plays a key role in growing foods that are 
environmentally sustainable and healthy. Specifically, the use of urban spaces to grow food 
decreases the length of food supply chains, thereby minimizing resources dedicated to food 
transportation across long distances. Furthermore, urban food systems are shown to increase urban 
resident engagement with local food systems and have the potential to improve food access within 
urban areas9.  
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1.2.2 Shifting Dietary Patterns 
Diets that are highly plant-based and low in meat and dairy consumption are associated with lower 
greenhouse gas emissions and resource use. Livestock and animal products inherently require more 
resources to produce – land is needed to grow food to feed the livestock as well as for them to 
graze and water is needed over their lifetime. While producing 1 kcal of plant protein requires an 
input of approximately 2.2 kcal, energy inputs to obtain an equivalent 1 kcal of meat or dairy 
products are three to twenty times higher10. Transitioning dietary patterns towards increasing the 
proportion of plants in an average diet have a high potential to reduce the demand-side pressure 
on current food systems.   
 
Certainly, preferences for meat and dairy are rising with increasing incomes in developing 
countries. Aside from social policies or educational initiatives aiming to shift dietary patterns to 
decrease meat and dairy consumption, there is a growing ‘alternative protein’ industry that aims 
to create novel substitutes to animal-based products with lower nutrient, water, and land footprints. 
In producing substitutes that closely replicate the behavior, taste, appearance, and texture of 
animal-based products, their goal is to shift consumers’ dietary patterns towards more sustainable 
products without depriving their desire for meat and dairy products. In the last decade, investments 
in the alternative protein space have skyrocketed. Broadly split into three categories: plant-based, 
fermentation, and cultivated alternative proteins, this industry garnered $5 billion of invested 
capital in 202111. Fueled by investments and consumer demand, alternatives to beef, eggs, milk, 
and countless other animal-based products have been entering the market in recent years by 
companies like Impossible Foods, Eat Just, and Nature’s Fynd. The market for alternative protein 
products is expected to reach at least $290 billion by 2035 and compose 11% of the overall protein 
market12. This trend marks a promising movement towards creating alternatives to animal-based 
products that reduce resource usage and greenhouse gas emissions.  
1.2.3 Engineering Novel Crops and Sustainable Alternatives 

Advances in biotechnology have revealed new strategies to generating crops with desired traits – 
increased yields, increasing nutrient use efficiencies, and resistance to drought, heat, or disease. 
These strategies involve tuning gene expression to obtain desired phenotypes, which can be 
achieved in a transient or permanent manner. In ensuring heritable changes with successive 
generations of a crop, permanent changes in gene expression tend to be preferred. We further 
discuss trait engineering in Chapter 1.3. 
 
Additionally, there are a growing number of companies seeking to create sustainable alternatives 
to products used in agriculture. GreenLight Biosciences, for instance, seeks to use double-stranded 
RNA formulations as a replacement for pesticides and fungicides in pest and fungal management. 
Central to the appeal of this technology is that (i) RNA formulations are designed to be specific to 
their target and will not cause harmful effects to humans upon exposure and (ii) RNA does not 
accumulate in the environment and instead degrades over time.  
 
Despite all the technological-driven innovations and advancements we have discussed thus far, we 
also need to recognize that political will is a major player in ensuring food security and food system 
sustainability. Nutritional deficiencies and hunger are prevalent throughout the world despite 
levels of food production being sufficient to feed everyone on the planet. Technological changes 
can only go so far; issues with the food system ultimately need to be resolved by partnering 
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technology with infrastructural improvements in food distribution and social policies to ensure 
equitable food access.  

1.3 Modulating Plant Gene Expression to Obtain Desired Traits* 
Genetic engineering of crops has evolved to overcome limitations in traditional breeding, as 
breeding is slow, laborious and lacks precise control over plant genotype and phenotype 
generation. Modern biotechnology enables rapid development of crop variants with disease and 
pest resistance, stress tolerance, higher yield, and enhanced nutritional value. In this section, we 
discuss the fundamental principles of plant genetic engineering and genome editing and summarize 
the uncertain global regulatory landscape for genetically engineered crops.  
1.3.1 Plant Genetic Engineering 

Genetic engineering refers broadly to manipulating a cell’s genome and gene expression profile. 
Techniques for genetic engineering may cause recombinant protein expression, up/down 
regulation of a gene, permanent gene knockout, targeted mutations in the host gene, or insertion 
of large foreign DNA segments into the host genome. Genome modifications may be transient, 
permanent, or heritable and involve many types of biomolecules - most commonly RNA, DNA, 
and proteins which are sometimes taken up passively by cells, but often require enhanced delivery 
techniques such as gene guns, microinjection, electroporation, sonoporation, nanoparticle-assisted 
delivery, and engineered bacteria or viruses. In plants, genetic engineering is hindered by the cell 
wall, requiring delivery methods that are highly host-specific or limited by challenges in plant 
regeneration. While protoplasts (unwalled plant cells) are also commonly used in genetic 
engineering, regeneration of treated protoplasts into a mature plant is highly time consuming and 
involves a series of complex steps. 
1.3.2 Plant Genome Engineering 

Nuclease-enabled genome editing refers to techniques where genes are removed or changed with 
engineered nucleases, a class of enzymes that perform targeted double-stranded breaks (DSBs) at 
specific locations in the host genome. When nucleases perform DSBs, the cell undergoes 
homology-directed repair (HDR) or non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) to repair the cut. NHEJ 
is a random, error-prone repair process that involves realignment of a few bases such that the high 
error frequency provides a simplistic pathway for gene knockout. HDR is a non-random repair 
process requiring large stretches of sequence homology, allowing for precise edits by introducing 
customized homologous recombination sequences for gene knockout, knock-in, and targeted 
mutations. Prominent tools in genome editing are zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription 
activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short 
palindromic repeat)-Cas (CRISPR associated) systems. In the 1990s, ZFNs became the first 
nuclease system engineered for selectable genome editing in bacteria13. TALEN and CRISPR-Cas 
genome editing systems were developed for bacteria and eukaryotes more recently, around 2009 
and 2012, respectively14–17. Composed of protein complexes containing a DNA-binding domain 
and a DNA-cleaving domain, ZFNs and TALENs rely on protein/DNA recognition to induce 
endogenous DNA repair. CRISPR-Cas systems are composed of a nuclease protein (Cas) and a 

 
* Portions of Chapter 1.3 – 1.6 published as Cunningham, F.J.*, Goh, N.S.*, Demirer, G.S., 
Matos, J.L. and Landry, M.P., 2018. Nanoparticle-mediated delivery towards advancing plant 
genetic engineering. Trends in biotechnology, 36(9), pp.882-897. 
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guide RNA (gRNA) with sequence homology to the genomic target, and therefore rely on the 
formation of a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex to induce HDR or NHEJ. While all three systems 
have their drawbacks, CRISPR-Cas has revolutionized the field of genome editing owing to its 
relatively superior simplicity, efficiency, and multiplexing ability (i.e. simultaneous editing of 
different genes) over ZFNs and TALENs. 
1.3.3 Global Landscape of Regulatory Uncertainty Towards Genetically Engineered Crops 

Since 1996, global Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) cultivation has increased 110-fold to 
185 megahectares in 201618 (Figure 1-1). The U.S. is a leader in GMO production but highly 
regulates production of modified crops which poses, among other challenges, significant financial 
barriers to commercialization of new crop variants19. The U.S. GMO pipeline is product-based but 
sensitive to plant pests, such that Agrobacterium automatically triggers regulation while other 
methods of gene delivery are often deregulated if the product is non-transgenic19,20. European 
Union GMO regulation is process-based and affects any organism whose genome has been 
modified other than by mating or natural recombination21, but includes exceptions for certain types 
of mutagenesis that will likely exempt modern gene editing22.  
 
The advent of nuclease-based gene editing has set forth a global reevaluation of the legislation 
surrounding genetically engineered crops, wherein several leading GMO cultivators have 
exempted non-transgenic genome-edited plants from regulation (Figure 1-1). However, due to 
differences in regulatory philosophy and public opinion, several countries oppose deregulation of 
non-transgenic genome edited plants and it remains unclear how enforcement of GMO status will 
proceed in the future23. Despite the heterogenous and dynamic global regulatory landscape, 
nuclease-based genome editing currently plays a critical role in overcoming regulatory restrictions 
and ensuring scientific progress as well as commercial implementation of engineered crop variants.  
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Figure 1-1. GMO cultivation and regulatory attitudes worldwide.  
Despite a long, expensive regulatory pipeline, the U.S. is a leader for GMO cultivation worldwide, 
followed by Brazil and Argentina, with Argentina being the first to directly address modern 
genome editing techniques in GMO legislation. European and Australian regulatory attitudes are 
strict but have recently evolved as of January 2018, suggesting that regulations for genome edited 
plants will soon be relaxed in these regions. Nuclease-based edits without transgene integration 
escape regulation even in countries with large agricultural GMO industries and complex regulatory 
systems. a18, b22, c23, d24, e25, f26, g27. 

1.4 Traditional Delivery Methods for Plant Genetic Engineering 
1.4.1 Agrobacterium-Mediated Delivery 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a soil bacterium that infects a wide range of dicots, causing crown 
gall disease. The formation of a gall on the host plant is achieved via the stable transfer, integration, 
and expression of bacterial DNA in infected plants. Engineering of the Agrobacterium plasmid by 
substitution of the gall-inducing virulence genes with genes of interest confers the ability of 
Agrobacterium to transform the host plant. For this reason, Agrobacterium has been harnessed as 
a tool for plant genetic transformation since the early 1980s28.  
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Genetic transformation occurs through a process involving T-DNA (transfer DNA) export, 
targeting, and insertion into the plant nuclear genome. The export of T-DNA from the bacterium 
to the plant cell is facilitated by the activity of virulence genes present in the tumor inducing-
plasmid of Agrobacterium but are not themselves transferred. These virulence genes are expressed 
in the presence of phenolic inducers such as acetosyringone produced by wounded plant cells. 
Agrobacterium attaches to plant cells, where border sequences on either side of the T-strand (a 
single-stranded copy of the T-DNA sequence) are cleaved. The T-strand is then carried by a 
transporter with a nuclear localization sequence and integrated into the plant nuclear genome. 
Integration occurs at random positions in the genome via non-homologous recombination (NHR), 
a repair pathway for double-stranded breaks in DNA.  
1.4.2 Biolistic Delivery 
A form of biolistic particle delivery (also called particle bombardment), the gene gun is a physical 
method that is commonly applied for plant genetic transformations. Developed in 1982 by Sanford 
et. al29, the process involves gold or tungsten microparticles (or microcarriers) coated with genetic 
cargo that are accelerated by pressurized helium (He) gas into plant cells, rupturing cell walls and 
membranes. The gene gun consists of three main parts: a rupture disk, macrocarrier (holding 
microcarrier particles), and stopping screen. The rupture disk is a membrane designed to burst at 
a critical pressure of He gas. When He gas is accelerated to the desired pressure, the rupture disk 
bursts, creating a shock wave that propels the macrocarrier towards the plant cells. The 
macrocarrier’s momentum is stopped by the stopping screen, which allows genetic cargo-loaded 
microcarriers to pass and enter the plant cells.  
 
Unlike Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, biolistic delivery can result in transformation of 
the nuclear, plastidal, or mitochondrial genomes due to the nonspecific localization of genetic 
cargo. Consequently, more DNA needs to be delivered with biolistic delivery than agrobacterium-
mediated delivery when targeting the nuclear genome. 
1.4.3 Limitations of Current Methods for Plant Biomolecule Delivery 
Current biomolecule delivery methods to plants experience challenges that hinder their scope of 
use (
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Table 1-1). Methods such as electroporation, biolistics, Agrobacterium-mediated delivery, or 
cationic delivery typically target immature plant tissue (protoplasts, calli, meristems, or embryos) 
and require the regeneration of genetically modified progeny plants, which can be time-
consuming, challenging, and efficient protocols have only been developed for a narrow range of 
plant species. Biolistic particle delivery circumvents the cell wall via mechanical force, but often 
damages portions of target tissue in the process and causes low levels of gene expression 
modulation that is sparse and sporadic. Agrobacterium-mediated delivery is subject to orthogonal 
challenges, the largest of which being that Agrobacterium displays narrow host and tissue 
specificity, even between specific cultivars of the same species30. Agrobacterium generally 
experiences lower transformation efficiency for both delivery and regeneration in 
monocotyledonous plants (monocots) over dicotyledonous plants (dicots). Additionally, 
Agrobacterium yields random DNA integration, which can cause disruption of important genes, 
or insertion into sections of the genome with poor or unstable expression31. Random DNA 
integration, however, can be prevented by utilizing magnifection with non-integrating viruses32, 
or by using a plasmid deficient in T-DNA insertion33. 
 
Plant genetic engineering has lagged behind progress in animal systems; conventional methods of 
biomolecule delivery to plants remain challenged by intracellular transport through cell walls, and 
in turn limit plant genetic transformation efficacy. To date, plant biotechnology lacks a method 
that allows passive delivery of diverse biomolecules into a broad range of plant phenotypes and 
species without the aid of external force and without causing tissue damage. We posit 
nanotechnology as a key driver in the creation of a transformational tool to address delivery 
challenges and enhance the utility of plant genetic engineering.  
 



 

 

 

Table 1-1. Scope of use summary for plant biomolecule delivery methods.   

Delivery 
Method 

Adverse Effects of 
Delivery  

Target Species/ 
Tissue 

Cargo Type and Size Limitations 

Physical 

Biolistic 
Particle 
(Gene 
Gun) 
Mediated 
Delivery 

Damage to target tissue 
& cargo, low penetration 
depth, random 
integration  

Depends on tissue 
type+/ Calli, 
embryos, leaves  

 

DNA, siRNA, miRNA, 
ribonucleoproteins 
(RNPs), large cargo size  

Targeting leaves requires detachment 
from plant which limits time to observe 
delivery effects; targeting embryos 
requires laborious regeneration protocols 
whose effectiveness is highly 
species/cultivar-dependent    

Electropor
ation 

Damage to target tissue, 
nonspecific transport of 
material through pores 
may lead to improper 
cell function  

Unlimited/ 
Protoplasts^, 
meristems, pollen 
grains 

Nucleic acids (DNA, 
siRNA, miRNA)  

Limited cargo carrying capacity  

Chemical 

Polymer-
Mediated 
Delivery 

High charge densities 
induce cytotoxicity  

Species amenable to 
protoplast 
regeneration/ 
Protoplasts^  

Nucleic acids (DNA, 
siRNA, miRNA)  
 

Regeneration is highly inefficient for most 
species in transient studies and requires 
tissue culture 

 

Biological 

Agrobacter
ium 

Can lead to apoptosis 
and necrosis, random 

Narrow range of 
plant species, esp. 

Limited to DNA, large Leaf-targeted delivery is transient and 
gene edits are not transmitted to progeny, 
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Mediated 
Delivery 

integration  restricted from 
monocots#/ mature 
plants, immature 
tissue, protoplasts  

cargo size  but allow diverse biological studies; 
requires tissue culture (except 
Arabidopsis) to generate progeny; 
exhibits high host-specificity 

Viral 
Delivery 

Virus integration (can be 
mitigated by using non-
integrating viruses) 

Host plant species 
restrictions/ Mature 
plants, meristems  

Nucleic acids (DNA, 
siRNA, miRNA), very 
limited cargo size  

Highly limited cargo carrying capacity 

*While most biomolecule delivery methods to plants can deliver a variety of gene editing reagents, DNA plasmids are arguably 
the most common cargo of interest; DNA loading capacities are a useful metric for the upper limit for cargo sizes each method 
can sustain. 

+While biolistic particle mediated delivery can theoretically be utilized in unlimited target species, the ability to target species 
depends on the target tissue (by extension, cell wall structural strength) and capability of available equipment 

^ The use of protoplasts as target tissue necessitates regeneration protocols and progeny segregation that are time-consuming 
and in addition challenged by the limited plant species amenable to protoplast regeneration. 

#Progress has been made on increasing transformation efficiency in recalcitrant monocots34.
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1.5 Nanoparticle Usage in Plant Systems 
1.5.1 Nanoparticles†  
Nanomaterials are traditionally defined as materials with at least one dimension measuring under 
100 nm, whereby the reduced size can confer unique physical, chemical, and biological properties 
to the material compared to its bulk counterpart 35. Because of their unique and tunable properties, 
nanomaterials have enabled numerous novel applications in the fields of energy and 
electronics36,37, medicine and healthcare38,39, biotechnology40 and agriculture41. Specifically, 
nanomaterials have engendered the field of bionanotechnology – the intersection of biology and 
nanotechnology in which nanotechnology is applied to fields such as medicine, molecular biology, 
synthetic biology, biochemistry, and agriculture. Several sub-fields of bionanotechnology, such as 
nanomedicine, have leveraged nanomaterials for the development of drug delivery systems that 
can deliver drugs to specific cells using nanoparticles, thus lowering overall drug consumption and 
side-effects. Similarly, but more recently, nanomaterials have begun to advance plant science and 
agriculture through the usage of engineered nanoparticles that serve as nano-carriers, containing 
herbicides, fertilizers, chemicals, or genes, which target particular plant parts to release their 
content42. Additionally, many studies report that certain nanoparticles also facilitate plant growth 
and overall plant health43–45.  

 
In addition to their high degree of tunability, NPs possess several advantages that validate their 
widespread use, with particular emphasis in the biomedical industry. Most NPs can be prepared 
with consistent properties for low batch-to-batch variability, and can be designed to target 
biological systems, tissues, cells, or sub-cellular structures with high specificity46. Moreover, NP-
mediated gene and drug delivery can overcome common issues faced with viral vectors; NPs are 
less immunogenic and oncogenic, and can carry diverse and much larger cargo, although the 
increased NP sizes raise the challenge of bypassing biological barriers47. Furthermore, the effects 
of NP use have yet to be thoroughly studied, though existing research points to size and dose-
dependent cytotoxicity as a potential source of toxicity48,49. 
 
NPs are typically classified based on morphology and chemical properties. The most common 
categories include polymeric50, lipid51, magnetic52, metallic53, and carbon-based NPs54 (Figure 
1-2). NPs can be synthesized with either a top-down or bottom-up approach using techniques such 
as lithography55, deposition56, and self-assembly57.  

 

 
† Portions of Chapter 1.5.1 published as Cunningham, F.J.*, Goh, N.S.*, Demirer, G.S.*, Zhang, 
H.*, and Landry, M.P., 2020. Nanobiolistics: an emerging genetic transformation approach. In 
Biolistic DNA Delivery in Plants (pp. 141-159). Humana, New York, NY. 
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Figure 1-2. Scale comparison of engineered materials with biological components.  

1.5.2 Nanoparticles as Delivery Vehicles  
Nanotechnology has advanced a variety of fields including manufacturing, energy, and medicine. 
Of particular interest is the use of nanoparticles as molecular transporters in cells, an area that has 
largely focused on molecular delivery in animal systems. Nanoparticles allow manipulation on a 
subcellular level, giving rise to a previously unattainable degree of control over exogenous 
interactions with biological systems. Increasingly, nanoparticles have been seen as promising 
vehicles in plant systems as well for the delivery of biomolecules (further discussed in Chapter 
1.6), pesticides, and fertilizers.   
 
Nanopesticides and nanofertilizers leverage the tunability of nanoparticle properties to help 
increase the use efficiency of pesticides and fertilizers, thereby reducing the total quantities of 
chemical pesticides and fertilizers applied. This not only decreases farming costs but also serves 
to limit excessive chemical application and unintended runoff. Generally, pesticides and fertilizers 
are encapsulated within or mixed with the core structure of the nanoparticle, enabling a slow and 
controlled release of active ingredients over time. The use of various materials in nanopesticides 
and nanofertilizers has been well-studied and covered more extensively in review articles58.  
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1.5.3 Nanoparticles as Sensors 
Agricultural practices are innately demanding of resources such as land, water, and fertilizer. 
However, variability across field conditions means that resources are often under- or over-applied, 
leading to either decreased yield or excessive agrochemical usage. One approach to account for 
this variability is precision agriculture, which involves gathering site-specific data on crop and soil 
conditions that can be used to improve resource allocation. In particular, nanoparticle-based 
sensors can be used to gather agroecological data including pesticide accumulation and heavy 
metal and plant pathogen detection. Leveraging the innate physicochemical properties of 
nanomaterials, these sensors can be designed for highly sensitive, specific, and reproducible 
measurements of a target analyte. The scope and practicality of nanosensor use will be further 
covered in Chapter 5. 

1.5.4 Nanoparticles as Growth Stimulants  
Nanomaterial interactions with plants have been studied in the context of generating inexpensive 
materials for growth stimulation. Though the mechanism through which this happen is not well 
understood, nanoparticles such as multi-walled carbon nanotubes, silicon dioxide, and titanium 
dioxide have stimulated seed germination upon application59–61. Additionally, amongst others, 
carbon-based nanomaterials and silver nanoparticles have been shown to induce beneficial effects 
on shoot growth as measured by length and weight62,63. Certainly, these effects are highly 
dependent on concentration, site of introduction, surface charge, and plant species64. An excessive 
introduction of nanomaterials can also result in detrimental effects on the plant, which motivates 
prudent use of nanoparticles in this manner. Notably, we have yet to achieve a strong 
understanding of nanomaterial-plant interactions and the accumulation and fate of nanoparticles 
in plants, which continues to limit practical usage in field applications.   

1.6 Nanoparticle-Mediated Delivery 
1.6.1 Nanoparticle-Mediated Biomolecule Delivery in Animal Systems 
The small size of nanoparticles and their highly-tunable chemical and physical properties have 
enabled nanoparticle engineering to bypass biological barriers and even localize in sub-cellular 
domains of CHO and HeLa cells, among others65–68. Nanoparticles serve as non-viral, 
biocompatible, and non-cytotoxic vectors that can transport a range of biomolecules (small 
molecules, DNA, siRNA, miRNA, proteins, and RNPs)69–74 to biological cells. To this end, various 
features of nanoparticles including size, shape, functionalization, tensile strength, aspect ratio, and 
charge have been tuned for efficient intracellular biomolecule delivery to animal systems. 
Furthermore, “smart” nanoparticles have been developed to achieve responsive release of cargo 
for increased control of site-specificity75. Various NPs have been manufactured and are responsive 
to a range of stimuli, including temperature76, pH77, redox78, and the presence of enzymes79. 

1.6.2 Bridging Nanoparticle Usage from Animal Systems to Plants 
In contrast to the proliferate studies demonstrating nanoparticle-mediated delivery in animals, 
analogous research in plants is relatively sparse (Figure 1-3), owing to the transport challenge 
imposed by the plant cell wall which renders biomolecule delivery more challenging than for most 
mammalian systems. Nevertheless, knowledge gained from biomolecule delivery to animals 
provides a blueprint for translation to plant systems and could accelerate advancements in NP-
mediated plants biomolecule delivery. Nanoparticle-mediated delivery may overcome the three 
foremost limitations of current delivery techniques in plant systems by controlling NP size to 
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traverse the cell wall, tuning charge and surface properties to carry diverse cargo, and greater 
breadth in utility across plant species. 
 
Nanoparticle-mediated delivery in animals have successfully carried many types of cargo 
indiscriminately, unlike methods for plants such as Agrobacterium, which can only deliver DNA. 
For instance, Wang and colleagues report nanoparticle-mediated RNP delivery via lipid 
encapsulation80. Additionally, plastid engineering is not achievable with Agrobacterium, which 
only targets the plant nuclear genome and cannot target the chloroplast or mitochondrial genomes. 
Conversely, targeting moieties can be attached to NPs to obtain subcellular localization and 
modification of the desired genome. Hoshino and coworkers demonstrate the delivery of quantum 
dots to the nucleus and mitochondria of Vero cells using respective localizing signal peptides81. 
Active targeting and controlled release is not achievable with conventional plant biomolecule 
delivery methods, but has been demonstrated in animal systems with NP-based delivery: Davis 
and colleagues designed a polymeric NP with a human transferrin protein targeting ligand and 
polyethylene-glycol (PEG) on the NP exterior to deliver siRNA to human melanoma tumor cells 
specifically70, while Lai and coworkers studied stimuli-responsive controlled release of drug 
molecules and neurotransmitters encapsulated within mesoporous silica NPs (MSNs) to neuroglia 
cells82.  Drawing inspiration from progress in NP-mediated delivery for animal systems, NP-
mediated controlled delivery and release of biomolecules without species limitations in plants is a 
forthcoming goal.  
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Figure 1-3. NP-mediated genetic cargo delivery to animals and plants.  
a Nanoparticles that are commonly used in both animal and plant systems cover five major 
categories: bio-inspired, carbon-based, silicon-based, polymeric, and metallic / magnetic. We 
provide a visual comparison of delivery of various genetic cargo (deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), 
ribonucleic acid (RNA), proteins (site-specific recombinases or nucleases), and ribonucleoprotein 
(RNP)) with each of the five NP types across animal and plant systems. It is evident that NP-
mediated delivery has been utilized with a greater variety of genetic cargo in animals than in plants. 
b NP-mediated cargo delivery is conducted via various means. Physical methods include biolistic 
particle delivery, creating transient pores in the cell membrane with electric fields, soundwaves, 
or light, magnetofection, and microinjection. Non-physical methods include cationic carriers, 
incubation, and infiltration. a83, b84, c85, d86, e87, f88, g89, h90, i91, j92, k93, l94, m95, n96, o97, p98, q99, r100, s101, 
t102, u103, v104, w105, x106 
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1.6.3 Barriers to Biomolecule Delivery in Plant Cells‡ 
1.6.3.1 The Plant Cell Wall  
While a complete structure-function landscape of physical and chemical NP properties that drive 
cargo loading and cellular internalization remains elusive, a heuristic approach to nanocarrier 
design is a useful starting point. NP uptake and transport throughout plant tissue is limited by pore 
diameters, setting size exclusion limits (SELs) for various tissues and organs that are discussed 
extensively in the literature. The cell wall is commonly thought to exclude particles >5-20 nm, 
although recently NPs up to 50 nm in diameter have been reported as cell wall-permeable through 
unclear mechanisms107,108. For genetic engineering applications, where cytosolic or nuclear 
localization is necessary to affect gene function, the plasma and nuclear membranes are additional 
barriers to delivery. In practice, the cell wall (SEL <50 nm) plays a dominant role in NP size 
limitations,  as the cell membrane SEL is much larger (>500 nm)108. 

To effectively deliver biomacromolecules into a walled plant cell, the cargo and carrier must 
bypass two main key barriers: the plant cell wall, and the plasma membrane. Plant cells are 
surrounded by an extensive network of biopolymers knitted together to form a multilamellar matrix 
hydrogel cell wall that restricts access to the plasma membrane109. Generally, NP uptake and 
transport through plant tissue is limited by pore diameters, setting size exclusion limits (SELs) for 
various tissues and organs that are discussed extensively in the literature107,108,110–114. The size 
exclusion limit (SEL) of the cell wall has been probed using a number of methods including gas 
adsorption115, topographical EM studies116,117, and uptake of dye-labeled nanoscale materials of 
defined sizes118,119. Although uptake of some large 100-nm NPs in walled plant cells has been 
reported120,121, evidence suggests a sub-10 nm or 100-kDa protein SEL. Diffusion remains the 
widely-accepted mechanism through which NPs are purported to bypass the cell wall to access the 
plasma membrane, though it remains unclear how NPs near or above the SEL of the cell wall 
access the symplast. However, without greater evidence, we cannot discount biotransformation 
and subsequent in situ particle genesis or injurious application methods such as tissue 
infiltration122,123 as being the source of detected NPs above the SEL.  

A major impediment to overcoming the cell wall challenge is the over-reliance on diffraction-
limited fluorescence microscopy in assessing exogenous particle internalization. The presence of 
the thin symplast pressed against the perimeter of the plant cell, coupled with the diffraction limit 
of visible light (~200-nm), makes it difficult to distinguish whether fluorescent signals originate 
from the symplastic or apoplastic region of the plant cell. Additionally, fluorescent labels often 
overlap with emission wavelengths of endogenous plant autofluorescence. It is possible to address 
this via plasmolysis induction124–126 to increase cytosolic visualization or by using super-resolution 
microscopy, though both approaches have their drawbacks–plasmolysis induces drastic 
morphological changes in cells, and super-resolution microscopy requires specialized equipment 
and expertise. 

 
‡ Portions in Chapter 1.6.3 published as Goh, N.S.*, Wang, J.W.*, Cunningham, F.J.*, 
Boozarpour, N.N., Pham, M. and Landry, M.P., 2021. Nanoparticles for protein delivery in 
planta. Current opinion in plant biology, 60, p.102052. 
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1.6.3.2 Membrane Penetration and Endosomal Escape 
Upon passing the cell wall, nanomaterials have been suggested to enter the symplast via a variety 
of mechanisms including endocytosis127, plasmodesmata128, or physical disruption129 (Figure 1-4). 
However, the majority of these studies have been performed in suspension cells, which do not 
recapitulate tissue structure and have been reported to possess half-plasmodesmata that exposes 
the cell membrane to the extracellular environment130. The most investigated mechanism for 
cellular uptake of NPs is endocytosis. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis has been identified as the 
dominant endocytic process in plant cells and appears to operate analogously to animal cells131. 
Most examples of NP uptake in walled plant cells do not leverage specific pro-endocytic motifs. 
Instead, studies take advantage of the natural tendency of NPs to trigger endocytosis; thus, it 
remains unclear whether NP functionalization with a cell-penetrating domain would enhance their 
cellular entry in plants.  

 

Figure 1-4. Overview of mechanisms of nanoparticle penetration through cell walls and cell 
membranes.  
Nanomaterials (red circles) might bypass the cell wall by diffusion, by entering through existing 
plasmodesmata transport channels, or by harnessing chemical or physical disruption strategies to 
increase the wall size exclusion limit128,129,132,133. Penetrating cell membranes may similarly occur 
by utilizing the plasmodesmata, inducing endocytosis, or transient or permanent physical 
disruption of the membrane127–129. Endosomal escape must occur after endocytosis to evade 
sequestration into lytic organelles. 
 

Upon endocytosis, delivered materials must escape the endosome. Without a method to escape the 
endosome, endocytosed materials are sequestered into lytic organelles such as the central vacuole 
or lysosomes and are consequently destroyed134. In mammalian systems, polycationic polymers, 
cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), or other chemical agents delivered in concert with the cargo have 
proven successful for cytosolic delivery135–137. Despite practical successes, the mechanism through 
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which polycation-mediated endosomal disruption occurs is still under debate138,139, and it remains 
unclear if endosome-disrupting tools can be translated for use in plant systems. However, some 
reports of cytosolic delivery of nucleic acids and proteins using polycation-rich polymers exist in 
plants140,141. For example, recent work by Liu and coworkers used a commercially available 
cationic lipid formulation to deliver Cas9 RNP to Nicotiana protoplasts142. 

1.6.4 Nanomaterials for Plant Genetic Engineering 
To date, most literature on NP-plant systems focuses on plant-based metallic nanomaterial 
synthesis143, agrochemical delivery144, and NP uptake showing both valuable and deleterious 
effects on plant growth114,145. Dicot and monocot plants exhibit variable degrees of direct uptake 
of many NP types, including mesoporous silica NPs (MSNs)146, carbon nanotubes (CNTs)147, 
quantum dots148, and metal/metal oxide NPs149–151. Once taken up, certain types of NPs exhibit 
phytotoxicity via vascular blockage, oxidative stress, or DNA structural damage114. Conversely, 
NPs have been shown to improve root/leaf growth and chloroplast production145. Tradeoffs 
between phytotoxicity and growth enhancement as a function of species, growth conditions, NP 
properties, and dosage are not well-understood and call for more studies with a focus on 
nanoparticle physical and chemical properties. Closing the knowledge gap in plant physiological 
response to NP uptake is important and should be pursued in parallel with the enhancement of 
plant science using engineered nanomaterials, as the ‘nanorevolution’ in targeted delivery to 
animals suggests tremendous potential for analogous progress in plants.  
 
NPs are valuable materials for intracellular biomolecule delivery owing to their ability to cross 
biological membranes, protection and release of diverse cargoes, and multifaceted targeting via 
chemical and physical tunability. Such properties have enabled NPs to revolutionize targeted 
delivery and controlled release in mammalian systems. However, nanocarrier delivery in plants 
remains largely underexplored due to the cell wall, which is typically overcome by chemical or 
mechanical aid. Passive biomolecule delivery to plants is promising for minimally invasive, 
species-independent in vivo genetic engineering of plants, especially for transient expression in 
somatic tissue (Table 1-2). The potential of NP-based plant delivery methods is underscored by 
the limitations of in vitro plant studies in general, wherein regeneration capacity varies widely 
across species, genotype, and even within a single plant depending on developmental age of source 
tissue152. Currently, stable transformation requires progeny regeneration from embryogenic calli 
regardless of the delivery method (Table 1-2). Thus, parallel optimization of delivery and 
regeneration is necessary to improve efficiency and expand stable transformation capabilities to 
all plant species. 



 

 

Table 1-2. Challenges in plant genetic engineering and proposed advantages of NP delivery. 

Desired 
outcome  

Non-heritable* 
(somatic/transient expression) 

Heritable 
(germline/stable transformation) 

Targeted 
tissue  Leaves Roots Protoplasts Zygotic embryo Somatic embryogenic 

calli 

Tissue-
specific 

biological 
and 

experimental 
challenges 

• Cell wall 
• Inefficient cellular 

uptake 
• Epidermal barrier 

• Cell wall 
• Inefficient cellular 

uptake 

• Cell wall 
degradation 
protocol 
• Inefficient 

cellular uptake 

• Cell wall 
• Inefficient 

subcellular 
localization 
• Embryo collection/ 

calli induction 
• Calli regeneration 

• Cell wall 
• Inefficient 

subcellular 
localization 
• Totipotency/ calli 

induction 
• Calli regeneration 

Proposed 
advantages 

of NP-
delivery 

• NP-cell wall 
permeability 
• NP-stomata 

permeability 120    
• Anionic NPs root-to-

shoot vascular 
translocation 153  
• Passive uptake or direct 

mesophyll injection 
without gene gun or 
protoplasts 
• Tunable NP properties 

and ligands for 
subcellular targeting 

• NP-cell wall 
permeability 
• Cationic NP root 

accumulation 153 
• Passive uptake 

without gene gun 
or protoplasts 
• Tunable NP 

properties and 
ligands for 
subcellular 
targeting 

• Tunable NP 
properties and 
ligands for 
subcellular 
targeting 

• NP-cell wall 
permeability 
• Tunable NP 

properties and 
ligands for 
subcellular 
targeting  

• NP-cell wall 
permeability 
• Tunable NP 

properties and 
ligands for 
subcellular targeting  

*While these somatic tissues (leaves, roots, protoplasts) are most commonly targeted for transient expression experiments, heritable 
outcomes may be derived from them through somatic embryogenesis (dedifferentiation of somatic tissue). 
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In 2007, Torney and colleagues were the first to demonstrate NP delivery of DNA and chemicals 
to Nicotiana tabacum plants via biolistic-delivery of 100 – 200 nm gold-capped MSNs91. In this 
study, a chemical expression inducer was loaded into MSN pores (~3nm) that were subsequently 
covalently capped with gold nanoparticles. The capped MSNs were then coated with GFP plasmids 
and delivered by gene gun to Nicotiana tabacum cotyledons, wherein GFP expression was 
triggered upon uncapping and release of the expression inducer91. This seminal paper demonstrated 
proof of concept that strategies common for NP delivery of DNA to mammalian systems can be 
adapted to plants.  Notably, gold-MSNs were also used for biolistic codelivery of DNA and 
proteins, namely GFP and Cre-recombinase, demonstrating the ability of MSNs to deliver proteins 
for gene editing93.  Many delivery strategies still require a gene gun, electromagnetic field, or 
protoplast PEG-transfection93,103,154–157 as NP structure-function parameters have not yet been fully 
optimized to bypass the cell wall (Table 1-3). However, for these systems where mechanical or 
chemical aid is necessary for internalization, the small size and high surface area of nanocarriers 
still offers superior performance over conventional methods. For instance, Torney and colleagues’ 
pioneering MSN study achieved transgene expression with 1,000x less DNA than required by 
conventional PEG-transfection in protoplasts91.  
 
A few examples show promise for NP-mediated passive delivery to plants in vitro83,158,159 and in 
vivo160,161 in, for example, N. tabacum protoplasts159 and Arabidopsis thaliana roots160,161, 
respectively (Table 1-3). While many more studies are needed to optimize NP properties and 
functionalization, these early results are promising for further exploration of NPs as a plant 
biomolecule delivery platform that addresses shortcomings of conventional methods. Furthermore, 
with the advent of nuclease-based gene editing technologies, it is of great interest to optimize the 
delivery of these revolutionary genetic engineering tools by exploring NP-based delivery strategies 
for these diverse biomolecular cargoes.  
 



 

 

Table 1-3. Select summary of NP-mediated genetic engineering in plants.  

 NP type Cargo 
Plant Species; 

Cell/Tissue type 
Delivery 
Method 

Comments Ref., Year 

With 
external 

aid 

Gold capped MSNs 

GFP plasmid; 
chemical 

expression 
inducer 

N. tabacum 
cotyledons; Z. 
mays embryos 

Biolistic 
Codelivery and 

controlled release of 
DNA and chemicals  

91, 2007 

Poly-L-lysine coated 
starch NPs GFP plasmid 

Dioscorea 
zingiberensis 

C.H.Wright calli 
suspension 

Sonoporation 

5% transient 
expression 

efficiency; some 
integration occurs 

155, 2008 

Gold-plated MSNs 
GFP and mCherry 

plasmids; GFP 
protein 

Allium cepa 
epidermis tissue Biolistic DNA and protein 

codelivery 
154, 2012 

Magnetic gold NPs β-glucuronidase 
(GUS) plasmid 

Brassica napus 
protoplasts and 

walled cell 
suspension 

Magnetic field Transient GUS 
expression 

156, 2013 

Gold-plated MSNs 
AmCyan1 and 

DsRed2 plasmids; 
Cre protein 

Z. mays embryos Biolistic 

DNA and protein 
codelivery; both 

transient and stable 
expression 

93, 2014 

Dimethylaminoethyl 
methacrylate 

(DMAEM) polymer 
NPs 

Yellow 
fluorescent 

protein (YFP) and 
GFP plasmids 

N. tabacum and 
Ceratodon 
purpureus 
protoplasts 

PEG 
transfection 

Both transient and 
stable expression 

157, 2017 
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 Magnetic Fe3O4 
NPs 

Selectable marker 
gene plasmids 

Gossypium 
hirsutum pollen Magnetic field 

~1% efficiency for 
generating stable 
transgenic seeds 

103, 2017 

 
In vitro 
without 
external 

aid 

Polyamidoamine 
(PAMAM) 

dendrimer NPs 
GFP plasmid 

Agrostis 
stolonifera L. 

calli 
Passive 48.5% cells showed 

transient expression 
158, 2008 

Calcium phosphate 
NPs (CaPNPs) GUS plasmid 

Brassica juncea 
hypocotyl 
explants 

Passive 
80.7% stable 

transformation 
efficiency 

83, 2012 

Organically 
functionalized CNTs YFP plasmid 

N. tabacum 
protoplasts and 

leaf explants 
Passive Both transient and 

stable expression 
159, 2015 

In vivo 
without 
external 

aid 

Organically 
functionalized 

MSNs 
mCherry plasmid A. thaliana roots Passive 

46.5% transient 
expression 
efficiency 

161, 2013 

PAMAM dendrimer 
NPs 

Double-stranded 
DNA for RNA 

interference 
A. thaliana roots Passive 

Developmental gene 
silencing led to 

systemic phenotypes 
160, 2014 

Polymer 
functionalized CNTs 

GFP plasmid; 
siRNA for 

transgenic GFP 
silencing 

E. sativa, N. 
benthamiana and 

T. aestivum 
leaves 

Passive 

95% transient 
silencing efficiency; 
transient expression 

in mature leaves 

88  

22 
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1.6.5 Outlook for Nanomaterials for Plant Genetic Engineering 
Genetic engineering of plants has greatly accelerated scientific progress and paved the way for 
crop variants with improved growth characteristics, disease and pest resistance, environmental 
stress tolerance, and enhanced nutritional value. In parallel, advances in site-specific genome 
editing technologies have optimized the precision with which genetic engineering of organisms 
can be accomplished. However, conventional methods of plant genetic engineering and genome 
editing are limited in scope primarily due to the cell wall, which imposes a barrier to efficient 
delivery of biomolecules that could potentially be overcome by nanoparticles.  
 
NPs have recently emerged as a novel method of targeted biomolecule delivery in mammalian 
cells especially for clinical applications. However, exploration of nanocarriers for biomolecule 
delivery in plants remains a nascent field with much potential for the future of plant biotechnology 
and genome editing. Preliminary studies show that NPs with proper surface chemistry and physical 
properties analogous to those developed for animal systems can deliver biomolecules to plants in 
vivo and in vitro with improvements over conventional methods. However, as of yet, most 
nanocarriers in plants still require assistance from conventional methods (i.e. gene gun) or are 
limited to in vitro studies. To realize the full scientific and humanitarian potential in genetic 
engineering of both model and crop species, especially with the advent of nuclease-based genome 
editing, a promising focus will be to optimize NPs as efficient and ubiquitous delivery vessels of 
diverse biomolecules, tunable across cargo types, species, and tissues, for both transient and stable 
genetic engineering. However, because germline transformation is currently limited to only one 
model plant species (Arabidopsis), even a ubiquitous delivery strategy for precise genome editing 
would be limited by the success of regenerating progeny from somatic tissue. A remarkable, yet 
quite conceivable, future accomplishment of nanoparticle delivery in plants could be enablement 
of unprecedented, highly parallel genetic studies that elucidate the precedents for success in tissue 
regeneration, and the direct manipulation of germline plant cells. 
 

1.7 Scope of Dissertation 
This dissertation contains four chapters, in addition to an introductory and concluding chapter. 
Each chapter relates to how nanoparticles might be engineered for usage in plants, broadly 
spanning nanoparticles as vehicles for biomolecule delivery as well as nanosensor applications. 
Here, I provide an overview of each chapter to provide transitions between chapters.  
 
Chapter 2 presents a microscopy and molecular biology-based workflow characterizing plant 
nanoparticle transport and siRNA delivery in plant leaves. This study strives to answer the 
following: (i) how nanoparticle characteristics (i.e. morphology, surface chemistry) influence 
nanoparticle transport within a plant leaf, and (ii) how these differences in transport impact 
delivery efficiency. While studies have been performed on how nanoparticle characteristics 
influence translocation and fate of nanoparticles in a plant, an end-to-end study of how NP 
characteristics influence delivery outcomes had yet to be conducted. The work laid out in this 
chapter is the first systematic assessment of how nanoparticle shape and aspect ratio affect 
nanoparticle transport at the cellular level. The results of this study are particularly useful to the 
plant-nano community, as they suggest that nanoparticle entry into cells is not strictly necessary 
for efficient siRNA delivery.  
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Chapter 3 covers the development of a single-walled carbon nanotube platform capable of efficient 
plasmid DNA delivery. In this chapter, we seek to create a nanoparticle-based platform for 
biomolecule delivery that can be used in both model plants and agriculturally relevant crops 
without mechanical aid. Accordingly, we describe the design of a carbon nanotube-based system, 
validation of successful expression of a reporter protein in both monocot and dicots, and further 
confirmation that this platform is non-integrating and enables transient gene expression. This 
platform demonstrates promising use in CRISPR-based editing and could have the potential to 
generate novel plants in a rapid and high-throughput manner.  
 
Chapter 4 focuses on the practicality of protein delivery into walled plant cells. Despite advances 
in nanoparticle-based platforms for RNA and DNA, there remain few solutions for protein 
delivery. This is particularly due to unique challenges that exist with proteins, which span the 
variability in protein sizes as well as vulnerabilities to structural perturbations which lead to loss 
of function. This chapter outlines current and potential strategies towards achieving protein 
delivery with a specific focus on conjugation and loading chemistries. 
 
Chapter 5 represents a transition away from nanoparticle-mediated biomolecule delivery strategies 
and towards pondering the application of nanoparticle-based systems in more complex biological 
and ecological environments. Fundamentally, the introduction of nanoparticles to a biological 
milieu results in interactions between biomolecules such as proteins and the nanoparticles. The 
formation of a biocorona results in an increase in nanoparticle size and surface chemistry, which 
can impact nanoparticle transport within the plant and most importantly, function. We believe that 
biocorona formation is one of the chief impediments to translating nanoparticle-based systems 
from the benchtop into fields. This chapter discusses the importance of studying biocorona 
formation in the context of nanosensors and argues that an improved understanding of biocorona 
formation can inform functional nanoparticle design. Though nanosensor-specific examples have 
been provided in this chapter, the considerations laid out are broadly applicable to nanoparticles 
used in agriculture.  
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2 Nanoparticle Cellular Internalization is Not Needed for siRNA 
Delivery into Plants  

 
2.1 Chapter Abstract 
Rapidly growing interest in nanoparticle-mediated delivery of DNA and RNA to plants requires a 
better understanding of how nanoparticles and their cargoes translocate in plant tissues and into 
plant cells. However, little is known about how the size and shape of nanoparticles influences 
transport in plants and delivery efficiency of their cargoes, limiting development of 
nanotechnology in plant systems. Here, we employ non-biolistically delivered DNA-modified gold 
nanoparticles (AuNP) spanning various sizes (5-20 nm) and shapes (spheres and rods) to 
systematically investigate their transport following infiltration into Nicotiana benthamiana (Nb) 
leaves. Generally, smaller AuNP demonstrate more rapid, higher, and longer-lasting levels of 
association with plant cell walls compared to larger AuNP. We observe internalization of rod-
shaped but not spherical AuNP into plant cells, yet surprisingly, 10 nm spherical AuNP 
functionalized with small-interfering RNA (siRNA) are most efficient at siRNA delivery and 
inducing gene silencing in mature plant leaves. These results indicate the importance of 
nanoparticle size in efficient biomolecule delivery, and, counterintuitively, demonstrate that 
efficient cargo delivery is possible and potentially optimal in the absence of nanoparticle cellular 
internalization. Results highlight nanoparticle features of importance for transport within plant 
tissues, providing a mechanistic overview of how nanoparticles can be designed to achieve 
efficacious bio-cargo delivery for future developments in plant nanobiotechnology.§ 
 

2.2 Introduction 
The growth of nanobiotechnology, whereby nanomaterials are designed for use in biological 
systems, has added new dimensionality to pharmaceutical and drug delivery development and 
married the fields of chemistry, biomedical engineering, and material science. Their small size, 
tunable physicochemical and optical properties, and high surface-to-volume ratio render 
nanoparticles (NPs) versatile scaffolds to be functionalized as carriers or probes for therapeutic 
and diagnostic purposes. In recent years, the use of nanomaterials in plant science has greatly 
enabled advances in agriculture. These developments include crop management improvement, 
plant-pathogen protection, nutrient and pesticide delivery, monitoring of plant and soil health, and 
creation of crop varieties with desirable traits such as high yield and stress resistance121,162,163. In 
plant genetic engineering, nanomaterials have also been used as vehicles for the delivery of 
plasmid DNA88,91,164, siRNA165–169, and proteins93 to whole plants.  
 
Nanoparticle (NP)-mediated biomolecule delivery technologies for plants have leveraged the 
material properties of nanoparticles to overcome the unique barriers of plant cells. Examples of 

 
§ Published in Goh, N.S.*, Zhang, H.*, Wang, J.W., Pinals, R.L., González-Grandío, E., 
Demirer, G.S., Butrus, S., Fakra, S.C., Del Rio Flores, A., Zhai, R. and Zhao, B., 2022. 
Nanoparticle cellular internalization is not required for RNA delivery to mature plant 
leaves. Nature nanotechnology, 17(2), pp.197-205. 
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these materials include mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSNs)91,93, single walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWNTs)88,147,164,168, DNA nanostructures166, layered double hydroxide 
nanosheets165,170, and more recently, gold nanoparticles167,169. These works exploit the small size 
and high tensile strength of NPs to bypass biological barriers. Moreover, the diverse conjugation 
chemistries available for cargo conjugation to NPs and the high degree of control over NP 
morphology and surface functionalization enable certain NPs to penetrate through plant 
tissues171,172. While NP-mediated biomolecule delivery in plants has been demonstrated with 
nanoparticles of various sizes and surface modifications, little is known about how these design 
variables affect translocation, cellular uptake, and ultimately bio-cargo utilization in plants. 
Comprehensive studies in mammalian systems173–176 and simulations of NP-cell membrane 
interactions177–180 have underscored the importance of NP size and shape for bio-delivery – yet, 
these studies are usually not applicable to walled plant cells. In particular, studies in mammalian 
systems have revealed how size and shape can affect NP interaction with cells and thus influence 
the uptake pathway and internalization efficiency, guiding design strategies for nanoparticle-based 
biomedical applications181. However, analogous studies in plant systems have not been performed 
yet, limiting the development of plant nanobiotechnologies and the assessment of their intended 
and unintended impacts on plants, agricultural systems, and the environment. 
 
The plant cell wall is composed of a complex network of biopolymers that gives rise to a 
semipermeable matrix182 and is a unique barrier to consider for the uptake of NPs into plant cells183. 
While the permeability of the plant cell wall is dynamic, studies commonly suggest that the upper 
limit of the pore diameters range from 5 to 20 nm107,108. An abundance of studies in mammalian 
systems have demonstrated that NP interactions with cells are morphology-dependent, and similar 
dependencies may also dictate NP interactions with plants. There is therefore a cogent need to 
understand NP-plant interactions to inform how NPs can be designed for use with minimal 
environmental disruption and maximal efficacy. The process of NP uptake, translocation, and 
accumulation in plants can be broadly split into three tiers184: (i) macroscale – quantifying 
translocation and accumulation in plant organs, (ii) microscale – studying NP transport through 
and interactions with plant tissues and vasculature, and (iii) molecular – revealing the manner of 
NP association on a cellular or sub-cellular level. Of note, most studies have been performed on 
the macroscale185,186, though some studies have begun to explore the effect of NP properties on 
uptake at the microscale171,187 and the molecular scale188,189. These studies are valuable to 
understand how NPs and their surface chemistries might impact translocation and long-term 
accumulation throughout a plant. However, NP features enabling molecular-scale translocation of 
NPs within plant tissues and into plant cells, and subsequent bio-cargo delivery, remain to be 
determined.  
 
Although gold microparticles and certain larger AuNP are broadly used for biolistic delivery of 
biological cargoes in plants, their non-biolistic delivery remains largely unexplored. In this study, 
we designed a library of DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles (DNA-AuNPs) of varying sizes 
and shapes and evaluated their leaf tissue transport to plant cells over time. We used confocal 
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and synchrotron X-ray fluorescence 
(µXRF) imaging to track AuNP fate v following abaxial (from the bottom) infiltration into leaves, 
and directly visualize NP interactions with plant cells. Based on these results, we established a 
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size- and shape-dependent mechanism of DNA-AuNP transport to and passage across plant cell 
walls and demonstrate here that biocargo delivery into plant cells can be independent of 
nanoparticle cellular internalization. Our results highlight the importance of nanoparticle 
morphology in transport within plant tissues and suggest that efficient cellular siRNA delivery can 
be achieved even without NP carrier internalization into cells.  

2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Preparation and Characterization of DNA-AuNP 
Five gold nanoparticles of various morphologies were used in this study: 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm and 
20 nm gold nanospheres (AuNS), and a 13-by-68 nm gold nanorod (AuNR) of aspect ratio ~5.2 
(Error! Reference source not found.a). To obtain colloidally-stable particles, AuNP were 
functionalized using a pH-assisted method190 with single-stranded DNA sequences with a 3’ thiol 
modifier followed by a 10-nucleotide poly-adenosine sequence (Table 2-1 and Table 2-2). Citrate-
stabilized AuNP and functionalized DNA-AuNP were characterized with UV-Vis-NIR 
spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering (DLS), and TEM imaging. AuNS have a size-dependent 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak at approximately 520 nm and AuNR have characteristic 
transverse and longitudinal peaks at 520 nm and 960 nm (Error! Reference source not found.b), 
and the SPR peaks showed small redshifts post-functionalization (Table 2-1). DLS 
characterization (Table 2-3, Figure 2-7, and Figure 2-8) and TEM (Error! Reference source not 
found.c and Figure 2-9) demonstrate successful functionalization and the high homogeneity of 
AuNP and DNA-AuNP, and the number of DNA molecules per AuNP are quantified (Table 2-4) 
with AuNP possessing higher surface areas loading more DNA, as expected. DNA-AuNP were 
next tagged with a Cy3 fluorophore via complementary strand hybridization and abaxially-
infiltrated into mature leaves of Nicotiana benthamiana (Nb) plants using a needleless syringe 
(Error! Reference source not found.d).  
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Figure 2-1. DNA-AuNP preparation and characterization.  
a AuNP samples used in this study: 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm gold nanospheres (AuNS), and 13 by 68 
nm gold nanorods (AuNR). b Representative UV-Vis-NIR spectra of 10 nm AuNS and AuNR 
demonstrate characteristic AuNS and AuNR absorbance peaks. c TEM characterization of AuNP 
indicates high degrees of monodispersity. Scale bar: 50 nm. d AuNP are functionalized with thiol-
modified nucleic acids via a low-pH assisted method, followed by abaxial infiltration into mature 
plant leaves. Throughout this study, infiltration was performed in lieu of spray-based nanoparticle 
application to ensure even wetting of the plant leaf tissue. 
 
2.3.2 AuNP Transport through Leaf Tissue and Association with Plant Cells 
Following nanoparticle characterization, we tested the morphology- and size-dependent ability of 
AuNP to transit within the leaf interstitial space and associate with plant cell walls. To track DNA-
AuNP in plant tissue, we hybridized a Cy3-modified complementary DNA strand to the thiol-
modified DNA on AuNP (Table 2-1). Cy3-labeled DNA-AuNP (Cy3-DNA-AuNP) with a 
normalized Cy3 concentration of 400 nM and thus differing concentrations of AuNP (Table 2-4) 
were abaxially-infiltrated into the leaves of a transgenic mGFP5 Nb plant. Leaves were adaxially 
(top) imaged with confocal microscopy to capture Cy3 signal from Cy3-DNA-AuNP and GFP 
signal from the transgenic Nb cytosol. The colocalization fraction between Cy3 and GFP channels 
represented the relative ability of Cy3-DNA-AuNP to diffuse within the leaf interstitial space and 
associate with (and/or enter, see Section 2.6.2.1 below) plant cells (Error! Reference source not 
found.a). 
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Colocalization analyses of Cy3-DNA-AuNP with cytosolic mGFP5 ranging from 30 min to 24 h 
post-infiltration reveals maximum colocalization fractions at varied timepoints that depend on 
AuNP core shape and size (Error! Reference source not found.b, maxima: black bars), with the 
exception of 20 nm AuNS, for which no maximum was observed. Confocal images in Error! 
Reference source not found.c show the Cy3-DNA-AuNP signal as the red channel, intracellular 
GFP as the green channel, and colocalization signal from the two channels in white. With the 
exception of the 20 nm AuNS, all DNA-AuNP experienced an increase in colocalization fractions 
as a function of time post-infiltration before reaching a maximum, followed by a decrease in 
colocalization values over longer incubation times (Figure 2-10, Figure 2-11, Figure 2-12, 
Figure 2-13, and Figure 2-14). For DNA-AuNS, the time required to reach maximum AuNP 
colocalization with plant cells was faster for smaller nanoparticles – for 5, 10, and 15 nm, the time 
corresponding to the colocalization maxima were 1, 2, and 12 h post-infiltration. For 20 nm DNA-
AuNS, no statistically significant change in the colocalization fractions occurred within 24 h, and 
longer post-infiltration times of 48 and 72 h did not yield a maximum value. For DNA-AuNR, the 
maximum colocalization fraction occurred sharply at 6 h post-infiltration. 
 
We attribute the time-dependent increase in colocalization fraction to the time required for DNA-
AuNP to travel through plant tissue and intercalate between cells. Interestingly, the different time-
dependent accumulation of DNA-AuNS versus DNA-AuNR suggest a shape-dependent effect on 
NP transport in plant tissues. Additional confocal experiments with a lower aspect ratio AuNR 
support this hypothesis (see Section 2.6.3.1 below, Figure 2-15, and Figure 2-16). The decrease 
in Cy3 signal at longer incubation points is potentially due to the loss of Cy3 fluorescence with 
photobleaching or quenching by molecular interactions191, or apoplastic192 (space beyond the cell 
plasma membrane) transport decreasing Cy3 presence within the imaged area (See Section 2.6.3.2 
below, Figure 2-17, and Figure 2-18). Altogether, our data suggest that AuNS core size plays an 
essential role for DNA-AuNP transport in plant tissues. 5, 10, and 15 nm DNA-AuNS and DNA-
AuNR with diameters less than 15 nm can diffuse within the leaf interstitial space and associate 
with plant cell walls and membranes in a size and shape-dependent manner, with times for maximal 
cellular association ranging drastically from 1 to 12 h. These findings support prior hypothetical 
observations that larger nanoparticles take longer to diffuse through plant tissue and associate with 
plant cells, with an upper 20 nm NP core size limit93.   
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Figure 2-2. Cy3-tagged DNA-AuNP association with plant cells following infiltration into 
transgenic mGFP5 Nicotiana benthamiana (Nb) leaves.  
a Workflow for fluorescent AuNP tracking in leaves via confocal microscopy. AuNP labeled with 
400 nM Cy3-DNA abaxially infiltrated into mGFP5 Nb leaves (with GFP fluorescence as a 
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cytosolic marker) and colocalization fractions analyzed under confocal microscopy as a relative 
measure of AuNP cell wall association. b Time-series of colocalization fractions for Cy3-DNA-
AuNP demonstrate size and shape dependent AuNP transport in plant tissues. Grey denotes 
maximum colocalization fractions obtained with a free Cy3-DNA control (Figure 2-19 and Figure 
2-20). 5nm AuNS, ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0008; 10nm AuNS: ***p=0.0003, **p=0.0030, 
*p=0.0357; 15nm AuNS: **p=0.0056, *p=0.0276, ***p=0.0009; 20nm AuNS: ***p=0.0004; 
AuNR: ****p<0.0001, *p=0.0115 in one-way ANOVA, n.s.: not significant; error bars indicate 
s.e.m. n=3). c Cy3-DNA-AuNP infiltrated Nb leaves with regions of colocalization (white) 
between intracellular GFP (green) and Cy3 (red) channels. Images corresponding to incubation 
times included for each of the five AuNP samples include before, during, and after the time for co-
localization values to reach the maximum level. Scale bar: 100 µm. 
 
2.3.3 AuNS Association with Plant Cells 
To confirm NP fate on a sub-cellular scale, we next implemented TEM of NP-treated leaves to 
directly visualize AuNP in plants (Error! Reference source not found.). DNA-AuNP infiltrated Nb 
leaves were fixed and sectioned 24 h post-infiltration, with progressively increased magnifications 
provided for 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm AuNS including arrows marking AuNS associated with a single 
cell wall, and unfilled arrows marking AuNS sandwiched between two neighboring cell walls 
(Error! Reference source not found. and Table 2-4). Characteristic cellular structures like 
chloroplasts and cell walls are used as indicators to determine whether AuNS are localized within 
the extracellular or intracellular spaces.  
 
Across all samples, a high density of AuNS associated with plant cell walls, with smaller AuNS 
associating more than larger AuNS. Our colocalization analysis demonstrated that the size of the 
AuNS affects their translocation efficiency within plant tissues, whereby larger AuNS experience 
greater difficulty bypassing biological barriers. Notably, 5, 10, and 15 nm DNA-AuNS TEM 
images showed AuNS intercalating into a single cell wall, whereas the 20 nm AuNS images 
depicted AuNS sandwiched between two cell walls and thus unassociated with a single cell (Error! 
Reference source not found.d and Figure 2-21). Across all samples, we saw no instances of AuNS 
within or proximal to the intracellular space of plant cells, suggesting that AuNS internalization 
into plant cells is minimal, if it occurs at all (additional confirmation in Figure 2-22). The higher 
degree of plant leaf cell association of smaller AuNP based on TEM agree with their respective 
higher colocalization values obtained with our confocal microscopy results.  
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Figure 2-3. TEM of DNA-functionalized AuNS treated Nicotiana benthamiana (Nb) leaves. 
Representative TEM images of Nb plants 24h post-infiltration with DNA-functionalized AuNS of 
a 5 nm, b 10 nm, c 15 nm, and d 20 nm diameters. Images are progressively magnified from left 
to right, with red boxes indicating magnifications. Annotations represent cell wall (cw) and 
chloroplast (ch). Solid and unfilled arrows indicate nanoparticles associated with a single cell wall 
or found between cell walls, respectively. Scale bars (from left to right) are 5 µm, 1 µm, 0.2 µm 
and 50 nm. 

2.3.4 AuNR Association with and Internalization into Plant Cells 
Analogous to the AuNS TEM experiments, Nb leaves exposed to DNA-AuNR were prepared for 
TEM analysis 24 h post-infiltration. In contrast to AuNS, we identified several AuNR inside plant 
cells (Error! Reference source not found.a). The striped arrow pinpoints AuNR found within plant 
cells, supported by the presence of chloroplasts next to the identified AuNR. In addition, several 
instances of AuNR piercing into the cell walls were observed, orienting along a tangent or 
perpendicular to the cell wall (Error! Reference source not found.b and Figure 2-23). 
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Previous theoretical and experimental studies of NP internalization in mammalian cells indicate 
that NP shape greatly influences the contact curvature with the lipid membrane and dictates the 
endocytic pathway and angle of entry179. In particular, high-aspect ratio NPs tend to rotate to orient 
themselves perpendicular to the cell membrane during internalization into mammalian cells180, 
whereby the rotation facilitates the penetration and transport of NPs193. From our TEM data, we 
therefore analyzed AuNR in the extracellular space of plant cells with respect to their orientation 
relative to the cell wall tangent (Error! Reference source not found.c and Figure 2-24). In total, 
41.7 %, 21.9 %, and 36.4 % of AuNR oriented between 0-30 °, 30-60 °, and 60-90 ° with the cell 
wall respectively (Figure 2-24 and Table 2-5). We posit that the AuNR demonstrate a stronger 
preference for initially orienting parallel to the cell wall, where 22.5 % of AuNR formed an acute 
angle between 0-10 ° with the cell wall. In addition, compared to the 11.1 % proportion expected 
randomly (see Section 2.5.9.2 below and Table 2-5), 14.2 % of AuNR were oriented between 80-
90 ° relative to the plane of the cell wall. Considering the rigid and porous structure of the cell 
wall, we posit that AuNR experience re-orientations to bypass the cell wall and membrane for 
plant cell internalization, similar to the phenomenon previously identified in mammalian systems 
suggesting that asymmetric nanoparticles are entropically favored for membrane 
interactions179,180,193. 
 
To further verify the importance of AuNP morphology in transport through plant leaf tissues, we 
performed μXRF mapping on cross-sections of DNA-AuNP (10 and 20 nm DNA-AuNS, and 
DNA-AuNR) infiltrated WT Nb leaves prepared 24 h post-infiltration. Compared with a water-
infiltrated control (Figure 2-25), all AuNP samples show Au signal throughout the leaf cross-
section (Error! Reference source not found.d). μXRF mapping confirmed that transport of 20 nm 
DNA-AuNP through leaf tissue is size-limited, limiting their transport past the leaf cuticle or initial 
layer of epidermal cells (Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27). In comparison, smaller 10 nm DNA-AuNS 
and DNA-AuNR demonstrate highly homogeneous transport within the leaf cross-section, as seen 
from consistent Au counts throughout the leaf’s full thickness (Figure 2-28, Figure 2-29, Figure 
2-30, and Figure 2-31). 
 
Hypothesized mechanisms for NP internalization into plant cells include endocytosis, entry 
through the plasmodesmata, and NP acting as ‘nanospears’ to ‘pierce’ membranes193. To better 
understand AuNR plant cell internalization, we assessed the impact of endocytosis inhibition on 
Cy3-DNA-AuNP association with plant cells using confocal microscopy. We infiltrated the leaves 
of mGFP5 Nb with endocytosis inhibitors (either wortmannin194 or ikarugamycin195), then 
infiltrated the same area with Cy3-DNA-AuNP (10 nm AuNS or AuNR) 30 min later. 
Colocalization analysis was performed 6 h post-AuNP infiltration by normalizing values for 
samples treated with endocytosis inhibitors to controls without inhibitors.  
 
As shown in Error! Reference source not found.e, samples pre-treated with either wortmannin or 
ikarugamycin endocytosis inhibitor induced a marked decrease in colocalization fraction for 
AuNR but no significant change for 10 nm AuNS (Figure 2-32). Wortmannin is an inhibitor of 
phosphoinositol-3 kinase activity and disrupts protein transport to vacuoles194,196. While the 
mechanism of action of ikarugamycin is undetermined, it is often used as an inhibitor of clathrin-
mediated endocytosis195,197. Despite their different modes of action on plant cell trafficking, both 
wortmannin and ikarugamycin inhibit entry of Cy3-DNA-AuNR, whereas neither affects the 
colocalization values of 10 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS with the plant cell cytosol. These experiments, 
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which are based on a disruption of the plant cell’s native endocytic pathways, together with our 
TEM results, suggest that AuNR do internalize into plant cells through energy-dependent 
mechanisms while AuNS do not internalize into plant cells.  
        
Based on these findings, we propose a mechanism of AuNP transport within plant leaf tissues 
(Error! Reference source not found.f). Briefly, upon introduction to mature plant leaves, both 
DNA-AuNS and DNA-AuNR transport to the periphery of plant cells in a size-dependent manner 
and experience a high degree of association with the cell wall. AuNR may orient in parallel to the 
cell wall during initial contact and reorient perpendicularly when bypassing the cell wall, which 
supports proposed mechanisms of rotation-based cell wall entry of rod-shaped nanomaterials180,193. 
After passage through the cell wall, endocytosis is a likely mechanism of AuNR entry across the 
cell membrane.   
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Figure 2-4. TEM and μXRF imaging of DNA-AuNP treated Nb leaves and mechanism of 
morphology-dependent AuNP transport.  
a TEM images of Nb plants 24h post-infiltration with DNA-functionalized AuNR. Annotations 
represent cell wall (cw) and chloroplast (ch). Scale bars (from left to right) are 5 µm, 1 µm, 0.2 
µm, and 50 nm. b AuNR exhibited a variety of orientations upon contact with the cell wall, 
including AuNR ‘piercing’ the cell wall, a potential mode of NP internalization. Scale bar: 50 nm. 
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c Proportion of AuNR observed within an angle range depicted by radial magnitude shaded slices. 
Statistical analysis shows AuNR orientation maximizes contact area with the cell wall (0-30 °) and 
minimizes orientations perpendicular to the cell wall (60-90 °) for N = 324 AuNR (Table 2-5). d 
μXRF Au distribution map of Nb leaf cross section exposed to 5 μg of 10 nm and 20 nm DNA-
AuNS and DNA-AuNR. Intensity values correspond to Au La1 fluorescence emission counts. All 
maps are positioned with the abaxial side facing down (side of infiltration). Scale bar: 50 μm. e 
Colocalization fractions between Cy3 and GFP channels for Cy3-tagged DNA-functionalized 
10nm AuNS and AuNR infiltrated into mGFP5 Nb leaves treated with endocytosis inhibitors 
ikarugamycin or wortmannin. No change in colocalization fraction values was observed with 
AuNS, though AuNR samples in leaves treated with ikarugamycin or wortmannin demonstrated a 
significant decrease in colocalization fractions normalized to untreated samples. (AuNR, 
**p=0.007; ***p=0.0005 in two-way ANOVA, n.s.: not significant; error bars indicate s.e.m. 
n=3).  f Mechanistic schematic for AuNS and AuNR association or internalization into plant cells. 
(i) AuNR may orient on their long ends to ‘pierce’ cell walls. (ii)-(iv) AuNR found in intact plant 
cells likely enter through endocytosis. (v) AuNS show high association with the cell wall, but (vi) 
no instances of any sized AuNS were identified inside plant cells within 24h.  
 
2.3.5 Sub-20 nm AuNP Enable Delivery of siRNA for Gene Silencing in Nb Plants 
Targeted downregulation of certain plant proteins is known to confer disease resistance in crops. 
Therefore, an attractive ‘greener’ alternative to the use of herbicides in agriculture is RNA 
interference, which involves the delivery of small-interfering RNA molecules (siRNA) that 
interfere with the production of a specific plant protein. However, siRNA is a molecule that is 
difficult to deliver across the cell wall due to its high susceptibility to degradation198,199. We 
therefore evaluated the use of AuNP as delivery vehicles to enable transient gene silencing through 
siRNA delivery into Nb leaves. AuNP samples of varying morphologies and sizes were 
functionalized with pre-hybridized siRNA targeting the GFP gene to obtain siRNA-functionalized 
AuNP (Table 2-1, Table 2-2, and Table 2-4). In addition to UV-Vis-NIR (Figure 2-6) and DLS 
characterization (Figure 2-33), uranium-based staining of siRNA-AuNP under TEM showed a 
visible halo surrounding AuNPs, suggesting successful siRNA-functionalization (Error! Reference 
source not found.a).  
 
Prior to siRNA delivery in plants, we conducted in vitro experiments to probe the ability of AuNP 
to protect siRNA. Following incubation with a high concentration of RNase A (1.2 µg/mL), 
nuclease inactivation, and siRNA liberation from the AuNP surface, we quantified the 
concentration of remaining siRNA. While free siRNA demonstrated extreme susceptibility to 
endonuclease degradation, a strong protective effect was afforded by the 10 nm AuNS and AuNR 
(Error! Reference source not found.b and Table 2-6). Free siRNA is degraded within 10 min of 
endonuclease exposure (7 ± 4 % remaining), while 10 nm AuNS and AuNR exhibit 54 ± 5 % and 
64 ± 6 % intact siRNA by 240 min. We further confirmed that AuNS of all sizes – 5, 10, 15, and 
20 nm AuNS – provide significant protection against siRNA endonuclease degradation (Figure 
2-34). 
 
Next, we investigated the possibility of siRNA delivery using AuNP carriers, even without 
nanoparticle internalization into plant cells. We tested siRNA bioavailability by measuring RNA 
released from siRNA-AuNP infiltrated leaves with anion exchange fast protein liquid 
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chromatography (FPLC)200 and agarose gel electrophoresis, which both confirmed that siRNA 
becomes bioavailable following infiltration into plant leaves (Figure 2-35 and Figure 2-36). We 
further verified that siRNA becomes liberated from siRNA-AuNP in plant biofluids (both 
apoplastic fluid and plant lysate), and that this result is consistent across all AuNP, with a gel-
based assay (Figure 2-37 and Figure 2-38). These results confirm that siRNA can be liberated 
from the AuNP surface in the plant extracellular or intracellular environment. These results are 
significant because they confirm that siRNA-AuNP in the apoplast are protected against nuclease 
degradation and that siRNA can become bioavailable proximal to the cell wall. To test the 
mechanism of nucleic acid release from AuNP, we used a fluorescence-based dynamic exchange 
assay201 (Figure 2-39) to track cargo release from AuNP. We incubated 15 nm AuNS conjugated 
with Texas Red fluorophore-labeled DNA (TR-DNA-AuNS) with plant apoplastic fluid, which 
resulted in TR-DNA cargo release from the AuNS surface over time (Error! Reference source not 
found.c). Additionally, pH and the presence of the reactive oxidative species (ROS) H2O2 did not 
result in significant TR-DNA desorption (Figure 2-40), suggesting that neither the dynamic pH 
within the apoplast202 (~pH 6) nor an increase in ROS commonly implicated with plant mechanical 
and environmental stress203,204 are major contributing factors to cargo availability from AuNS. 
These experiments demonstrate that cargo loaded onto AuNS located in the apoplast can desorb 
from the AuNP carrier, making the siRNA bioavailable, through a surface exchange mechanism 
involving cargo displacement due to biomolecule adsorption onto the AuNS surface (See Section 
2.6.2.2 below). 
 
GFP-targeting siRNA-AuNP were next infiltrated into GFP-expressing Nb leaves at a normalized 
siRNA concentration of 100 nM as previously used168. We extracted mRNA and protein from 
treated leaf tissue and quantified the efficiency of GFP silencing at the mRNA level 1-day post-
infiltration (dpi) via RT-qPCR, and protein-level GFP silencing 3-dpi via Western blot (Error! 
Reference source not found.d). We initially hypothesized that only AuNR would enable efficient 
siRNA delivery and GFP silencing, since only AuNR were found to enter plant cells within the 
timescale of our experiments. Surprisingly, we observed GFP silencing with both AuNS and 
AuNR, where smaller AuNS were generally more effective at silencing than larger AuNS: 10 nm 
AuNS showed the greatest amount of silencing across all AuNP on both the mRNA (99 %) and 
protein (48 %) levels. Reduction in GFP mRNA transcripts 1-dpi were 8 % (free siRNA), 8 % (20 
nm AuNS), 29 % (15 nm AuNS), 39 % (AuNR), 42% (5 nm AuNS), and 99 % (10 nm AuNS) 
(Error! Reference source not found.c and Figure 2-41). Similarly, we measure a concomitant 
reduction in protein levels on 3-dpi (Error! Reference source not found.d and Section 2.6.3.3 
below). We also confirmed that gene silencing was transient via RT-qPCR and Western blot 
analyses of 10 nm siRNA-AuNS infiltrated leaves 7-dpi (Error! Reference source not found.e), in 
which mRNA and protein levels returned to baseline several days after treatment. We next 
confirmed that GFP gene silencing was specific to the GFP-targeting siRNA sequence: 1-dpi RT-
qPCR analysis of nonsense siRNA-functionalized 10 nm AuNS showed no silencing of the GFP 
gene, as expected (Figure 2-42). Taken together with our findings that apoplastic fluid constituents 
can induce siRNA desorption from AuNP, these results stand in contrast with the assumption that 
NP cellular internalization is required for biomolecular cargo delivery, whereby our results suggest 
that the internalization of NPs is not necessary for efficient siRNA delivery and gene silencing in 
plants. 
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Lastly, we confirmed the biocompatibility of nucleic acid (NA) -functionalized AuNP constructs. 
To our knowledge, the biocompatibility of NA-functionalized AuNP in plants has not been studied. 
To gauge the response of Nb to NA-functionalized AuNP, we infiltrated Nb leaves with either 
buffer or AuNP and performed a RT-qPCR analysis of mRNA transcript levels for 13 genes 
associated with various stress responses (Table 2-1, Table 2-4,  

Table 2-7, and Section 2.6.2.3 below). We sampled leaves at various timepoints to study the effect 
of the infiltration itself versus the effect of the AuNP (10 nm AuNS). Results in Figure 2-43 show 
upregulation of several stress-related genes for both citrate-stabilized and siRNA-AuNS 
immediately post-infiltration, which return to basal expression levels 1-dpi. We further confirmed 
the recovery to baseline levels of gene expression by probing the respiratory burst oxidase 
homolog B (NbrbohB) stress gene 1-dpi of 10 nm siRNA-AuNS and siRNA-AuNR (Figure 2-44). 
Results show that neither caused any significant change in NbrbohB gene expression. Additionally, 
a visual observation of infiltrated leaves immediately and 3-dpi of AuNP reveals no visible 
morphological changes (Figure 2-45). Taken together, these results suggest any stress response to 
AuNP is transient and is unlikely to result in physiological changes, suggesting that AuNP can 
serve as a biocompatible siRNA-delivery vehicle to plants.  
 

 
Figure 2-5. Size and morphology-dependent AuNP-siRNA delivery in mGFP5 Nb leaves.  
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a TEM of stained siRNA-functionalized AuNP. Scale bar: 20nm. b AuNP protect siRNA from 
endoribonuclease RNase A degradation. siRNA-loaded 10nm AuNS and AuNR were incubated 
with RNase A for 10, 30, 60, 120, and 240 min prior to quantification of intact siRNA. c 
Fluorophore-tagged cargo desorbs from the AuNP surface in the presence of apoplastic fluid 
(green) with negative controls 0.3x PBS added to TR-DNA-AuNP (yellow) and apoplastic fluid 
alone (gray). Shaded error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=2). d RT-qPCR and Western blot quantification 
of GFP mRNA fold-change and protein expression, 1- and 3-days post-infiltration (dpi) 
respectively of mGFP5 Nb plant leaves treated with siRNA-AuNP loaded with 100 nM siRNA. 
(RT-qPCR: *p=0.0411, and ****p< 0.0001 in one-way ANOVA on day 1; n.s.: not significant; 
error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=4).) (Western: **p=0.0020, 0.0074 in one-way ANOVA on day 3; 
error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=3).)  e RT-qPCR and Western blot analyses showing GFP mRNA and 
protein expression levels, respectively, return to baseline 7 dpi with siRNA-AuNP in Nb leaves. 
Controls represent 0.3x PBS buffer-infiltrated leaves. (RT-qPCR: One-way ANOVA on day 7; 
n.s.: not significant; error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=3).) (Western: One-way ANOVA on day 7; n.s.: 
not significant; error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=3).) 
 

2.4 Conclusions 
We systematically employed a series of DNA-AuNP with various sizes (5-20 nm) and shapes 
(sphere and rod) to investigate how morphology impacts nanoparticle interaction with and uptake 
into plant cells following infiltration into mature Nb leaves. We find that smaller AuNS associate 
with plant cell walls faster than their larger counterparts, with a plant cell wall size exclusion limit 
of ~20 nm107,108. Our assays further reveal that while sub-20 nm AuNP associate with plant cell 
walls, AuNS of all sizes do not enter plant cells. Interestingly, we find that AuNR do enter plant 
cells, despite having a similar smallest dimension to the 10 nm AuNS studied. Lastly, mechanistic 
studies allude to endocytosis as a major contributor to AuNR internalization into plant cells. 
 
Our findings suggest that smaller nanoparticles such as our 5, 10, and 15 nm AuNS experience 
greater freedom of movement to convective flows within leaf tissues and are thus more easily 
transported to individual cell walls. Separately, analysis of hundreds of AuNR suggest that rods 
may translocate across the plant cell wall through a rotation-mediated process that positions rods 
favorably at acute angles with respect to the plane of the cell wall.  
 
We lastly demonstrate that siRNA loaded AuNP below 20 nm enable silencing of a GFP transgene. 
Interestingly, gene silencing is accomplished by all sub-20 nm AuNS despite their lack of cell 
internalization. We achieve the highest efficiency of gene silencing – 99% - with non-cell 
internalizing 10 nm siRNA-loaded AuNS. We hypothesize that the interaction of the AuNP with 
individual plant cell walls increases their residence time proximal to cells, providing more 
opportunity for siRNA permeation into and utilization by plant cells. Cell wall-associated AuNP 
act as a reservoir for siRNA, releasing siRNA from the gold surface upon exchange with 
biomolecules in the surrounding biofluids whilst simultaneously protecting the siRNA cargo from 
nuclease degradation (Figure 2-46). These findings underscore our conclusion that while AuNP 
do not need to enter cells to deliver their cargoes, yet AuNP must intercalate into the plant cell 
wall for their cargoes to be efficiently utilized: it is insufficient for AuNP to reside between cells 
for cargo delivery. These unintuitive shape- and size-dependent transport, internalization, and 
silencing efficiencies of NA-functionalized AuNP motivate a non-canonical approach to 
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development of future plant nanobiotechnologies, including rational design of AuNP for delivery 
of various payloads such as mRNA and protein to advance plant biotechnology and agriculture.   
 
2.5 Materials and Methods 
2.5.1 Plant Growth, Maintenance, and Leaf Infiltration 
Transgenic mGFP5 Nicotiana benthamiana seeds (obtained from the Staskawicz Lab, UC 
Berkeley) and transgenic 16C Nicotiana benthamiana seeds (obtained from the Falk Lab, UC 
Davis and the Scholthof Lab, Texas A&M University) were germinated and grown in SunGro 
Sunshine LC1 Grower soil mixture within the growth chamber (740 FHLED, HiPoint). mGFP5 
Nb plants encode for GFP with an ER-localization signal, yet confocal imaging (unpublished) 
demonstrates a qualitatively distinct profile from the commonly used 16C Nb variant which is also 
GFP-expressing. When imaged, mGFP5 plants exhibit more homogeneous cytosolic GFP 
expression compared to 16C plants that occasionally demonstrate distinct puncta of GFP 
expression within the cytosol. Nevertheless, GFP signal from mGFP5 Nb originates from the 
cytosol, and this phenomenon is used for downstream analyses. Partway into this work, we 
experienced reliability issues with GFP expression levels in mGFP5 plants and obtained 16C seeds 
which demonstrated more reliable GFP expression. Experiments utilizing 16C seeds (all of which 
are contained in the supplement) have been specifically noted. The plants were grown in 4-inch 
pots under LED light (100-150 µmol/m2-s) and a 14/10 light/dark photoperiod at 23 °C and 60 % 
humidity. All experiments were done with intact leaves in plants 4 weeks of age, where plants 
were incubated in the growth chamber until the time of data collection. Young leaves 
(approximately 2x3 cm in size) were infiltrated with a 1 mL needleless syringe on the abaxial side 
of the leaves after a tiny puncture had been made with a 10 µL pipette tip.   
 
2.5.2 AuNP Functionalization 
AuNP were functionalized with thiol-functionalized DNA or RNA (SH-DNA/SH-RNA, see 
detailed sequences in Table 2-1) by using a facile pH-assisted method reported previously by 
Zhang et al190. The nanoparticles were resuspended in 0.3x PBS to obtain DNA- or RNA-
functionalized AuNP at desired concentrations. Fluorophore-tagged AuNP (Cy3-DNA-AuNP) 
were obtained by adding a Cy3-DNA sequence complementary to DNA on the AuNP. The Cy3-
DNA-AuNP solution was then incubated at 40 oC for 30 min, then cooled to room temperature for 
at least an hour prior to use.  
 
2.5.3 Nanoparticle Characterization 
2.5.3.1 UV-Vis-IR Spectroscopy Measurements 
Spectrophotometric measurements of AuNP were carried out in Sub-Micro Quartz Cuvettes (Cole-
Parmer) with a UV-3600 Plus UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer (Shimadzu North America). 
 
2.5.3.2 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Measurements 
DLS measurements were taken with the Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Analytical). Citrate-
stabilized AuNP and NA-AuNP in 2 mM citrate and 0.3x PBS buffer respectively were diluted to 
OD1, placed in disposable cuvettes (Malvern), and set up for DLS measurement.   
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2.5.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
The structure of the AuNP or oligonucleotide functionalized AuNP was examined using a JEOL 
1200EX instrument, and the interactions of AuNP with plant cells was studied with a Tecnai 12 
TEM (Berkeley Electron Microscope Lab). AuNP were drop casted on plasma-treated Formvar 
carbon-coated TEM grids (Ted-Pella), then imaged at an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. To 
visualize siRNA on NA-AuNP, TEM grids with drop casted NA-AuNP were placed face-down on 
a 2 % methanolic uranyl acetate droplet for 30 s, removed, and blotted with filter paper and air-
dried prior to imaging.  
 
2.5.3.4 Quantification of Nucleic Acids on AuNP 
The number of DNA and siRNA strands on each functionalized gold nanoparticle was quantified 
via a KCN desorption assay previously reported by Baldock et al205. 100 mM KCN solution 
(pH=12) was added to a known concentration (calculated from the UV-Vis-NIR spectra) of DNA-
AuNP or siRNA-AuNP. After being left overnight, the absorbance spectrum was collected, and 
Beer’s Law used to calculate DNA concentration at 260 nm. A calibration curve was used to obtain 
an extinction coefficient for siRNA. The number of DNA and siRNA molecules per AuNP was 
calculated by dividing the DNA concentration by the AuNP concentration. 
 
2.5.4 Tracking of AuNP in Nb Leaves 

2.5.4.1 Co-Localization Analysis of Cy3-Labeled AuNP with GFP 
100 µL Cy3-DNA-AuNP at a Cy3-DNA concentration of 400 nM were infiltrated into plant leaves 
and left on the benchtop at 20 oC for the desired incubation time. For samples used to investigate 
nanoparticle internalization pathway, 40 µM wortmannin or 10 µM ikarugamycin solutions were 
infiltrated into target leaves 30 min prior to Cy3-DNA-AuNP introduction. To prepare infiltrated 
leaves for confocal imaging, a small leaf section was cut and mounted between a glass slide and 
#1 thickness cover slip, focusing on areas 1-3 mm radially outward from the infiltration site. 
Imaging was performed on the adaxial side in an effort to reduce extraneous signal from any Cy3-
DNA remaining on the cuticle of the abaxial (infiltration) side. A Zeiss LSM 710 confocal 
microscope was used to image the plant tissue with 488 nm and 543 nm laser excitation for GFP 
and Cy3 signal collection respectively. The collection window for Cy3 was adjusted to 550-604 
nm to avoid crosstalk between Cy3 and leaf chlorophyll autofluorescence. Images were obtained 
at 20x magnification. The same imaging parameters and quantification analyses were applied to 
samples imaged on different days. Separately, a Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope was used to 
obtain GFP and Cy3 confocal images for the 24 h samples of the AuNR3 colocalization analyses 
at identical excitation and collection ranges to the LSM 710 – controls were run across both scopes 
to ensure similar consistency in images (Figure 2-19). Due to equipment availability and logistical 
limitations, a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope was used to collect z-stacks to track AuNS 
movement in leaves over time and distance (Figure 2-17). In this experiment, an 8-mm punch was 
used to obtain leaf discs that were then adaxially imaged. A laser excitation of 488 nm, 514 nm, 
and 633 nm for GFP, Cy3, and chloroplast autofluorescence signal was used, with collecting 
windows set between 492-551 nm, 551-631 nm, and 637-759 nm respectively.  
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2.5.4.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
To study AuNP internalization, leaves infiltrated with AuNP were cut into small pieces 
approximately 1 mm by 3 mm in size. Leaf samples were fixed using 2 % glutaraldehyde and 2 % 
Tween 20 in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2), then subject to microwave-assisted vacuum 
to remove air in the vacuoles. Samples were post-fixed with 1 % osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium 
cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2), dehydrated with acetone, and transferred into epoxy resin for 
embedding. Finally, epoxy resin-embedded samples were cut into 100-nm-thin cross-sectioned 
films using a Reichert-Jung Ultracut E microtome, then transferred onto bare Cu TEM grids for 
imaging at an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. 
 
2.5.4.3 Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence (µXRF) Imaging 
WT Nb leaves were infiltrated with an equivalent quantity of DNA-AuNP (0.05 mg/mL in 100 
μL). 24 h post-infiltration, infiltrated leaves were harvested, cut, and placed in a disposable mold 
(Tissue-Tek Biopsy Cryomold) in OCT (Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Compound). Molds were placed in a 
vacuum chamber and subject to house vacuum for 3 cycles of 20-min treatment to enable OCT 
permeation into the leaves. Following vacuum treatment, slices were frozen at -20 °C for 1 h. 
Using a CryoStar NX50 (Epredia) at -7 °C (optimized for lowest temperature to preserve sample 
structural integrity with consistent results), the slices were then cut into 100 μm-thick slices, 
mounted onto ultra-thin quartz cover slips (19 mm x 19 mm, Chemglass), and stored at -20 °C 
prior to beamline exposure.  
 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) images were acquired at the X-ray fluorescence Microprobe beamline 
10.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory206. Frozen 
samples were transported on dry ice and transferred onto a Peltier stage kept at -22 °C. All XRF 
maps were recorded at an incident photon energy of 13834.2 eV (100 eV above the Au L2-edge) 
with a beam spot size of 7 x 7 μm using a Canberra 7-Element Silicon Drift Detector (Mirion 
Technologies). For Au maps, La1 fluorescence emission (9713 eV) counts were recorded. Coarse 
maps were first acquired with 30 x 30 μm pixels using 80 ms dwell time/pixel, followed by finer 
maps using 7 x 7 μm and 2 x 2 μm pixels, using 100 ms dwell time/pixel.  
 
2.5.5 Nuclease Protection 
siRNA functionalized AuNP (concentrations corresponding to 0.2 µM siRNA) were incubated 
with 1.2 µg/mL RNase A at room temperature. Post-incubation, the endonuclease was inactivated 
with DEPC, and KCN added to a final concentration of 18 mM to facilitate NP decomposition. 
Post-overnight incubation at 4 °C, 20 µL of the samples were added to 180 uL of Quant-iT 
microRNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific) reagents and fluorescence 
was read with an Infinite M1000 PRO microplate reader (Tecan). Free siRNA controls were 
included for each timepoint. Duplicate measurements were made for each of the three experimental 
replicates.  
 
In a separate experiment, DNA-AuNP loaded with siRNA containing a 15-nt complementary 
overhang were incubated with RNase A at room temperature. Post-incubation, the nuclease was 
inactivated with DEPC addition, then the AuNP solution treated with 8 M urea at 37 oC for 30 min 
to disrupt interactions between DNA-AuNP and siRNA. Free siRNA controls were included for 
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each timepoint. Samples were loaded and run on a 3 % agarose gel pre-stained with SYBR Gold 
at 70 V for 25 min. The resulting gels were imaged using a Typhoon FLA 9500 (General Electric), 
and gel band intensities analyzed using FIJI and GelBandFitter207. 
 
2.5.6 Tracking Cargo Desorption and Availability on AuNP 

2.5.6.1 Anion Exchange Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) 
Leaves of WT Nb were infiltrated with 100 μL containing 100 nM of siRNA or 10 nm siRNA-
AuNS in 0.3x PBS. The infiltrated areas were harvested immediately and 10-min post-infiltration 
and frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was extracted following the protocol described in Toni et al.208 
with certain modifications. We used TRIzol (Thermofisher Scientific) instead of phenol, and 
Phasemaker tubes (Thermofisher Scientific) were used to separate the aqueous phase.  
 
30-40 μg of each sample was diluted with nuclease-free water to a concentration of 100-200 ng/μL. 
The diluted samples were subsequently filtered with a 0.22-μm filter before FPLC purification at 
4 °C (AKTA FPLC system, HiTrap Q HP (1 mL, GE Healthcare) anion exchange column, flow 
rate: 0.5 mL/min). Buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) and Buffer B (1.25 M NaCl + A) were 
used for the mobile phase with a linear gradient of 0-100% Buffer B over 25 column volumes 
(CV). The absorbance was monitored at 280 nm and fractions were collected in 0.5 mL aliquots. 
For an RNA sample, the 280 nm absorbance is approximately 25 % of the 260 nm peak (data not 
included in manuscript). Fractions corresponding to peaks identified close to the anticipated 
siRNA elution point were run on a 3.5 % agarose gel (pre-stained with SYBR Gold) at 100 V for 
50 min, then imaged to verify the presence of a siRNA fragment. 
 
2.5.6.2 siRNA Desorption in Plant Biofluid 
Apoplastic fluid from mature leaves was extracted from month-old WT Nb plants following the 
protocol outlined by O’Leary et al209. Plant lysate was obtained in an identical fashion to protein 
extraction for Western blot analysis as described previously. The protein content of the apoplastic 
fluid and lysate was quantified using the Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay.  
 
To test the effect of biofluid incubation across apoplastic fluid and plant lysate, 2 μg of protein 
was incubated with 10 nm siRNA-AuNS (final concentration of 300 nM siRNA) on the benchtop 
for 24 h, upon which the AuNS was centrifuged and the supernatant collected. The supernatant 
was run on a 3 % agarose gel to visualize any intact siRNA that had desorbed from the siRNA-
AuNP.  
 
To probe the effect of apoplastic fluid incubation across various siRNA-AuNP, 4 μg of protein 
was incubated with siRNA-AuNP (final concentration of 300 nM siRNA, note this corresponds to 
different molar concentrations of gold) on the benchtop for 24 h, upon which the AuNP were 
centrifuged and the supernatant collected. The supernatant was run on a 3.5 % agarose gel.  
 
2.5.6.3 Fluorescence-Based Dynamic Exchange Assay 
DNA-AuNP dynamic exchange studies were completed as described previously201. Briefly, the 
same DNA-AuNP conjugation protocol was employed using 15 nm diameter AuNP with 
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fluorophore-labeled, thiolated DNA (5’ Texas Red-labeled and 3’ thiol-modified A10 single-
stranded DNA oligos; abbreviated TR-DNA). Fluorescent TR-DNA was tracked in the presence 
of various solution conditions and the displacement of DNA from the AuNP surface was monitored 
as an increase in TR fluorescence. For the apoplastic fluid condition, 40 µL of undiluted WT Nb 
apoplastic fluid was added to 10 µL of 25 nM TR-DNA-AuNP in 0.3x PBS solution (final 
concentration of 5 nM TR-DNA-AuNP). For all other experimental conditions, 25 µL of 2x-
concentrated solution was added to 25 µL of 2x-concentrated TR-DNA-AuNP. All experiments 
were run in duplicate. Solutions were added via microchannel pipette into a 96-well PCR plate 
(Hard Shell PCR Plates, Bio-Rad) and mixed by pipetting. The plate was sealed with an optically 
transparent adhesive seal (Microseal ‘B’ Plate Sealing Film, Bio-Rad) and briefly spun down on a 
benchtop centrifuge. Fluorescence time series readings were measured in a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real 
Time qPCR System by scanning the Texas Red channel every 30 s for 8 h at 22.5 °C (lid heating 
off).  
 
2.5.7 Analyzing GFP Silencing in Nb Leaves using siRNA-AuNP 

2.5.7.1 Reverse Transcriptase-Quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 
siRNA-AuNP loaded with 100 nM siRNA were infiltrated into plant leaves and left on the 
benchtop at 20 oC for 24 h or 7 days upon which total RNA was extracted. Two-step RT-qPCR 
was performed to quantify GFP gene silencing with the following commercially available kits: 
RNeasy plant mini kit (QIAGEN) for total RNA extraction from leaves, iScript cDNA synthesis 
kit (Bio-Rad) to reverse transcribe total RNA into cDNA, and PowerUp SYBR green master mix 
(Applied Biosystems) for RT-qPCR. The target gene in our qPCR was mGFP5 (GFP transgene 
inserted into Nicotiana benthamiana), and EF-1 (elongation factor 1) was chosen as the 
housekeeping (reference) gene210,211. Primers (see detailed sequences in Table 2-1) for these genes 
(fGFP, rGFP, fEF1 and rEF1) were ordered from IDT and used without further purification. An 
annealing temperature of 60 ˚C was used for RT-qPCR, which was run for 40 cycles. RT-qPCR 
data was analyzed by the ddCt method212 to obtain the normalized GFP gene expression-fold 
change with respect to the EF-1 housekeeping gene and control sample. For each sample, RT-
qPCR was performed as 3 technical replicates (3 reactions from the same isolated RNA batch), 
and the entire experiment consisting of independent infiltrations and RNA extractions from 
different plants was repeated 3 times (3 biological replicates).  
 
2.5.7.2 Western Blot 
siRNA-AuNP loaded with 100 nM siRNA were infiltrated into plant leaves and left on the 
benchtop at 20 oC for 3 or 7 days upon which proteins were extracted. Briefly, infiltrated leaves 
were cut, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and ground with a mortar and pestle. 350 μL lysis buffer (10 
mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 % NP-40, 5 % glycerol, and 1 % protease 
inhibitor cocktail) was added to the resulting powder, vortexed, spun down, and kept on ice. All 
samples were incubated at 50 °C for 3 min, centrifuged at 16,000 g for 30 min, and the supernatant 
transferred to a new tube to obtain extracted proteins. Protein concentration of samples were 
quantified using a Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay (Thermo Fisher), and concentrations of proteins 
standardized with the addition of lysis buffer. Loading dye was added to protein solutions, 
incubated at 95 oC for 10 min, and centrifuged at 16,000 g for 15 min. All sample wells were 
normalized to the same amount of total protein. A 4-20 % Mini-PROTEAN Precast Protein Gel 
(BIORAD) was loaded with samples and run at 120 V for 60 min with a Mini-PROTEAN Tetra 
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Cell (BIORAD). The gel was included in a sandwich with a methanol activated PVDF membrane, 
placed in cold 1x Tris/Glycine buffer, and run at 400 mA for 60 min. To verify equal protein 
loading, RuBisCO band intensities were qualitatively verified with Ponceau Red staining 
(Supplementary Note 6). Post-transfer, the membrane was rinsed with 1x TBST buffer three 
times, with 5 min in between each rinse, followed by a 60-min incubation with 5 % BSA in TBST, 
and three rinses with 1x TBST including incubations. The membrane was incubated at 4 °C on a 
shaker with rabbit antibody anti-GFP (1:3000 dilution) overnight, rinsed with TBST, incubated for 
60 min with goat anti-rabbit antibody (1:5000 dilution), rinsed with TBST. The membrane was 
washed briefly in MilliQ water, exposed to Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo 
Scientific), and immediately imaged. 3 biological replicates were collected, and band intensity 
analyses done on each.  
 
2.5.8 Probing the Response of AuNP Infiltration into Nb with RT-qPCR 
13 total genes associated with various types of stress responses were selected to understand the 
impact of AuNP infiltration into Nb. 16C Nb leaves were infiltrated with buffer, citrate-stabilized 
10 nm AuNS (same AuNS concentration as siRNA-AuNS), and 10 nm siRNA-AuNS (siRNA 
concentration of 100 nM). Leaves were harvested immediately post-infiltration and 24 h post-
infiltration, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and lysed with a bead beater. Subsequent RNA extraction, 
cDNA synthesis, and RT-qPCR was performed as previously described. For the NbrbohB analysis 
performed using 10 nm siRNA-AuNS and siRNA-AuNR, we used mGFP5 Nb leaves infiltrated 
with buffer, free siRNA, and siRNA-AuNP (corresponding to 100 nM siRNA) and harvested tissue 
1-day post-infiltration for downstream RT-qPCR analysis.  
 
2.5.9 Statistics and Data Analysis 

2.5.9.1 Confocal Cy3-GFP Co-Localization Data 
Data collection for each sample was done in triplicate, with 10-15 technical replicates (non-
overlapping confocal field of views from each leaf) collected for each biological replicate (an 
infiltration into a unique plant). Each field of view was analyzed with ImageJ analysis software to 
obtain a co-localization proportion as given by the Mander’s Overlap Coefficient, and all fields of 
view were averaged to obtain a single value for that biological replicate. Data are expressed as 
each mean from the 3 biological replicates, with error bars denoting standard error of the mean 
(s.e.m.). Significance is measured with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. 
For the incubation time-varied experiments, in order of the 5 nm AuNS, 10 nm AuNS, 15 nm 
AuNS, 20 nm AuNS, and AuNR confocal experiments, F=36.07, 21.95, 18.65, 35.29, and 75.64, 
where the corresponding p-value for all the aforementioned experiments was **** p<0.0001. For 
the AuNR3 confocal experiments, F=18.50 and p=0.0003. For the endocytosis inhibitor assay, the 
significance of the 10 nm AuNS and AuNR results was similarly measured with one-way ANOVA 
with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; F=2.621 and p=0.1520, F=33.46 and p=0.0006 (***) 
respectively. For confocal z-stacks, ZEISS ZEN software was used to create orthographic 
projections and FIJI was used to calculate total Cy3 intensity. The uniformity of Cy3 signal was 
estimated using a sum projection of the z-stacks in imaged leaves. An autocorrelation function was 
calculated from the radial integrated intensity profile on each sum projection (FIJI).  
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2.5.9.2 TEM Data 
To quantify angle of NR orientation with respect to the cell wall, ImageJ’s Measure function was 
used to draw tangents to local cell wall contacting NR and direction of NR long axis. The resulting 
difference in angle (acute) was used. The likelihood estimation for finding randomly oriented 
AuNR at a given angle included simplifying assumptions that the tissue sectioning process did not 
impact AuNR orientation and that the 2-dimensional image would accurately represent its 3-
dimensional configuration. Accordingly, an equal likelihood spread over 9 buckets (0-10 °, 10-20 
°, …, 80-90 °) would result in a percentage of 11.1 %.  
 
2.5.9.3 μXRF Imaging Data 
Maps were normalized to the incident beam intensity and dwell time, then deadtime corrected and 
decontaminated. μXRF data processing was performed with a suite of LabVIEW custom software 
programs (National Instruments) available at Beamline 10.3.2 
(http://xraysweb.lbl.gov/uxas/Beamline/Software/Software.htm) and further processed with a 
custom Matlab program available at the beamline. 
 
2.5.9.4 Nuclease Protection Data  
For Quant-iT based quantification, data collection for each sample was done in triplicate, with 
fluorescence measurements performed in duplicate and the numerical average used for further 
analysis. Background fluorescence from remnant DNA and background noise was subtracted from 
all samples. The proportion of intact siRNA at time T was obtained using the following equation, 
 

%	#$%&'%	()*+,!"# =	
./0$%(!"$ − ./0$%(!"# 	

./0$%(!"$
∗ 100% 2-1 

 
Data are expressed as each mean from the 3 replicates, with error bars denoting standard error of 
the mean. For the experiment in Error! Reference source not found.b, significance is measured 
with two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; for time (n=6), column factor 
(n=3), and subject (n=9), F=267.6 and p<0.0001, F=186.7 and p<0.0001, and F=4.953 and 
p=0.0013 respectively. For the experiment in Figure 2-34, significance is measured with two-way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; for time (n=6), column factor (n=5), and subject 
(n=15), F=239.2 and p<0.0001, F=248.1 and p<0.0001, and F=1.041 and p=0.4242 respectively. 
 
For the gel-based quantification probing nanoparticle protection against endonucleases, data 
collection for each sample was done in triplicate. Following band intensity quantification and 
deconvolution, the proportion of intact siRNA at time T was obtained using an analogous equation 
to Equation 2-1. Data are expressed as each mean from the 3 replicates, with error bars denoting 
standard deviation. Significance is measured with two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 
comparisons test; for time (n=5), column factor (n=3), and subject (n=9), F=21.07 and p=0.0010, 
F=45.85 and p=0.0002, and F=26.11 and p<0.0001 respectively.  
 
2.5.9.5 Fluorescence-Based Dynamic Exchange Assay Data  
Data collection for each sample was done in duplicate. Fluorescence values were converted to 
molar concentrations with standard curves for TR-DNA in each solution condition tested, using 
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the value at time 100 min to ensure solution equilibration. Standard curves for TR-DNA in 0.3x 
PBS were used for the apoplastic fluid case, based on limited biofluid availability and the minimal 
contribution to apoplastic fluid to the baseline fluorescence (Error! Reference source not found.c, 
gray line). All TR-DNA standard curves were measured for the same time duration as the 
experiments to ensure the fluorescence readings were time stable. To calculate the percentage of 
DNA released, raw fluorescence readings were converted to a molar amount of DNA using the 
relevant standard curve and divided by the expected molar amount of DNA present, calculated 
using the experimentally determined DNA loading value per AuNP (Table 2-4). 
 
2.5.9.6 RT-qPCR Data  
GFP silencing experiments comprised of 3 biological replicates, whereby 3 separate leaves are 
infiltrated per sample and analyzed with RT-qPCR. Each biological replicate consisted of 3 
technical replicates for the RT-qPCR reaction. No template controls and no reverse transcriptase 
controls were also performed. Data are expressed as each mean from the 3 biological replicates, 
with error bars denoting standard error of the mean. Significance is measured with one-way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. For 1-day and 7-day experiments, F=30.26 and 
p<0.0001, F=1.803 and p=0.2436 respectively. For the 1-day AuNR3 experiment, F=0.87 and 
p=0.0040. For the NbrbohB stress gene experiment, F=0.4437 and p=0.7283.  
 
2.5.9.7 Western Blot Data  
Western blot experiments to quantify GFP comprised of 3 biological replicates, whereby 3 separate 
leaves are infiltrated per sample and proteins extracted for further analysis. Data are expressed as 
the mean from the 3 biological replicates, with error bars denoting standard error of the mean. 
Significance is measured with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. For 3-
day and 7-day experiments, F=10.26 and p=0.0002, F=2.122 and p=0.2010 respectively. 
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2.6 Chapter Supporting Information 
2.6.1 Supplementary Figures and Tables 

 
Figure 2-6. UV-Vis spectra of pristine citrate-stabilized AuNP, DNA-AuNP, and siRNA-
AuNP confirm colloidal stability of nucleic acid-functionalized AuNP.  
A small redshift in the functionalized AuNS SPR peaks suggest successful functionalization. 
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Figure 2-7. DLS spectra of citrate-stabilized AuNS.  
Aggregates may present in 5 nm AuNS sample.  
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Figure 2-8. DLS spectra of DNA-AuNS.  
Small amounts of aggregation might present across all DNA-AuNS. 
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Figure 2-9. TEM images of DNA-AuNP. 
Scale Bar: 20 nm for 5 nm AuNS, and 50 nm for other AuNP. 
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Figure 2-10. Representative confocal images of 5 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS infiltrated into 
Nicotiana benthamiana (Nb) leaves for various incubation times.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-11. Representative confocal images of 10 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS infiltrated into Nb 
leaves for various incubation times.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-12. Representative confocal images of 15 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS infiltrated into Nb 
leaves for various incubation times.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-13. Representative confocal images of 20 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS infiltrated into Nb 
leaves for various incubation times.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-14. Representative confocal images of Cy3-DNA-AuNR infiltrated into Nb leaves 
for various incubation times.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-15. Cy3-DNA-AuNR3 association with plant cells following infiltration into 16C Nb 
leaves.  
Cy3-DNA-AuNR3 (10 nm x 30 nm, aspect ratio 3) corresponding to 400 nM of Cy3 was infiltrated 
into 16C Nb leaves and imaged under confocal microscopy at defined timepoints. Similar to the 
10 nm AuNS, we observe a maximum colocalization fraction at the 2 h timepoint (that is not 
statistically significantly different from the 6 h timepoint). We note a higher colocalization fraction 
in general compared to our other confocal-based studies and attribute this potentially to 
realignment of the microscopy setup as well as the different line of GFP-expressing transgenic Nb 
plants used. Nevertheless, the colocalization fractions shown are still comparable between 
timepoints for this AuNR. *p≤0.0197, ≤0.0308 in one-way ANOVA; n.s.: not significant; error 
bars indicate s.e.m. (n=2).  
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Figure 2-16. Representative confocal images of Cy3-DNA-AuNR3 infiltrated into 16C Nb 
leaves and imaged at various timepoints post-infiltration.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-17. Integrated Cy3 intensity of free Cy3-DNA and Cy3-DNA-AuNP in 16C Nb leaf 
imaged various distances from the infiltration site over time.  
16C Nb leaves were infiltrated with free Cy3-DNA (400 nM) and 10 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNP 
(concentrations corresponding to 400 nM Cy3-DNA), and z-stacks were collected from the abaxial 
side as a function of distance from infiltration site (0-3 mm) and time post-infiltration (0.5 h, 2 h, 
6 h, 24 h). The graph plots integrated Cy3 intensity over each collected z-stack against time for 
each infiltrated sample. At longer times (2 h onwards), we observe a leveling-off of total signal 
from Cy3-DNA suggesting equilibration of Cy3-DNA within the area analyzed. Meanwhile, total 
signal from Cy3-DNA-AuNP broadly increases with time. We attribute this phenomenon to a 
longer time needed for AuNP diffusion through leaf tissue as well as a recovery in Cy3-
fluorescence upon desorption from the AuNP surface over time. Error bars represent 95 % CI. 
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Figure 2-18. Uniformity of Cy3-DNA signal from free Cy3-DNA versus 10 nm Cy3-DNA-
AuNP in 16C Nb leaf imaged various distances from the infiltration site over time.  
A radial intensity profile was collected from the sum projection of each z-stack and used to 
generate an autocorrelation function (ACF). From the ACF, we can detect autocorrelation in the 
fluorescence intensity at varying radii and therefore length scales. Periodicity in the autocorrelation 
function indicates regularly spaced or regularly sized objects within the sum projection. Relatively 
uniform ACF or rapidly decaying ACF indicates uniform or highly random Cy3 fluorescence. 
While most ACFs are rapidly decaying, we note some interesting observations. Free Cy3-DNA 
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displays evident periodicity at 2 h, consistent with our confocal observations where majority of 
the Cy3 signal is found proximal to cytosolic GFP in the perimeter of the cell. This periodicity is 
lost in later timepoints, visually supported by a ‘smearing’ or more diffuse Cy3 signal under 
confocal microscopy. In contrast, Cy3-DNA-AuNP displays periodicity over multiple timepoints 
(0.5 h, 2 h, 24 h), suggesting strong and relatively consistent association with the cell wall or 
cytosolic GFP.  
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Figure 2-19. Free Cy3-DNA association with plant cells following infiltration into 16C Nb 
leaves.  
Free Cy3-DNA (400 nM) was infiltrated into 16C Nb leaves and imaged under confocal 
microscopy (Zeiss LSM 710 and LSM 780) at defined timepoints. We observe consistent 
colocalization fractions across timepoints and utilize the highest average for the timepoints 
sampled (2 h) as the base level of background signal across other Cy3-DNA-AuNP association 
studies (grey dashed line in Error! Reference source not found.b). In one-way ANOVA, p=0.2953; 
error bars indicate s.e.m. n=3. 
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Figure 2-20. Representative confocal images of free Cy3-DNA infiltrated into Nb leaves at 
various incubation times (0.5, 2, 6 and 12 h).  
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Figure 2-21. Additional TEM images of DNA-AuNS treated Nb leaves 24 h post-infiltration.  
a 5 nm DNA-AuNS, b 10 nm DNA-AuNS, c 15 nm DNA-AuNS, and d 20 nm DNA-AuNS. 
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Figure 2-22. Additional TEM images of 10 nm DNA-AuNS treated Nb leaves 6 h post-
infiltration showing AuNS association with cell walls (black arrow).  
6 h post-infiltration is past the timepoint of maximum association (2 h) observed under confocal 
analysis. Similar to the 24 h sample, a high density of AuNS was intercalated with cell walls facing 
the extracellular space, with no observed instances of AuNS inside cells. 
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Figure 2-23. Additional TEM images of DNA-AuNR treated Nb leaves showing AuNR 
piercing into the cell walls.  
Several AuNR demonstrate travel past the cell wall-apoplast interface and partially penetrated the 
cell wall.  
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Figure 2-24. Histogram of AuNR orientations quantified with respect to cell wall tangent.  
AuNR at 90 ° are perpendicular to the local region of the cell wall, and AuNR at 0 ° are parallel to 
the cell wall (n=324). X-axis labels mark the center of each of the 9 bins. Dashed line represents 
predicted percentage orientation of 11.1% assuming AuNR orientations were random. Histogram 
values can be found in Table 2-5.  
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Figure 2-25. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with water (7 x 7 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 200 μm. 
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Figure 2-26. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with 20 nm DNA-AuNS (7 x 7 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 200 μm. 
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Figure 2-27. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with 20 nm DNA-AuNS (2 x 2 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 50 μm. 
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Figure 2-28. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with 10 nm DNA-AuNS (7 x 7 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 200 μm. 
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Figure 2-29. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with 10 nm DNA-AuNS (2 x 2 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 50 μm. 
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Figure 2-30. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with DNA-AuNR (7 x 7 μm pixels).  
Scale bars: 200 μm. 
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Figure 2-31. μXRF distribution maps of gold, calcium, potassium, and phosphorous of the 
cross-section of a WT Nb leaf infiltrated with DNA-AuNR (2 x 2 μm pixels).  
Scale bar: 50 μm. 
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Figure 2-32. Representative confocal images of Cy3-DNA-AuNP in leaves treated with plant 
endocytosis inhibitors ikarugamycin or wortmannin.  
Scale bar: 100 μm. Fluorescence signal from Cy3-DNA (red channel), along with results shown 
in Figure 2-4e, show decreased colocalization signal between Cy3-DNA and intracellular GFP in 
Cy3-DNA-AuNR leaves treated with endocytosis inhibitors. In addition to impacting NR 
internalization, these results also suggest that Cy3-DNA association with and internalization into 
plant cells are reduced in the presence of endocytosis inhibitors.  
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Figure 2-33. DLS spectra of siRNA-AuNS. 
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Figure 2-34. AuNS protect siRNA from endoribonuclease RNase A degradation.  
Equivalent siRNA concentrations of 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, and 20 nm AuNS (corresponding to 
approximately 0.2 µM siRNA) were incubated with RNase A for 10, 30, 60, 120, and 240 min. 
The resulting solutions were centrifuged, and supernatants quantified via the Quant-iT microRNA 
plate reader assay. At every timepoint past 0 min, the protective effect of all AuNS is statistically 
significant from free siRNA (p<0.05).   
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Figure 2-35. Anion exchange FPLC elution profile of RNA extracted from Nb leaves.  
WT Nb leaves infiltrated with buffer, free siRNA, or 10 nm siRNA-AuNS and harvested 10 min 
post-infiltration. RNA was extracted from these samples and run on an anion exchange FPLC 
column. Absorbance spectra of each sample is plotted against relative elution volume, the volume 
corresponding to the % Buffer where siRNA elution was expected to occur. RNA from buffer 
infiltrated leaves does not give rise to noticeable absorbance peaks in close proximity to the 
expected elution volume. Peaks identified proximal to the expected elution volume were run on an 
agarose gel against an siRNA standard to confirm the size of the detected RNA (Figure 2-36). For 
each sample, volume fractions collected within absorbance peaks were confirmed via gel 
electrophoresis to contain siRNA where noted, and the associated absorbance peaks were centered 
to 0 relative elution volume on the x-axis. Both free siRNA and siRNA-AuNS RNA samples 
display absorbance peaks at expected elution points that match the siRNA standard, suggesting 
that siRNA becomes bioavailable following infiltration into plant leaves.  
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Figure 2-36. Gel confirmation of anion exchange FPLC volume fractions for 10 nm siRNA-
AuNS infiltrated sample.  
Volume fractions collected from the anion exchange FPLC experiment were run on a 3.5% agarose 
gel against a free siRNA standard to verify the size of the fragment identified under anion exchange 
FPLC. Lane 1: siRNA standard. Lane 2 – 7: volume fractions in 0.5 mL steps starting from 
approximately -0.5, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 mL from the relative elution volume respectively. A band at 
the same size as the siRNA standard can be seen in Lane 2. Notably, even volume fractions that 
do not exhibit absorbance peaks contain RNA as visualized with a gel (data not included). This 
suggests the anion exchange FPLC assay may lack the sensitivity to detect low quantities of RNA. 
Nevertheless, the peaks corresponding to siRNA are evidently present as seen from the collected 
absorbance spectra.   
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Figure 2-37. Incubation with plant biofluids induces siRNA desorption from the surface of 
siRNA-AuNS.  
10 nm siRNA-AuNS were incubated with water, apoplastic fluid, or plant cell lysate on the 
benchtop. 24 h post-incubation, the solutions were centrifuged, and supernatants collected to run 
on a 3% agarose gel. We note the emergence of a band in both the 10 nm siRNA-AuNS samples 
incubated with apoplastic fluid and cell lysate that corresponds to the size of free siRNA. This 
suggests that there is desorption of intact siRNA from 10 nm siRNA-AuNS in plant biofluids.  
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Figure 2-38. siRNA desorption from siRNA-AuNP incubated in apoplastic fluid.  
siRNA-AuNP were separately incubated in buffer or apoplastic fluid on the benchtop for 24 h, 
before being centrifuged to pellet the AuNP, and the supernatant was removed and run on a 3.5% 
agarose gel. Lanes 1 – 3: varying concentrations of the free siRNA standard (corresponding to 3%, 
13%, and 33% release of the functionalized siRNA respectively). Lanes 4 – 5: buffer and 
apoplastic fluid respectively. Lanes 6 – 10: Supernatant of the 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm siRNA-
AuNS and siRNA-AuNR respectively incubated in buffer. Lanes 11 – 15: Supernatant of the 5 
nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm siRNA-AuNS and siRNA-AuNR respectively incubated in apoplastic 
fluid. The intensity of the siRNA bands was quantified via FIJI, and values included below the 
relevant wells.  
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Figure 2-39. Quantification of DNA desorption from the AuNS surface with a fluorescence-
based dynamic exchange assay.  
a Schematic of fluorescence-based dynamic exchange assay. Apoplastic fluid extracted from Nb 
WT leaves was added to 15 nm Texas Red-labeled DNA-AuNS (TR-DNA-AuNS). Initially, the 
TR-DNA proximal to the AuNS surface exhibits quenched fluorescence. Proteins or other 
constituents of the apoplastic fluid can interact with the surface of the AuNS, causing a liberation 
of TR-DNA from the AuNS and resulting in an increase in the TR fluorescence signal. Apoplastic 
fluid was diluted by a factor of approximately 5 – 40x213 needed to remain within the dynamic 
range of this in vitro assay, thus it is expected that in planta nucleotide release will be far greater 
than observed in this assay.  b Representative TR-DNA calibration curve for the fluorescence-
based dynamic exchange assay. Fluorophore concentrations were chosen within the range of linear 
fluorescence signal. An equal volume of 0.6x PBS is added to a free TR-DNA to final 
concentrations of 0, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 nM TR-DNA and 0.3x PBS (n=2). The 
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fluorescence signal over time is stable. A standard curve was run on each separate plate in the 
relevant solution conditions and used to convert fluorescence signal to free DNA concentrations. 
c Control experiments for the fluorescence-based dynamic exchange assay. 0.3x PBS was added 
to 15 nm TR-DNA-AuNS (red), 15 nm DNA-AuNS (orange), or 15 nm siRNA-AuNS (yellow), 
all to final concentrations of 5 nM AuNS. AuNP that have not been fluorophore-labeled contribute 
negligibly to baseline fluorescence. Shaded error bars represent standard error between 
experimental replicates (n=2).  d DNA desorption from the AuNS surface in the presence of 
reducing agents measured by the fluorescence-based dynamic exchange assay. Dithiothreitol 
(DTT), a small molecule known to displace molecules on the surface of AuNP214,215, was added to 
15 nm TR-DNA-AuNS, to final concentrations of 50 mM DTT with 2.5, 5, 10, or 15 nM TR-
DNA-AuNS. Increasing Texas Red fluorescence indicates TR-DNA desorption from the optically 
quenching AuNP surface in the presence of DTT. 0.3x PBS injected into TR-DNA-AuNS as a 
control displayed negligible free DNA (c in current figure). Shaded error bars represent standard 
error between experimental replicates (n=2). The amount of TR-DNA released from the AuNP 
scales with the AuNP concentration in solution, as expected.  
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Figure 2-40. Negligible DNA desorption in the presence of varying pH environments or H2O2 
concentrations measured by a fluorescence-based dynamic exchange assay.  
a MES buffer of pH ranging from 5.5 to 8.5 (in 0.5 increments) was added to 15 nm Texas Red-
labeled DNA-AuNS (TR-DNA-AuNS), to final concentrations of 50 mM MES buffer with 5 nM 
TR-DNA-AuNS. Shaded error bars represent standard error between experimental replicates 
(n=2). b H2O2 ranging from 20 nM to 200 μm was added to 15 nm TR-DNA-AuNS, to a final 
H2O2 concentration of 10 nM to 100 μm and 5 nM TR-DNA-AuNS. Shaded error bars represent 
standard error between experimental replicates (n=2). 
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Figure 2-41. qPCR analysis of GFP gene 1-day post infiltration of siRNA-AuNR3.  
Buffer, free siRNA, or siRNA-AuNR3 (equivalent to 100 µM siRNA) were infiltrated into 1-
month-old 16C Nb leaves and qPCR analysis performed 1-day post-infiltration. Free siRNA results 
in a consistent decrease drop in GFP mRNA expression across all samples, though this change is 
not statistically significant. The siRNA-AuNR3 results in sample silencing. **p=0.0034, and 
*p=0.0329 in one-way ANOVA; n.s.: not significant; error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=4).  
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Figure 2-42. RT-qPCR analysis of GFP gene 1-day post infiltration of non-target siRNA-
AuNP.  
Buffer, free non-target siRNA (NT-siRNA), or 10 nm NT-siRNA-AuNS were infiltrated into 1-
month-old Nb leaves and RT-qPCR analysis was performed 1-day post-infiltration. There is some 
variability in GFP mRNA expression levels in both free NT-siRNA and 10 nm NT-siRNA-AuNS 
samples, though there is no statistically significant difference between the three sample groups. 
The sequence of NT-siRNA168 is included in Table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-43. RT-qPCR analysis of 13 different stress-associated genes upon infiltration of 10 
nm citrate-stabilized AuNP and siRNA-AuNP.  
RNA was extracted from 16C Nb leaves infiltrated with buffer (control), 10 nm citrate-stabilized 
AuNS, or 10 nm siRNA-AuNS immediately (0 h) and 1-day (24 h) post-infiltration. A RT-qPCR 
analysis of 13 stress-associated genes reveals a strong upregulation of these genes for both the 
citrate-stabilized AuNS and siRNA-AuNS at early time points that decreases 1-day post-
infiltration. Of note, GL33 expression levels fall 1-day post-infiltration. A two-way ANOVA with 
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was run; error bars indicate s.e.m. (n=4). Statistical analysis 
results can be found in Table 2-8, and primers used in Table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-44. RT-qPCR analysis of NbrbohB gene 1-day post-infiltration of siRNA-AuNP.  
NbrbohB is a Nb stress gene that is upregulated in response to various types of stress, including 
biotic, heat, and mechanical stress216, and has been used as a proxy for gauging toxicity responses 
in the presence of nanomaterials88,168. 
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Figure 2-45. Photos of Nb leaves prior to and post-infiltration with AuNP.  
Photos of 16C Nb leaves were taken directly prior to, directly after, 1 h, and 3-day post-infiltration 
with buffer, 10 nm siRNA-AuNS, and siRNA-AuNR (normalized to 100μL of 100 μM siRNA). 
Markers were used to demarcate the wetted area. Infiltrated 10 nm siRNA-AuNS can be observed 
by its characteristic red color centered around the infiltration spot. The intensity of this red 
decreases over time (1 h vs 3-days post-infiltration), potentially due to leaf growth, nanoparticle 
biotransformation, or apoplastic transport away from the infiltration site. 
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Figure 2-46. AuNP protect siRNA from endoribonuclease RNase A degradation over 24 
hours.  
3 % agarose gel of 15 nm siRNA-AuNS or siRNA-AuNR incubated with RNase A for 1, 6, 12, 
18, and 24 h, with gel band intensities normalized to siRNA standards and used to calculate extent 
of siRNA degradation. A two-way ANOVA analysis and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was 
run. * demonstrates p<0.05 when comparing AuNR and free siRNA at a certain timepoint, and + 
demonstrates p<0.05 when comparing AuNR and 15 nm AuNP at a certain timepoint. Error bars 
represent standard error (n=3). 
 
Table 2-1. Sequences of oligonucleotides used in Chapter 2.  
Primers targeting the GFP, EF1, and NbrbohB genes used for RT-qPCR were designed using the 
PrimerQuest Tool. The remaining primers used were designed using Primer-BLAST based off 
sequences pulled from the Sol Genomics Network. Genes with an asterisk were used for only 
preliminary RT-qPCR studies and not pursued due to high cycle numbers (~35).   
Name Sequence (5’-3’) Amplicon Length 

SH-DNA TAC ACG CAT CCT TAG AAA AAA AAA A-SH  

Cy3-DNA CTA AGG ATG CGT GTA-Cy3  

TR-DNA-
SH 

TR-AAA AAA AAA A-SH  

SH-sense 
siRNA 

SH-AAA AAA AAA ArGrG rUrGrA rUrGrC rArArC 
rArUrA rCrGrG rArAT T 

 

Antisense 
siRNA 

rUrUrC rCrGrU rArUrG rUrUrG rCrArU rCrAC C  

SH-sense 
NT-siRNA 

SH-AAA AAA AAA ArUrA rArGrG rCrUrA rUrGrA 
rArGrA rGrArU rArCT T 

 

Antisense 
NT-siRNA 

rGrUrA rUrCrU rCrUrU rCrArU rArGrC rCrUrU rATT  

GFP 
 

F: AGT GGA GAG GGT GAA GGT GAT G 
R: GCA TTG AAC ACC ATA AGA GAA AGT AGT G  

123 

EF1 
 

F: TGG TGT CCT CAA GCC TGG TAT GGT TG  
R: ACG CTT GAG ATC CTT AAC CGC AAC ATT CTT 

160 
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NbrbohB 
F: TTT CTC TGA GGT TTG CCA GCC ACC ACC TAA 
R: GCC TTC ATG TTG TTG ACA ATG TCT TTA ACA 

228 

NAC042* 
F: CAA ACA GGG TGA CAG GTT CT 
R: ATG ACT TCT TCA GCC CAA TAC A 

111 

ERF9 
F: GTC ATC CTC ATC GTC GTC GT 
R: CCG ACG AAG TAG CCC GAA AA 

119 

CYP72A14 
F: GCT ATG GGG TGA AGA TGC AGA 
R: GTC CTT GGT CCC CAT CCA AA 

117 

CYP707A3 
F: ACA TTC ACC ACA GCC CAG AC 
R: ACA TGA GTG GAC CCC ATT GC 

116 

REIL1* F: AGCCTACAAACGCCATTCCA 
R: TAGCGGTGCCATTCGGATTT 

123 

slSRO5 F: TGG AAC AGG ACA GTG GCA TC 
R: GGC GAC TCT GAA ACT GAC CA 

142 

AOX1 F: GCA GTG GTG ACG TGG GTT AG 
R: AGG CGG AAC ACC CCA ATA AC 

174 

APX 
 

F: TGC CAC CAA GGG TTC TGA C 
R: TTC CCC GCT CAA AAG TTC CT 

196 

CAT1 F: TTC CCC GTC TTC TTC ATC CG 
R: GGA CCC TCC AAT TCT CCT GG 

100 

SOD 
 

F: AGC AGA CGG ACC TTA GCA AC 
R: GGC TCC AGT GCT CCA TAG TC 

104 

g02023 F: TTA GCA ATT CCA GAT GCG GC 
R: TTC CCA TAC TTC ACC GGA ACG 

110 

CAB6 F: GTT CCG GTA GAG TCC AAG CC 
R: GCT CCT GGG TAC CAT AAC GG 

103 

PLAS1 
 

F: GAA AGA CGT TGG TGC TGT CG 
R: TAG ACC GCC ATC ATC GCT AC 

103 

GL33 
 

F: TAT CAG TTC CCG ACG GAC CA 
R: CAG GAG TGA CCG CAG CTT TA 

132 

 
Table 2-2. DNA and siRNA functionalization details of AuNP via the pH-assisted method. 

AuNP type 
Concentration for 

nucleic acid 
functionalization 

Molar ratio for 
functionalization (AuNP:DNA 

or siRNA) 

Centrifugation 
speed (x 1000g) 

5nm AuNS 90 nM 1:167 23 
10nm AuNS 20 nM 1:300 17 
15nm AuNS 8 nM 1:500 14 
20nm AuNS 2.4 nM 1:800 8 

AuNR3 8 nM 1:1000 9.5 
AuNR 2 nM 1:7500 8.5 
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Table 2-3. DLS data of AuNS, DNA-AuNS, and siRNA-AuNS.  
Standard deviation of experimental replicates is included (n=3). 

AuNP type Citrate-AuNS DNA-AuNS siRNA-AuNS 
5 nm AuNS 11.2±0.4 nm 15.4±0.7 nm 17.1±0.7 nm 
10 nm AuNS 14.8±0.1 nm 20.2±0.6 nm 19.3±0.3 nm 
15 nm AuNS 18.8±0.2 nm 27.8±0.5 nm 25.1±0.4 nm 
20 nm AuNS 23.1±0.4 nm 30.3±0.3 nm 32.5±0.4 nm 

 

Table 2-4. Quantity of DNA and siRNA functionalized on AuNP and detailed concentrations 
used for AuNP in experiments.  
For TEM experiments, we retained the same ratio of AuNP concentrations used in confocal 
analysis to ensure a consistent comparison between confocal and TEM data.   

AuNP 
type 

# 
DNA/AuNP 

# 
siRNA/AuNP 

AuNP concentrations 

Confocal TEM 
RT-qPCR and 
Western blot 

5 nm 
AuNS 10±1 10±2 40 nM 20 nM 10 nM 

10 nm 
AuNS 26±2 26±10 15 nM 7.5 nM 3.8 nM 

15 nm 
AuNS 70±6 59±18 5.7 nM 2.9 nM 1.7 nM 

20 nm 
AuNS 97±4 92±14 4.1 nM 2.1 nM 1.1 nM 

AuNR-
3 49±2 48±3 8.2 nM N.A. 2.1 nM 

AuNR 128±21 125±36 3.2 nM 1.6 nM 0.8 nM 
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Table 2-5. Summary of TEM-quantified AuNR orientation relative to the cell wall.  
To estimate the percentage of randomly oriented AuNR being found at a particular angle of 
orientation to the plant cell wall, we assumed that the TEM slice imaged sections fixed leaf tissues 
in an unbiased manner. Accordingly, the AuNR displayed in the TEM images would be unbiased, 
allowing the 2-dimensional image to represent the 3-dimensional configuration. Considering 
randomly oriented AuNR being placed into 9 even bins (0° - 10°, 10° - 20°, …, 80° - 90°), the 
likelihood of AuNR found in a single bin would be 1/9th of 100%, giving rise to 11.1%. A Chi-
squared test between the number of observed AuNR as binned compared to randomly oriented 
AuNR demonstrated statistical significance (c2=24.92, **p=0.0016).  

Angle of 
orientation (°) 

Number of 
AuNR 

Percentage of AuNR 
measured (%) 

Percentage of randomly 
oriented AuNR (%) 

0 – 10 73 22.5 11.1 
10 – 20 36 11.1 11.1 
20 – 30 26 8.0 11.1 
30 – 40 27 8.3 11.1 
40 – 50 25 7.7 11.1 
50 – 60 19 5.9 11.1 
60 – 70 30 9.3 11.1 
70 – 80 42 13.0 11.1 
80 – 90 46 14.2 11.1 

 
Table 2-6. Statistical significance values for nuclease protection assay (Figure 2-5b).  
Significance was measured with a two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; for 
time (n=6), column factor (n=3), and subject (n=9), F=267.6 and p<0.0001, F=186.7 and 
p<0.0001, and F=4.953 and p=0.0013 respectively. Means with the same letter have statistically 
significant differences. Upper-case letters indicate results with p < 0.05, and lower-case letters 
indicate results with p < 0.001. 

Time Elapsed 
(min) 

 Free siRNA 
10 nm 
AuNS 

AuNR 

Column Names A B C 

0 % Intact 100 100 100 
Column comparisons    

10 % Intact 6.8 85.4 65.9 
Column comparisons bC C  

30 % Intact 6.7 75.2 62.8 
Column comparisons bc   

60 % Intact 3.9 67.8 62.8 
Column comparisons Bc   

120 % Intact 1.8 56.4 66.2 
Column comparisons BC   

240 % Intact 1.0 52.1 66.9 
Column comparisons Bc C  
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Table 2-7. Summary of genes utilized in RT-qPCR quantification of stress-related genes. 

Gene Locus/ Accession Number Activity 
NbNAC042217  Niben101Ctg15860g00004.1 Ortholog of a tomato gene 

(Solyc02g069960) that is induced by 
pattern-triggered immunity 

ERF9218 Niben101Scf11706g00010.1 Ethylene responsive transcription factor, 
involved in both biotic and abiotic stress 
responses 

CYP72A14219 Niben101Scf14022g00011.1 Cytochrome P450 encoding gene 
CYP707A3219 Niben101Scf01873g01004.1 Cytochrome P450 encoding gene 
slSRO5219 Niben101Scf01764g02004.1 Responsive to abiotic stress, drought, and 

salt stress 
REIL1219 Niben101Scf02868g05009.1 Zinc finger protein 
NbrbohB216 AB079499 Respiratory burse oxidative homolog 
AOX1220 KF367455 Mitochondrial alternative oxidase 1a, an 

essential defense component in plant 
response to environmental stress 

APX221 AB610799.1 Ascorbate peroxidase, a ROS scavenging 
gene 

CAT1221 EU998969.1 Catalase, a ROS scavenging gene 
SOD221 Niben101Scf09401g00007.1 Superoxide dismutase, a ROS scavenging 

gene 
g02023222 Niben101Scf01075g02023 Uncharacterized, possible ortholog of 

Brassica napus (BnaA05g33450D) 
GL33222 Niben101Ctg13946g00001 Germin-like protein subfamily 3 member 

3 
PLAS1222 Niben101Scf00539g07027 Plastocyanin A’/A’’ 
CAB6222 Niben101Scf08975g01010 Chlorophyll A-B binding protein 
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Table 2-8. Statistical significances for RT-qPCR quantification of stress-related genes.  
Significance was measured by a two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; for 
time (n=2), column factor (n=3), and subject (n=9) for each individual gene. Means with the same 
letter have statistically significant differences. Upper-case letters indicate results with p<0.05, and 
lower-case letters indicate results with p<0.001. Empty entries for the column comparisons row 
denotes that there was no statistically significant difference between any of the three samples 
within that timepoint.  

Gene of 
interest 

Collection 
time post-
infiltration 

 Buffer 

10 nm 
citrate-
stabilized 
AuNS 

10 nm 
siRNA-
AuNS 

 Column names A B C 

ERF9 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 6.12 4.13 

Column comparisons bC   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.30 2.63 
Column comparisons    

CYP72A14 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 5.33 5.35 

Column comparisons BC   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.33 1.59 
Column comparisons    

CYP707A3 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 3.47 5.25 

Column comparisons Bc   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 0.62 1.26 
Column comparisons    

slSRO5 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.88 2.43 

Column comparisons Bc   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.26 1.88 
Column comparisons C   

NbrbohB 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 3.50 8.18 

Column comparisons bc c  

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.01 1.28 
Column comparisons    

AOX1 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.90 2.71 

Column comparisons c   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.29 1.72 
Column comparisons B   

APX 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.81 2.05 

Column comparisons    

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.04 2.05 
Column comparisons    

CAT1 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.31 4.88 

Column comparisons c C  

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.49 3.36 
Column comparisons    

SOD 10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.38 2.27 
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Column comparisons Bc   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.11 1.27 
Column comparisons    

g02023 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.35 4.23 

Column comparisons Bc C  

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.40 1.90 
Column comparisons    

CAB6 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.76 2.65 

Column comparisons c   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.11 1.30 
Column comparisons    

PLAS1 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 2.29 2.27 

Column comparisons BC   

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.23 1.10 
Column comparisons    

GL33 
10 min Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 1.14 0.78 

Column comparisons    

24 h Average mRNA fold-change 1.00 0.65 0.50 
Column comparisons    

 
2.6.2 Supplementary Notes 
2.6.2.1 Resolution Limitations of Microscopy 
We are working within the confines of a diffraction-limited system when analyzing Cy3 and GFP 
colocalization under confocal microscopy. Our TEM findings suggest that colocalization values 
measured in diffraction-limited confocal microscopy represent both cellular internalization and 
also NP-cell wall association and cannot distinguish between the two. While confocal microscopy 
can inform the accumulation and presence of AuNP in the proximity of plant cells, we are 
resolution-limited and cannot distinguish if the AuNP are associating with the outer cell wall, 
between the cell wall and cell membrane, or within the cell. Considering the Abbe diffraction limit 
constraining the observation of sub-wavelength features, traditional confocal microscopy alone 
cannot localize NP into plant cells223. As such, other techniques such as TEM were used to track 
the passage of AuNP into plant cells. 
2.6.2.2 Addressing the Impact of Free Cy3-DNA on Interpretation of Confocal Data  
As demonstrated in the dynamic ligand exchange experiments in Error! Reference source not 
found.c, DNA-functionalized AuNPs may experience DNA desorption upon exposure to the 
biomolecules in the apoplast. We recognize that free Cy3-DNA that has desorbed from Cy3-DNA-
AuNPs will still fluoresce, perhaps to a greater extent than Cy3-DNA-AuNPs as they will not be 
subject to dye quenching that occurs proximal to the AuNP surface. Additionally, under confocal 
microscopy, we cannot distinguish between free Cy3-DNA signal from Cy3-DNA-AuNP signal. 
The possibility of free Cy3 signal increases with time and should be considered especially in the 
context of samples imaged at long timescales (eg. 2-3 days). To help address this, we have included 
a grey line in Error! Reference source not found.b representing the maximum colocalization 
fraction obtained with free Cy3-DNA infiltrated Nb samples. This line distinguishes between free 
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Cy3-DNA signal and Cy3-DNA-AuNP signal. At 24 h, none of our samples display colocalization 
fractions proximal to the grey free Cy3-DNA line. The sole exception is the 20 nm DNA-AuNS 
which was imaged at 48 h and 72 h to probe the possibility of a maximum fraction at long 
timescales. In this context, we are confident that our colocalization fraction analysis and 
subsequent conclusions from our confocal data follow as a result of visualizing Cy3-DNA-AuNP 
signal and not free Cy3-DNA signal. 
2.6.2.3 RNA-seq Analyses 
RNA-seq analyses of siRNA-functionalized nanoparticle exposure to Arabidopsis thaliana reveal 
that the dominant responses associated with nanoparticle exposure include response to biotic 
stimulus, hypoxia responses, and response to chemical stimulus224. Accordingly, we selected 
several genes associated with each of these response pathways, as well as genes associated with 
general oxidative stress. More information regarding each gene (accession numbers, if available) 
are provided in  

Table 2-7 and primers are available in Table 2-1. 
2.6.3 Supplementary Discussion  
2.6.3.1 Shape-Dependent Effects on NP Transport in Plant Tissues 
Previous studies in mammalian cells reported that cellular association and internalization of DNA-
AuNP is greatly affected by their shape and aspect ratio225. Additionally, nanorods travel more 
rapidly than spherical counterparts in tissues193. Similar mechanisms may drive the observed rapid 
AuNR colocalization kinetics in plant tissues, and this effect might also be aspect ratio dependent: 
we conducted a time-course (ranging from 0.5 h to 24 h) colocalization study with a lower aspect 
ratio AuNR (AuNR3, 10 nm x 30 nm). Unlike the previous AuNR of aspect ratio ~5.2 (13 nm x 
68 nm), DNA-AuNR3 did not display a sharp increase in colocalization fraction prior to reaching 
the maximum. However, the DNA-AuNR3 did experience a faster maximum level of 
colocalization at 2 h (Figure 2-15 and representative confocal images in Figure 2-16), similar to 
the 10 nm DNA-AuNS. This result further supports that size (in the smallest NP dimension) is a 
key factor for DNA-AuNP travel in plant tissue.  
2.6.3.2 Cy3 Transport in Leaves is Time-Limited for the Region of Study 
To verify that the phenomena observed were not laterally distance-dependent within our region of 
study (1-3 mm from infiltration site), we collected z-stacks (images taken at different focal 
distances) of Cy3 signal generated from free Cy3-DNA or 10 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS. An integrated 
intensity analysis of the z-stacks suggested a stronger dependence of signal on time post-
infiltration rather than distance from infiltration point (Figure 2-17), affirming our focus on time-
dependent transport. Further analysis via an autocorrelation function calculation suggests that the 
10 nm Cy3-DNA-AuNS associate with regularly sized structures (such as plant cells) compared to 
more randomly dispersed free Cy3-DNA (Figure 2-18), supporting visual observations of the 
confocal images.  
2.6.3.3 Transience of Gene Silencing on the Protein Level  
We measure a 9 % (free siRNA), 28 % (20 nm AuNS), 5 % (15 nm AuNS), 15 % (AuNR), 29 % 
(5 nm AuNS), and 48 % (10 nm AuNS) reduction in GFP levels on Day 3 via Western blot analysis 
in leaves treated with AuNP. The transience of gene silencing likely contributes to variabilities in 
protein-level silencing kinetics, where less-effective AuNP samples such as 20 nm AuNS that take 
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a longer time to associate with cells may induce silencing more slowly than their smaller 
counterparts, leading to variabilities in protein-level silencing when assessed at the same 3-day 
timepoint.  
 
Across all samples, we note that only the 10 nm AuNS showed statistically significant protein-
level silencing over non-infiltrated or free siRNA infiltrated controls at the timepoints assayed. 
Indeed, the lower degree of silencing observed with AuNR (Error! Reference source not found.c 
and Figure 2-41) relative to most AuNS could be due to post-endocytosis endosomal entrapment 
of AuNR226–228.  
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3 Carbon Nanotube-Enabled Delivery of DNA in Mature Plants 
 
3.1 Chapter Abstract 
Genetic engineering of plants is at the core of sustainability efforts, natural product synthesis, and 
crop engineering. The plant cell wall is a barrier that limits the ease and throughput of exogenous 
biomolecule delivery to plants. Current delivery methods either suffer from host-range limitations, 
low transformation efficiencies, tissue damage, or unavoidable DNA integration into the host 
genome. Here, we demonstrate efficient diffusion-based DNA delivery into intact plants of several 
species with pristine and chemically functionalized high aspect ratio nanomaterials. Efficient DNA 
delivery and strong protein expression without transgene integration is accomplished in Nicotiana 
benthamiana (Nb), Eruca sativa (arugula), Triticum aestivum (wheat) and Gossypium hirsutum 
(cotton) leaves and arugula protoplasts. We find that nanomaterials not only facilitate biomolecule 
transport into plant cells but also protect polynucleotides from nuclease degradation. Our work 
provides a tool for species-independent and passive delivery of genetic material, without transgene 
integration, into plant cells for diverse biotechnology applications.** 

3.2 Introduction 
Despite several decades of advancements in biotechnology, most plant species remain difficult to 
genetically transform229. A significant bottleneck facing efficient plant genetic transformation is 
biomolecule delivery into plant cells through the rigid and multi-layered cell wall. Currently, few 
well-established delivery tools exist that can transfer biomolecules into plant cells, each with 
considerable limitations. Agrobacterium-mediated delivery230 is the most commonly used tool for 
gene delivery into plants with limitations of efficient delivery to a narrow range of plant species 
and tissue types, and inability to perform DNA- and transgene-free editing231. The one other 
commonly used tool for plant transformation is biolistic particle delivery (also called gene gun)29, 
which can deliver biomolecules into a wider range of plant species but faces limitations of only 
bombarded-site expression, plant tissue damage when high bombardment pressures are used229, 
possible limitation of the specimen size and positioning in the biolistic chamber, and the 
requirement of using a substantial amount of DNA to achieve the desired delivery efficiency. For 
transient expression of heterologous proteins in plants, the use of plant viral vectors such as 
Tobacco mosaic virus, Potato virus X, and Cowpea mosaic virus232 is beneficial for large-scale 
production of industrially-relevant proteins. However, viral vectors are only compatible with select 
plant species and expression cassette sizes, which limits the plant host and hinders expression of 
large or multiple proteins simultaneously. Additionally, the use of viral vectors, even if used for 
transient expression of gene editing systems, are usually subject to regulatory purview owing to 
the pathogenic origin of viruses and that some viruses integrate portions of their genetic material 
into the plant host genome233.  
 

 
** Portions published as Demirer, G.S., Zhang, H., Matos, J.L., Goh, N.S., Cunningham, F.J., 
Sung, Y., Chang, R., Aditham, A.J., Chio, L., Cho, M.J. and Staskawicz, B., 2019. High aspect 
ratio nanomaterials enable delivery of functional genetic material without DNA integration in 
mature plants. Nature nanotechnology, 14(5), pp.456-464. 
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While nanomaterials have been studied for gene delivery into animal cells234,235, their potential for 
plant systems remains under-studied236. Several reports describe uptake of nanomaterials by plant 
cells; however, most of these foundational studies deliver only non-functional cargoes146, are done 
in protoplast cell culture97, or use mechanical aid (gene gun237 or ultrasound238) to enable 
nanoparticle entry into walled plant cells. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles239 (MSNs), DNA 
nanostructures and DNA origami166, and layered double hydroxide (LDH) clay 
nanosheets165,170,240 have demonstrated the possibility of nanoscale internalization into walled 
plant cells without strong mechanical aid to deliver functional biological cargoes. In the MSN 
study, researchers demonstrated passive delivery of plasmid DNA loaded MSNs into Arabidopsis 
roots by co-culture, an important initial development for passive nanoparticle transport in model 
plant species root cells239. Important developments with LDHs have shown effective delivery of 
RNAi molecules (double-stranded RNAs) for gene silencing in model species Nicotiana 
tabacum165, paving the way towards future developments in plant bionanotechnology; however, to 
our knowledge, LDH has yet to be implemented for plasmid DNA delivery to enable gene 
expression studies.  
 
To-date, there has yet to be a plant transformation method that enables high-efficiency plasmid 
DNA delivery, without transgene integration, in a plant species-independent manner. Herein, we 
address the long-standing challenge of DNA delivery to mature model and non-model plants with 
nanomaterials, filling a key void in the plant transformation toolkit. With certain surface 
chemistries, high aspect ratio nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been observed 
to passively traverse extracted chloroplast241 and plant membranes188 owing to several figures of 
merit: high aspect ratio, exceptional tensile strength, high surface area-to-volume ratio, and 
biocompatibility. When bound to CNTs, biomolecules are protected from cellular metabolism and 
degradation242, exhibiting superior biostability compared to free biomolecules. Moreover, single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs, or SWNTs) have strong intrinsic near-infrared (nIR) 
fluorescence243,244 within the tissue-transparency window and thus benefit from reduced photon 
scattering, allowing for tracking of cargo-nanoparticle complexes deep in plant tissues. However, 
previous incorporation of CNTs in plant systems is limited to exploratory studies of CNT 
biocompatibility147,241,245 and sensing of small molecules in plant tissues188,246 by introducing 
CNTs complexed to synthetic fluorescent dyes or polymers.  
 
Herein, we develop a SWNT-based platform, which further advances the field of nanoparticle 
directed plant transformation. We generate and validate a platform that can deliver plasmid DNA 
into both model and crop plants with high efficiency, no toxicity, without mechanical aid, and 
without transgene integration: a combination of features that is not attainable with existing plant 
transformation approaches. Covalently functionalized SWNTs were used to deliver DNA into 
mature Nicotiana benthamiana, arugula, wheat, and cotton leaves, generating strong protein 
expression. This study establishes that CNTs, which are below the size exclusion limit of the plant 
cell wall (at least one dimension at or below ~ 20 nm), could be a promising solution for 
overcoming plant biomolecule delivery limitations in a species-independent and non-integrating 
manner and could enable high-throughput plant genetic transformations for a variety of plant 
biotechnology applications.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Grafting DNA on Carbon Nanotube Scaffolds 
For the transgene expression study, we developed an electrostatic grafting method to load green 
fluorescent protein (GFP)-encoding plasmids on SWNTs. Carboxylated SWNTs (COOH-SWNT) 
are first covalently modified with a cationic polymer (poly-ethylenimine, PEI) to carry a net 
positive charge. Next, positively charged CNTs (PEI-SWNT) are incubated with negatively 
charged DNA vectors (Figure 3-1a). The attachment of PEI and adsorption of DNA on SWNTs 
is verified by AFM via SWNT height increases after each step (Figure 3-1b). Nanoparticle heights 
before and after reaction with PEI are measured to be 1.3 nm and 8.1 nm for COOH- and PEI-
SWNT, respectively, confirming PEI binding. AFM also reveals that SWNT height increases from 
8.1 nm to 16.3 nm after incubation with DNA vectors, as expected, further confirming DNA 
grafting on SWNTs (Figure 3-1c).  
 

 
Figure 3-1. Scheme for grafting DNA on SWNT scaffold and characterization of DNA-
SWNT conjugates.  
a DNA grafting on PEI-modified carboxylated CNTs through electrostatic attachment. b 
Representative AFM images of carboxylated SWNTs, PEI modified SWNTs, and plasmid DNA 
loaded PEI modified SWNTs. Scale bars, 100 nm. c Average height profile of SWNTs before and 
after PEI reaction and pDNA loading measured via AFM. ****P < 0.0001 in one-way ANOVA. 
Error bars indicate s.d. (n = 10). d Zeta potential measurements of SWNTs before and after PEI 
reaction and pDNA loading measured via dynamic light scattering (DLS). *P = 0.0191 and ****P 
< 0.0001 in one-way ANOVA. Error bars indicate s.d. (n = 5). e Degradation of free pDNA vs. 
pDNA on PEI-SWNTs by plant nucleases obtained from a leaf lysate solution suggests pDNA 
protection on SWNT scaffolds. Error bars indicate s.d. (n = 3). 
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The covalent attachment of PEI and electrostatic adsorption of DNA on CNTs is also confirmed 
through zeta potential measurements (Figure 3-1d), after extensive washing of free unreacted PEI. 
The initial zeta potential of -51.9 mV for COOH-SWNT increases to +40.2 mV after reaction with 
positively-charged PEI, and subsequently decreases to +31.7 mV when incubated with negatively 
charged DNA, confirming PEI attachment and DNA adsorption. Further characterization (zeta 
potential, AFM height and length) of electrostatically prepared SWNT conjugates is summarized 
in Figure 3-4.  
 
Intracellular stability of DNA loaded PEI-SWNT conjugates was assessed by incubating 
conjugates with proteins at total protein concentration similar to plant intracellular conditions. 
After 3 days of PEI-SWNT incubation with proteins, half of the DNA remains adsorbed on the 
nanoparticles (Figure 3-4), suggesting a similar stability in plant tissues. We also show that DNA 
adsorbed on PEI-SWNTs is partially protected from endonuclease degradation compared to free 
DNA, when incubated with total proteins extracted from plant leaves. Following a 3-day 
incubation with plant cell lysate, 100% of free DNA is degraded, whereas 50% of DNA on DNA-
PEI-SWNTs remains intact (Figure 3-1e and Figure 3-4). DNA protection on SWNTs is further 
validated via single molecule total internal reflection fluorescence (smTIRF) microscopy: upon 
treatment with S1 nuclease, free DNA is degraded by 81.4%, whereas DNA on SWNTs is only 
degraded by 49.8%, commensurate with our bulk assays (Figure 3-5).  
 

3.3.2 DNA Delivery into Mature Plants with Carbon Nanotubes 
Functional gene expression studies were implemented with arugula and cotton plant leaves to 
demonstrate the applicability of our platform to transform crop plants in addition to traditional 
model laboratory species, such as Nicotiana benthamiana. Furthermore, gene delivery and protein 
expression studies are carried out with wheat plants demonstrating that our platform is also 
applicable to transform monocot plant species in addition to dicot plants.   
 
After preparation of DNA-SWNT conjugates with GFP-encoding DNA plasmids or linear PCR 
amplicons with dialysis or electrostatic grafting, DNA-SWNTs were infiltrated into the true leaves 
of mature plants by introducing a small puncture on the abaxial surface of the leaf lamina with a 
pipette tip and infiltrating the solution with a needleless syringe. Post-infiltration, we hypothesize 
that DNA-SWNTs traverse the plant cell wall and membrane to enter the plant cell (Figure 3-2a). 
To confirm internalization of nanoparticles into mature leaf cells, Cy3 tagged DNA-SWNTs were 
delivered to plant leaves and the nanoparticle fate was assessed with confocal microscopy of the 
infiltrated leaf tissue (Figure 3-2b). For this experiment, a GFP mutant Nb plant was used, which 
constitutively expresses GFP so that we may co-localize the Cy3 fluorescence from the DNA-
SWNTs with GFP fluorescence from inside the cells. When Cy3-DNA is delivered without 
SWNTs, we do not observe co-localization of Cy3 fluorescence with GFP (due to lack of Cy3 
fluorescence), suggesting that Cy3-DNA alone does not internalize into cells. However, when 
Cy3-DNA-SWNTs are delivered into the leaves, we observe 62% co-localization between the Cy3 
and intracellular GFP channels, which suggests efficient internalization of DNA-SWNTs into the 
plant cell cytoplasm (Figure 3-2b). Internalization of nanoparticles into mature leaf cells is also 
shown in wildtype Nb plants via high resolution confocal imaging, which demonstrates Cy3-DNA-
SWNT localization both in the cell cytosol and nucleus (Figure 3-6).  
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Figure 3-2. GFP-Encoding DNA delivery into mature plant leaves with SWNTs.  
a Schematic depicting DNA-SWNT trafficking in plant cells and subsequent gene expression 
(dotted lines represent trafficking steps and the rigid lines represent gene expression steps). b, 
Nanoparticle internalization into mature plant cells is shown by imaging Cy3 tagged DNA-SWNTs 
with confocal microscopy, compared to a control sample of Cy3 tagged DNA without SWNTs, in 
a transgenic mGFP5 Nb plant. c, Wild type Nb, arugula, wheat, and cotton leaves infiltrated with 
DNA-SWNTs are imaged with confocal microscopy to determine GFP expression levels in the 
leaf lamina of each plant species. d Z-stack analysis of the fluorescence profile of the DNA-SWNT 
treated arugula leaf close to the infiltration area.  
 
Leaves infiltrated with DNA-SWNTs for GFP expression are imaged with confocal microscopy, 
and expression of GFP is observed in the cells of the leaf lamina 72-hours post-infiltration in all 
plant species tested; Nb, arugula, wheat, and cotton (Figure 3-2c). Z-stack analysis of the 
fluorescence profile of the DNA-SWNT treated leaves shows that GFP fluorescence originates 
from the full thickness of the leaves, confirming that SWNT nanocarriers diffuse and penetrate 
through the full leaf profile (Figure 3-2d). No GFP expression is detected in the leaves when free 
DNA vectors, PEI-DNA complexes, or PEI-SWNTs are delivered in control studies (Figure 3-7).  
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3.3.3 Testing the Persistence of Carbon Nanotube-Mediated Gene Expression 
We further demonstrate that SWNT-mediated gene expression is transient in mature plant leaves, 
independent of the plant species. Representative confocal images of pDNA-PEI-SWNT infiltrated 
Nb (Figure 3-3a) and corresponding quantitative fluorescence intensity analysis of these images 
demonstrate that the highest GFP fluorescence intensity at Day 3 disappears by Day 10 (Figure 
3-3b). Similar GFP expression profiles at Day 3 and 10 are also verified with arugula, wheat, and 
cotton mature leaves (Figure 3-3c-e). Compared to SWNT-mediated expression, however, 
Agrobacterium-mediated GFP expression in mature arugula leaves did not cease at Day 10, as 
shown by confocal imaging (Figure 3-3f) and GFP fluorescence intensity quantification (Figure 
3-3g), supporting the established concept of DNA integration with Agrobacterium-mediated 
delivery247. 

 
Figure 3-3. Transient SWNT-mediated GFP expression in mature plant leaves and 
nanoparticle toxicity assessment.  
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a Representative confocal microscopy images of pDNA-PEI-SWNT infiltrated mature Nb leaves 
imaged at Day 3 and 10. b Quantitative fluorescence intensity analysis of confocal images at 3 and 
10-days post-infiltration. ***P = 0.0001 in two-way ANOVA. c-e Representative confocal 
microscopy images at Day 3 and 10 in pDNA-PEI-SWNT infiltrated mature c arugula, d wheat, 
and e cotton leaves. f Representative confocal microscopy images of Agrobacterium infiltrated 
mature Nb leaves imaged at Day 3 and 10. All scale bars, 50 µm. g Quantitative fluorescence 
intensity analysis of Agrobacterium-transformed leaves at 3 and 10-days post-infiltration. *P = 
0.012 in two-way ANOVA. h Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) results of DNA-PEI-SWNT infiltrated 
Nb leaves i ddPCR results of Agrobacterium infiltrated Nb leaves. j qPCR analysis of NbrbohB, a 
known stress gene in Nb plants, to test SWNT toxicity. *P = 0.0169 and ****P < 0.0001 in one-
way ANOVA. All experiments are done with intact leaves attached to healthy plants. 
 
Our results both at the mRNA transcript and fluorescent protein levels demonstrate that GFP 
expression is transient and suggest that genes delivered into plant cells via SWNT nanocarriers do 
not integrate into the plant nuclear genome. We tested the non-integration of plasmid DNA into 
the plant nuclear genome via droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). ddPCR is a recently developed method 
that allows high-precision and absolute quantification of nucleic acid target sequences248–252. Here, 
we used ddPCR to determine whether DNA delivered with SWNTs integrate into plant genomic 
DNA and compared genomic DNA integration rates of SWNT nanocarriers and Agrobacterium-
mediated delivery methods. Our ddPCR experiments reveal that there is no transgene integration 
when DNA is delivered via SWNTs (Figure 3-3h), whereas high frequency GFP transgene 
integration events are shown when Agrobacterium-mediated delivery is performed (Figure 3-3i). 
We performed additional ddPCR control samples such as no template control (NTC), non-treated 
leaf, and free DNA infiltrated leaf. As expected, amplification of neither EF1 nor GFP genes is 
observed in the NTC (as there is no genomic DNA added), and amplification of only the EF1 gene 
is observed in non-treated or free DNA infiltrated leaves (Figure 3-8). The transient production of 
GFP in leaves induced by DNA-PEI-SWNT and Agrobacterium-mediated delivery was quantified 
3-days after infiltration. We find that PEI-SWNTs versus Agrobacterium mediated DNA delivery 
produces 13.6 µg and 21.9 µg GFP per gram fresh weight of leaves, respectively.  

3.4 Conclusions 
Genetic engineering of plants may address the crucial challenge of cultivating sufficient food, 
natural product therapeutics, and bioenergy for an increasing global population living under 
changing climatic conditions. Despite advances in genetic engineering across many biological 
species, the transport of biomolecules into plant cells remains as one of the major limitations for 
rapid, broad-scale and high-throughput implementation of plant genetic engineering, particularly 
for intact plant tissues and organs. We thus present a nanomaterial-based delivery platform that 
permits diverse conjugation chemistries to achieve DNA delivery without transgene integration in 
both model and crop plants, and in both dicot and monocot plants, with high efficiency and without 
toxicity or tissue damage. In this study, we show the development and optimization of dialysis and 
electrostatic grafting methods for loading biomolecules onto high aspect ratio SWNTs. We 
confirm the feasibility and test the efficacy of this platform by delivering reporter GFP DNA 
constructs into mature Nicotiana benthamiana, arugula, wheat, and cotton leaves, and arugula 
protoplasts, and obtain strong expression of a functional transgenic protein.  
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The nanomaterial-based transient plant transformation approach demonstrated herein is beneficial 
for plant biotechnology applications where gene expression without transgene integration is 
desired, and is amenable to multiplexing whereby multiple gene vectors are to be delivered and 
tested rapidly in a combinatorial manner and in parallel253. This approach may aid high-throughput 
screening in mature plants to rapidly identify genotypes that result in desired phenotypes, mapping 
and optimization of plant biosynthetic pathways, and maximization of plant-mediated natural 
product synthesis, most of which currently rely on Agrobacterium-mediated transformation254. 
SWNT-mediated delivery is well-suited for such transient applications as it is easy, cost effective, 
non-destructive, fast, species-independent, and scalable.  
 
Additionally, global regulatory oversight for genetically-modified organisms (GMOs) motivate 
the future development of non-integrative and/or DNA-free plant genetic transformation 
approaches in which the delivered gene expression is transient and foreign DNA is not integrated 
into the plant genome183. However, the most used tool today for plant genetic transformations – 
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation technology – is unable to perform DNA- and transgene-
free editing and yields random DNA integration. Similarly, DNA delivery methods that utilize a 
gene gun or other external forces such as vortexing can cause cell damage, which leads to increased 
rates of transgene integration, possibly due to the over-activation of endogenous cellular DNA 
repair mechanisms commonly induced by stress and cell/DNA damage.  
 
Notably, when combined with nuclease-based genome editing cargoes such as ZFNs, TALENs, 
Cpf1, and CRISPR/Cas9, SWNTs could enable transient expression of these tools for production 
of permanent (stable) edits. As such, SWNT-based delivery of these biomolecular cargoes could 
enable high-efficiency genome modification without transgene integration, thus avoiding strict 
GMO regulations. This latter application of the presented technology could be particularly 
beneficial for heterogeneous plant species such as cassava, cacao, sugarcane, etc. in which crossing 
cannot be used to remove transgenes. Furthermore, SWNTs are shown herein to protect DNA 
cargo against nuclease degradation, a feature of SWNT-based delivery that may be extended to the 
protection of other biological cargoes of interest.  
 
Thus, in this study, we develop nanoparticle-based plant transformation biotechnologies that show 
high efficiency and species-independent delivery of plasmid DNA and transient expression of 
encoded proteins, which can potentially be used as a transgene-free plant genetic engineering 
approach, when combined with nuclease-based genome editing tools. As such, SWNT-based plant 
transformations are a useful addition to the plant biotechnology toolkit.  

3.5 Materials and Methods 
3.5.1 Plant Growth 
Italian arugula (Eruca sativa) seeds purchased from Renee’s Garden were germinated in SunGro 
Sunshine LC1 Grower soil mix by planting the seeds half an inch deep into the soil of a standard 
propagation liner tray (Nursery Supplies). The germinated plants were then moved to a Hydrofarm 
LED growth chamber (12h light at ~22˚C / 12h dark at 18˚C). Plants were allowed to mature to 3-
4 weeks of age within the chamber before experimental use. Wild type Nb and transgenic mGFP5 
Nb seeds obtained from the Staskawicz Lab, UC Berkeley, were germinated and grown in SunGro 
Sunshine LC1 Grower soil mix for four weeks before experimental in a growth chamber, 12-hour 
light at 24°C: 12-hour dark at 18°C cycle. Spring wheat (Triticum aestivum L., cv. Fielder) were 
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grown in Supersoil (Rod McClellan Co., South San Francisco, CA, USA) in a Conviron growth 
chamber with 60% relative humidity, 18-hour light at 24°C: 8-hour dark at 18°C cycle, and 3-4-
week-old plants were used for experiments. Cotton seedlings were purchased from 
Cottonman.com and allowed to mature within the Hydrofarm LED growth chamber (12h light at 
~22˚C / 12h dark at 18˚C). All experiments (except gene gun) were done with intact leaves attached 
to plants, where plants were incubated in the growth chamber until the time of data collection. 
3.5.2 Cy3-DNA-SWNT Preparation 
For toxicity, tissue damage and internalization assays, SWNTs were suspended in single-stranded 
DNA (ssDNA) polymers with (GT)15 or Cy3-tagged (GT)15 sequences through probe-tip 
sonication as previously described255. Briefly, ssDNA was dissolved at a concentration of 100 
mg/mL in 0.1 M NaCl. 20 μL of this ssDNA solution was aliquoted into 980 μL 0.1 M NaCl and 
1 mg HiPCO SWNTs was added. The mixture was bath sonicated for 10 min, followed by probe-
tip sonication with a 3-mm tip at 50% amplitude (~7W) for 30 min in an ice bath. The resulting 
solution rested at room temperature for 30 minutes before centrifugation at 16,100g for 1 h to 
remove unsuspended SWNT aggregates and metal catalyst precursor. Unbound (free) ssDNA was 
removed via spin-filtering (Amicon, 100 K) 10-15 times and the concentration of ssDNA-SWNTs 
was determined by measuring the SWNT absorbance at 632 nm with an extinction coefficient of 
0.036 L/g-cm.  
3.5.3 Electrostatic Grafting of DNA onto SWNTs 
Chemical modification of SWNTs to carry positive charge is described elsewhere256 and applied 
here with some modifications. 10 mg COOH-SWNT powder was added to 10 ml water (can be 
scaled up or down as desired at 1mg/ml concentration). The solution was bath sonicated for 5 
minutes and probe-tip sonicated with 6-mm tip at 10% amplitude for 30 min on ice. It was rested 
30 minutes at room temperature and centrifuged at 16,000g for 1 h. Supernatant was taken and 
SWNT concentration was measured via absorbance at 632 nm with extinction coefficient of 0.036 
to convert to mg/L. Prepared COOH-SWNT solution was mixed with PEI at a mass ratio of 1:10 
SWNT:PEI. The solution was bath sonicated for several minutes, and subsequently heated at 84 
°C with stirring for 16 h (the reaction can be scaled up or down as desired by keeping the PEI to 
SWNT mass ratio constant). The reaction mixture was subsequently cooled to room temperature 
and filtered with a 0.4 μm Whatman Nucleopore membrane to filter SWNTs. The filtered product 
was washed vigorously with water 10 times to remove unreacted PEI from the reaction mixture, 
then dried and collected. 3 mg of dried product (PEI-SWNT) was subsequently suspended in 3 mL 
water by probe-tip sonication with a 6-mm tip at 10% amplitude for 30 min in an ice bath. The 
resulting solution was rested at room temperature for 30 minutes before centrifugation at 16,100g 
for 1 h to remove unsuspended SWNT aggregates. The PEI-SWNT solution containing 1 μg of 
SWNTs was added into 1 μg of DNA dropwise, pipetted in and out 10 times, and incubated at 
room temperature for 30 minutes (DNA incubation can be scaled up or down by keeping the DNA 
to PEI-SWNT mass ratio constant).  
3.5.4 AFM Characterization 
3 μL of sample was deposited on a freshly cleaved mica surface and left to adsorb on the surface 
for 5 minutes. The mica surface was then slowly rinsed with water for three times (each time with 
10 μL water) to remove the salt. Then, the mica surface was dried with a mild air stream by an ear-
washing bulb and was imaged with a MultiMode 8 AFM with NanoScope V Controller (Bruker, 
Inc.) under tapping mode in air. All AFM images were analyzed by NanoScope Analysis v1.50. 
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3.5.5 Plasmid DNA Protection Assay 
Total proteins (including nucleases) were extracted from wild type Nb leaves by grinding in liquid 
nitrogen to get dry frozen powders. The frozen powders were transferred to a microcentrifuge tube 
with pre-prepared lysis buffer containing 400 μL of 10 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 
mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 5% glycerol, and 1% Cocktail and vortexed briefly to mix well. After 
lysis at 50℃ for 5 minutes, the tube was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 30 minutes and the 
supernatant containing whole proteins was collected to a new tube. Total protein extract was 
quantified by a Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay (Thermo, Prod# 22660). 5 μg free pDNA and 5 μg 
pDNA on PEI-SWNTs were each incubated with cell lysate proteins obtained from one Nb leaf to 
mimic the intracellular degradation conditions for 6, 12, 24 and 72 hours.  
 
After incubation, all pDNA was desorbed from SWNTs at 95˚C for 1 hour in the presence of 2% 
SDS and 1.5 M NaCl. Desorbed pDNA and cell lysate treated free pDNA were run on a 1% agarose 
gel with pDNA standards of known quantity to measure the intact versus degraded DNA in each 
sample. DNA amounts on the agarose gel were quantified by using band intensity as a proxy 
(ImageJ Gel Analyzer) and normalized with the lanes containing known DNA quantities (all 
agarose gel DNA quantifications are conducted as described here).   
3.5.6 Infiltration of Leaves with SWNTs 
Healthy and fully developed leaves from arugula (3-4 week old), Nicotiana benthamiana (4 week 
old), wheat (4 week old), and cotton (4 week old) plants were selected for experiments. A small 
puncture on the abaxial surface of the arugula and cotton leaf lamina was introduced with a pipette 
tip, and 100-200 μL of the plasmid DNA-CNT solution (or of any control solution) was infiltrated 
from the hole with a 1 mL needleless syringe by applying a gentle pressure, with caution not to 
damage the leaf. For Nb infiltration, a tiny puncture on the abaxial surface of the leaf lamina was 
introduced with a sharp razor, and 100-200 μL of DNA-SWNT solution (or of any control solution) 
was infiltrated through the puncture with a 1 mL needleless syringe by applying a gentle pressure.  
3.5.7 Imaging of Infiltrated Leaves for Internalization and GFP Expression 
After infiltration, plants with attached infiltrated leaves were left in the plant growth chamber to 
allow for internalization for 6 h and imaged with the confocal microscope to track Cy3 tagged 
DNA-SWNTs in leaves. For GFP expression and transience studies, infiltrated leaves were imaged 
after 3 and 10 days with confocal microscope. For wheat leaf infiltrations, a sharp razor blade was 
used to produce a small puncture on the abaxial surface of 3-4-week-old plant leaves, and 100-200 
μL of the plasmid DNA-SWNT solution (or of any control solution) was infiltrated with a 1 mL 
needless syringe. Plants were returned to growth chamber and imaged with confocal microscope 
after 3 and 10 days-post-infiltration. 
3.5.8 Quantitative Fluorescence Intensity Analysis of GFP Gene Expression 
DNA-SWNT infiltrated plant leaves were prepared for confocal imaging 72-hours post-infiltration 
by cutting a small leaf section of the infiltrated leaf tissue and inserting the tissue section between 
a glass slide and cover slip of #1 thickness. 100 μL water was added between the glass slide and 
cover slip to keep the leaves hydrated during imaging. A Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope was 
used to image the plant tissue with 488 nm laser excitation and with a GFP filter cube. GFP gene 
expression images were obtained at 10x and 20x magnification. Confocal image data was analyzed 
to quantify GFP expression across samples. For each sample, 3 biological replicates (3 infiltrations 
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into 3 different plants) were performed, and for each biological replicate, 15 technical replicates 
(15 non-overlapping confocal field of views from each leaf) were collected. Each field of view 
was analyzed with custom ImageJ analysis to quantify the GFP fluorescence intensity value for 
that field of view, and all 15 field of views were then averaged to obtain a mean fluorescence 
intensity value for that sample. The same protocol was repeated for all 3 biological replicates per 
sample, and averaged again for a final fluorescence intensity value, which correlates with the GFP 
expression produced by that sample.  
3.5.9 Single Molecule TIRF to Image DNA Protection by SWNTs 
The sequence of DNA used for this assay is the same as that used in co-localization experiments, 
(GT)15. While Cy3 was used for co-localization assays in planta, the Cy5 fluorophore was selected 
for the TIRF assay due to lower levels of background noise in the collection region. 10 μM 3’ 
labelled Cy5 DNA was added to an equal mass of HiPCO SWNT. The suspension and clearing of 
unbound DNA followed the same protocol as described in SDS-SWNT, ssDNA-SWNT and Cy3-
DNA-SWNT preparation. The positive control comprised of 5’ labelled biotin with a Cy5 
fluorophore on the 3’ end.  
 
6-channel μ-slides (ibidi, μ-Slide VI 0.5 Glass Bottom) were used for single-molecule TIRF 
microscopy. The slides were initially washed by pipetting 100 μL of 100 mM NaCl solutions in 
nuclease-free water filtered with a sterile 0.2 μm syringe filter into one reservoir and removing 60 
μL the other end, leaving just enough solution to fully wet the channel. Each subsequent step 
involved depositing the desired solution volume into the reservoir and removing the equivalent 
volume from the other end of the channel. 50 μL of 0.25 mg/mL BSA-Biotin was added to coat 
the surface of the glass slide for 5 minutes. Next, 50 μL of 0.05 mg/mL NeutrAvidin was added, 
followed by 50 μL of 1.0 mg/L DNA-loaded SWNT. For the positive control, 50 μL of 100 pM 
biotinylated Cy5-DNA was added in place of DNA-loaded SWNT. The addition of each 
component comprised of a 5-minute incubation period, followed by gently flushing the channel 
with 50 μL of NaCl solution to remove unbound entities. Each channel was exposed to 50 μL of 
2.8 U/uL S1 Nuclease for 30 minutes at room temperature. The reaction was stopped by rinsing 
the channel with 1 mM ATP solution to inactivate the nuclease. To minimize disturbance of bound 
DNA or DNA-SWNT, no imaging buffer was used; each field of view obtained was ensured to 
not have been imaged previously. 
  
Following slide preparation and immobilized procedure as outlined above, we obtain a surface 
coverage of ~ 300-400 fluorescent molecules of DNA-loaded SWNT for each field of view, 
imaged with a 642 nm laser line, collected with a 655 LP filter, with a 1000 ms exposure time and 
an EMCCD gain of 300 under TIRF microscopy (Zeiss ELYRA PS.1).  
3.5.10 Droplet Digital PCR (ddPCR) Experiments 
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from leaves, 14 days after the treatment with pDNA-PEI-
SWNTs and Agrobacterium, via CTAB extraction modified from a previous method8. Briefly, 
200 mg leaf tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen with a mortar and pestle, and the leaf powder was 
transferred into 600 μl CTAB buffer (10 g CTAB, 50 mL 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8, 20 mL 0.5M EDTA 
pH 8, 140 mL 5 M NaCl and 5 g PVP). The mixture was vortexed well and incubated at 65˚C for 
45 minutes. 600 μl chloroform: isopropanol (39:1) was added to mixture and vortexed well. The 
mixture was centrifuged at 18,000g for 10 minutes and the upper phase was transferred into a new 
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microcentrifuge tube. 600 μl isopropanol was added to the new tube, incubated 5 minutes at room 
temperature, and then mixed softly. The mixture was centrifuged at 18,000g for 10 minutes. The 
supernatant (isopropanol) was removed and 100 μl 70% ethanol was added. The mixture was 
centrifuged at 18,000g for 10 minutes. The supernatant (ethanol) was removed as much as possible 
and the tube was left to dry at 37˚C for 30 minutes. The gDNA pellet was resuspended in 200 μl 
autoclaved MilliQ water and the concentration and purity was measured by Nanodrop. All gDNA 
samples were digested overnight with HindIII-HF in CutSmart buffer. 2 μg gDNA was digested 
with 20U enzyme in a 50 μl reaction volume for 16 hours at 37˚C. Note that the restriction enzyme 
was selected so as not cut inside the reference or target gene. We have confirmed that the extracted 
genomic DNA does not contain any of the infiltrated plasmid DNA via several measures. First, 
14-days incubation is assumed to be long enough for plasmid DNA to degrade inside the cells. 
Second, plasmid DNA is not present in any of the agarose gels we have run (ddPCR control gels 
in Supplementary Fig. 9). Last, all samples were treated the same and if there was any plasmid 
DNA left at the time of PCR, it would be present not only in the Agrobacterium sample, but in all 
samples (which is not the case, as controls and DNA-PEI-SWNT samples did not show any 
amplification with PCR). 
  
ddPCR was performed via probe chemistry in a duplex assay for reference EF1 and target GFP 
genes. The GFP probe (5’-TGCCGTCCTCCTTGAAGTCG-3’) was labeled with HEX at 5’, Iowa 
Black Hole Quencher at the 3’ end and with an internal ZEN quencher 9 nucleotides away from 
the 5’ end. The EF1 probe (5’-AGGTCTACCAACCTTGACTGGT-3’) was labeled with FAM at 
the 5’end, with Iowa Black Hole Quencher at the 3’ end, and with internal ZEN quencher 9 
nucleotides away from the 5’ end.  Primers used for GFP gene: 5’-
GACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCAT-3’ and 5’-CGTTGTGGCTGTTGTAGTTG-3’, primers used for 
EF1 gene: 5’-TCCAAGGCTAGGTATGATGA-3’ and 5’-GGGCTCATTAATCTGGTCAA-3’. 
20X probe-primer mixes (18 μM PCR primers (each), 5 μM probe) were prepared for both genes. 
 
ddPCR reaction mixes were prepared according to the instructions in ddPCR Supermix for Probes 
(No dUTP) #1863024 kit. For each sample, we prepared 10 wells, each containing 100 ng digested 
gDNA, so that a total of 1µg DNA was screened for transgene integration for each sample. 
Droplets were generated with a QX200 droplet generator right after the ddPCR reaction mixes 
were prepared. 20 µL of each sample mastermix was transferred to the sample row and 70 µL 
droplet generation oil was transferred to the oil row in the droplet generation cartridge. After the 
droplets were generated, 40 µL of droplets were transferred to a new 96-well plate and the plate 
was sealed for 5 s at 180ºC in plate sealer. The PCR was run in a deep-well thermal cycler with 
the following PCR program: enzyme activation 95˚C 10 min, denaturation 94˚C 30 sec (40X), 
annealing/extension 60˚C 1 min (40X), stabilization 98˚C 10 min, and hold 4˚C. The fluorescence 
of the droplets was measured 4 hours after PCR (kept in the dark and at 4˚C) with a QX200 droplet 
reader, and the results were analyzed with the Bio-Rad Quantasoft Pro Software.  
3.5.11 Quantification of GFP Protein Amount in Leaves 
Month-old Nb leaves were infiltrated with either pDNA-PEI-SWNTs or Agrobacterium solutions. 
Three days post-infiltration, leaves were harvested, weighed, then frozen and ground in liquid 
nitrogen to obtain powder. The powder was placed in a liquid nitrogen-cooled tube to which 350 
µL of lysis buffer containing 10 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-
40, 5% glycerol, and 1% Cocktail was added. The tube was immediately vortexed for 2-3 seconds 
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before being placed on ice while other samples were similarly harvested. All tubes were incubated 
in a 50˚C water bath for 3 minutes, then centrifuged at 16,000 g for 40 minutes. The supernatant 
containing proteins were then transferred to a fresh tube. 
   
A GFP-Trap (ChromoTek GFP-Trap_A) was used to purify and concentrate GFP present in the 
supernatant. For each sample, 25 µL of GFP-Trap beads was pipetted into ice-cold dilution buffer 
composed of 10mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA. The beads were 
centrifuged at 2,500 g for 2 min at 4oC and the supernatant was discarded. This was then repeated 
twice. The beads were added to the supernatant along with 300 µL dilution buffer, and the tube 
placed on a tube rotator for 1 hour at 4˚C. Samples were centrifuged at 2,500 g for 2 min at 4˚C 
with the supernatant discarded. Then, 500 µL ice-cold dilution buffer was added to each sample, 
which was again centrifuged at 2,500 g for 2 min at 4˚C with the supernatant discarded three times. 
The bound GFP was eluted by constant mixing with 50 µL 0.2M glycine at pH 2.5 for 30 s followed 
by centrifugation. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and 5 µL 1M Tris Base pH 10.4 
added for neutralization. The protein elution step was executed twice to obtain two tubes of 
approximately 55 µL each per sample. 
 
A Qubit Protein Assay Kit (Invitrogen) was used to quantify the mass of GFP eluted. Briefly, 20 
µL of eluted protein was added to 180 µL Qubit Working Solution. The samples were vortexed 
for 3 seconds and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. Standard calibrations and 
measurements were collected via a Qubit 4 Fluorometer.  
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3.6 Chapter Supporting Information 
3.6.1 Supplementary Figures and Table 

 
Figure 3-4. Confirmation of synthesis and DNA adsorption on PEI-SWNTs with loading 
efficiency characterization.  
a Characterization of nanoconjugates prepared with the electrostatic method of DNA loading on 
SWNTs: zeta potential and AFM height and length. b pDNA-PEI-SWNTs are incubated in plasma 
containing 0.2 mg/µL total protein to approximate the DNA desorption rate in intracellular 
conditions. Results show that even after a 72-hour incubation in plasma at 21ºC, almost half of the 
DNA is still adsorbed on PEI-SWNTs. c Agarose gel electrophoresis of free pDNA and pDNA on 
PEI-SWNTs incubated with plant lysate solution for 6, 12, 24, and 72 hours to determine pDNA 
protection against nuclease degradation on PEI-SWNTs. All DNA pieces (degraded and intact) are 
desorbed from the SWNT surface after cell lysate treatment and prior to running the gel.  
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Figure 3-5. Single molecule TIRF (smTIRF) microscopy demonstrates DNA protection 
against nuclease degradation when on SWNTs. 
a Schematics of microscopy slides for immobilization of Cy5-DNA-Biotin and Cy5-DNA-SWNT 
complexes. The microscopy slide surface is first coated with BSA-Biotin, then incubated with 
NeutrAvidin. Cy5-DNA-Biotin is immobilized on the surface via Biotin-NeutrAvidin attraction, 
and Cy5-DNA-SWNT is next immobilized on the surface via non-specific interaction of 
NeutrAvidin with SWNTs. b Raw smTIRF data for empty channel rinsed with salt solution, free 
DNA incubated with salt solution, and three experimental replicates of free DNA incubated with 
2.8U/µL S1 nuclease, blue: before incubation and orange: after incubation. Data from 30 fields of 
view plotted for each sample before and after nuclease treatment. c Raw smTIRF data for empty 
channel rinsed with salt solution, DNA-SWNT incubated with salt solution, and three experimental 
replicates of DNA-SWNT incubated with 2.8U/µL S1 nuclease, blue: before incubation and 
orange: after incubation. Data from 30 fields of view plotted for each sample before and after 
nuclease treatment. All channels contain BSA-Biotin and NeutrAvidin. d Representative smTIRF 
microscopy images for each sample of free DNA before and after incubation with salt and 2.8U/µL 
S1 nuclease. Scale bars, 10 µm. e Representative TIRF microscopy images for each sample of 
DNA-SWNTs before and after incubation with salt and 2.8U/µL S1 nuclease. Scale bars, 10 µm. 
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Figure 3-6. Subcellular localization of Cy3-DNA-SWNT in wild type Nicotiana benthamiana 
intact leaves.  
Cy3 fluorescence is observed both in the cell cytosol and nuclei 6 hours after infiltration of Cy3-
DNA-SWNT conjugates. White arrows show cell nuclei and blue arrows show cell cytoplasm 
containing Cy3-DNA-SWNT conjugates. Scale bars, 25 µm. All experiments are done with intact 
leaves attached to healthy plants. 
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Figure 3-7. Control studies for DNA-SWNT delivery and GFP protein expression in mature 
Nicotiana benthamiana, arugula, and wheat leaves.  
When free plasmid DNA, or PEI-DNA, or PEI-SWNT is delivered, no GFP expression is detected 
in any plant species via confocal microscopy at 72h post-infiltration, as shown by representative 
confocal images obtained with the same optical parameters with DNA-SWNT induced GFP 
expression imaging. Scale bars, 50 µm. All experiments are done with intact leaves attached to 
healthy plants. 
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Figure 3-8. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) control experiments.  
a Genomic DNA extraction and digestion with HindIII-HF restriction enzyme is optimized for 
ddPCR experiments. Agarose gel electrophoresis showing successful and pure genomic DNA 
extraction in wells 1 and 3. Wells 2 and 4 show successful genomic DNA digestion of DNA-PEI-
SWNT and agroinfiltrated leaves. No plasmid DNA contamination was observed in any of our 
genomic DNA extractions. b Agarose gel electrophoresis shows that EF1 and GFP primers 
perform optimally during PCR at 60˚C with the correct amplicon at size ~200 bp both for the EF1 
reference gene and also for the GFP target gene. c ddPCR run showing no amplification of the EF1 
or GFP genes in the no template control well. d ddPCR run result showing significant amplification 
of the EF1 gene but no amplification of the GFP gene in the control (non-treated) leaf. e ddPCR 
run result showing significant amplification of the EF1 gene but no amplification of the GFP gene 
in the free plasmid DNA infiltrated leaf, as expected. The EF1 gene is labeled with a FAM tagged 
probe and the GFP gene is labeled with a HEX tagged probe. Both probes are initially quenched 
with a 3’ Iowa Black Hole Quencher and a ZEN internal quencher manufactured by IDT. All 
experiments are done with intact leaves attached to healthy plants. 
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4 Nanoparticle-mediated protein delivery in planta 
 
4.1 Chapter Abstract 

Delivery of proteins into walled plant cells remains a challenge with few tractable solutions. 
Recent advances in biomacromolecule delivery using nanotechnology may evince methods to be 
exploited for protein delivery. While protein delivery remains no small feat, even in mammalian 
systems, the ability for nanoparticles to penetrate the cell wall and be decorated with a plethora of 
functional moieties makes them ideal protein vehicles in plants. Now, as advances in protein 
biotechnology accelerate, the need for a commensurate delivery system becomes clear. However, 
the road to nanoparticle-mediated protein delivery is fraught with challenges regarding cell wall 
penetration, intracellular delivery, endosomal escape and nanoparticle chemistry and design. The 
dearth of literature surrounding protein delivery in walled plant cells hints at the challenge of this 
problem but also indicates a wide-open space for new innovations in plant tailored 
nanotechnology.†† 

4.2 Introduction 
For several decades, breakthroughs in nanomaterial synthesis, production, and characterization 
have advanced electronics, medicine, and basic research. Nanomaterials are now broadly 
commercially available, with functionalization approaches that are readily accessible in most 
laboratories, enabling ease of access and use in a diverse range of applications257,258. Although 
recent nanotechnology-based accomplishments have been made in sensing, delivery, and targeting 
of nanomaterials in planta, both fundamental and applied plant nanoscience lag behind other fields 
of nano-biotechnology88,164,259,260. In particular, the delivery of molecular biology cargoes such as 
DNA, RNA, and proteins to plant cells have become increasingly important goals. Of these goals, 
protein delivery remains the most difficult to accomplish, and as such, protein delivery strategies 
using nanomaterial carriers are only nascent in plants81,141,189,261. The development of gene editing 
tools motivates in planta delivery of proteins that could enable DNA-free gene edited plants and 
could accelerate the development of both engineered crops and basic plant science. Recent in 
planta protein delivery successes have leveraged protein biolistics for DNA-free gene editing. 
While these new protocols have enabled DNA-free genome editing applications in plants, they 
involve specialized instrumentation and intensive low-throughput screening of hits due to low 
protein delivery efficiencies262,263. Given these limitations, a nanoparticle-mediated protein 
delivery technology could simplify workflows and streamline plant genome engineering. 
 
To emphasize how challenging protein delivery to walled plant cells can be, we consider that 
evolution has not generated a “passive” way to bypass the barrier of the cell wall. To our 
knowledge, no intact plant virus has been found to diffuse across the plant cell wall despite 
possessing nanoscale (~15-200 nm) dimensions. Viral infection is instead mediated by injury to 
the plant cell wall upon mechanical damage by weather, animals, or fungal attack264. Other 

 
†† Published as Goh, N.S.*, Wang, J.W.*, Cunningham, F.J.*, Boozarpour, N.N., Pham, M. and 
Landry, M.P., 2021. Nanoparticles for protein delivery in planta. Current opinion in plant 
biology, 60, p.102052. 
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pathogens have evolved elaborate secretory systems as seen in Agrobacterium or anatomical 
structures such as fungal haustoria to deliver proteins past the cell wall265,266. In contrast, certain 
engineered nanoparticles (NPs) have been shown to internalize into walled cells, lending credence 
to their potential application as protein carriers in plants127,189,267,268. Why and how NPs, defined 
as constructs synthesized with at least 1 dimension below 100 nm, are seemingly able to pass the 
cell wall remains an unanswered question in plant nanotechnology. Hypotheses put forward 
include optimized charge density, high stiffness, and small (<10 nm) size of NPs. 
 
Regardless of mechanism, recent research suggests that NPs or other chemical approaches may 
play a role in developing generalizable strategies for protein delivery to plant cells. Research on 
nanoparticle-mediated delivery of plasmid DNA88,140,164 and RNA168, biomolecules many-fold 
larger than proteins in molecular weight, serve to motivate intensified efforts for protein delivery. 
While recent publications have shown the delivery of pDNA to plant cells for gene expression 
using a variety of nanocarriers, expression has been shown to be sporadic, with efficiencies lower 
than with biotic delivery methods such as Agrobacterium269. Thus, nano-scientists should consider 
whether gene delivery offers the highest phenotypic effect and whether nanoparticles may offer a 
practical solution. In this opinion, we discuss the barriers of the cell wall, cellular entry and 
endosomal escape, and what chemical and nano-engineering strategies have been attempted or 
could aid in plant protein delivery. 

4.3 Barriers for Plant Cellular Delivery 

We outline the key barriers for biomolecule delivery in plant cells – the plant cell wall, cell 
membrane, and endosomal escape – in Chapter 1.6.3. In considering the barriers for protein 
delivery in plant cells, we hypothesize the requirements for designing efficient protein delivery 
systems. Firstly, the protein and carriers in toto should be near or smaller than the SEL of the cell 
wall, which strictly limits the choice of nanocarrier. Secondly, the protein must be imparted by its 
carrier with pro-internalization motifs or another mechanism of cell membrane bypass. Thankfully, 
many NPs such as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and quantum dots (QDs) appear to 
elicit endocytosis270,271, or carriers can be functionalized with pro-endocytic peptide motifs, such 
as HIV-1 derived Tat peptide272. Finally, pro-endosomolytic moieties that allow endocytosed 
material to escape degradation and enter the cytosol should be present. A third barrier that we do 
not fully elaborate on exists for intact plant tissues and organs: the cuticle. In a laboratory setting, 
the hydrophobic cuticular barrier is often overcome via the application of the carrier/bio-molecule 
solution. Recent examples have employed vacuum infiltration273, syringe infiltration168, and foliar 
spray274, with or without non-ionic surfactants such as Silwet L-77, to deliver the active solution 
to plant cells. Given that these solutions largely involve formulation rather than NP design, we 
will not further digress. Clearly, many variables in not just chemical strategies but also protocols 
must be considered in developing NP strategies for protein delivery. In the next section we will 
elaborate on biochemical and nanocarrier approaches that may aid in developing in planta protein 
delivery systems. 

4.4 Chemistries for Plant Cellular Delivery 

The design of an efficacious protein delivery system for plants remains challenging due to 
variability in protein sizes, protein structural sensitivity to chemical and mechanical perturbations, 
and the lack of amplified expression that could result from the delivery of DNA or RNA vectors, 
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with the relative impact of each of these considerations being highly dependent on the protein of 
interest, the carrier, and the desired functional outcome. Despite these complexities, we can 
consider carrier systems for protein delivery and then separately delve into how proteins might be 
conjugated to said carriers. Examples of non-biolistic, mechano-/electro-poration, or protoplast-
based methods of protein delivery in plants are scant in literature (Table 4-1). The Numata group 
has been prolific in employing synthetic CPPs for protein delivery in plants129,140,141,261,275. In this 
study, peptides bearing a protein-binding domain and a CPP domain are complexed with the cargo 
protein. However, given that carrier-protein complexes measure ~200-nm in radius, their ability 
to bypass the cell wall intact is difficult to explain141. One plausible explanation could be activity 
of non-complexed pro-endocytotic peptides causing uptake of non-bound proteins. Such an effect 
has been observed in mammalian cells where co-incubation with free CPPs enhances uptake and 
endosomal escape139. Another recent development was by Santana et al where inorganic QDs were 
targeted to the chloroplast using an engineered chloroplast transduction peptide189. In this case, the 
size of the carrier in toto was over 24-nm in diameter, suggesting some possible polydispersity in 
the cell wall SEL while also demonstrating the feasibility of transiting proteinaceous materials 
using a hard NP. As their final design lacks an explicit mechanism for endocytosis or endosomal 
rupture, we cannot say what roles the nanocarrier or peptide play in their successful delivery.  



 

 
 

Table 4-1. Selected examples of protein delivery to plants. 

Carrier 
Species and tissue 
type Protein Cargo Delivery Method Method of Validation 

Biolistic delivery in walled plant cells 

Au-capped MSNs 
(0.6 μm 
diameter)154 

Onion epidermis, 
tobacco leaves, teosinte 
leaves FITC/TRITC-BSA, GFP Biolistic Widefield FL microscopy 

Au-capped MSNs 
(0.6 μm 
diameter)93 Maize embryos Cre recombinase Biolistic 

Widefield FL microscopy, southern blot 
(1-20% T0 recombinants) 

Au microparticles 
(0.6 μm 
diameter)262 

Onion epidermis, 
tobacco leaves 

GFP, dsRed, BSA-
TRITC, GUS, RNAse A, 
trypsin Biolistic Widefield FL microscopy 

Au microparticles 
(0.6 μm 
diameter)276  Maize embryos Cas9 RNP Biolistic 

Amplicon deep sequencing (2-9% 
mutated T0 progeny) 

Au particles + 
cationic lipid-
polymer 
mixture277 Rice embryos 

Cas9 RNPs + hygR 
selection plasmid Biolistic 

Sanger sequencing (63% of selected 
transformants carried mutations) 

Au microparticles 
(0.6 μm 
diameter)278 Rice embryos 

Cas9 and Cas12a RNPs + 
hygR selection plasmid Biolistic 

NGS (3% WT Cas9, 9% HiFi Cas9, 32% 
Cas12a) 

Peptide-mediated transfection in walled plant cells 
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AID peptide 
complexes279 

Onion and tomato 
roots, onion epidermis GFP, RFP 

Incubation with 
protein-peptide 
solution Confocal FL microscopy 

Tat PTD and R9 
AID peptide 
complexes280 

Onion and maize roots, 
onion epidermis GFP, RFP 

Incubation with 
protein-peptide 
solution Confocal FL microscopy 

R9 AID peptide 
complexes281 Onion roots 

GFP, RFP (covalent and 
noncovalent codelivery) 

Incubation with 
protein-peptide 
solution Confocal FL microscopy 

TpI CPP 
complexes282 Wheat and rapeseed 

roots and protoplasts GUS 

Incubation with 
protein-peptide 
solution 

Confocal FL microscopy, GUS 
fluorimetric analysis 

BP100(KH)9 and 
BP100CH7 CPP 
complexes141 Rice callus YFP Vacuum infiltration Confocal FL microscopy 

2BP100-K8 CPP 
fusion261 Apple leaves 

Neomycin 
phosphotransferase II 
(NPTII) Leaf infiltration Confocal FL microscopy 

(BP100)2K8 and 
BP100(KH)9 CPP 
fusion275 Arabidopsis leaves 

BSA-RhB, ADH-RhB, 
YFP Leaf infiltration Confocal FL microscopy 

Electroporation in walled plant cells 

-283 Tobacco BY2 culture 

ERD14 and ERD10 
intrinsically disordered 
proteins (IDPs) Electroporation Confocal FL microscopy 
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-284 
Arabidopsis T87 
culture Cre recombinase Electroporation 

GUS fluorometric analysis, genomic 
PCR 

Protoplast transfection 

PEG285 
Arabidopsis, tobacco, 
rice, lettuce protoplasts Cas9 RNP PEG transfection 

T7E1 (44% mutation rate), RFLP (46% 
mutation rate) 

PEG286 

Tobacco protoplasts 

GFP, I-SceI 
meganuclease + YFP 
positive selection 
plasmid, Host-targeting 
TALEN PEG transfection 

Flow cytometry (2.7% YFP expression) 
and 454 pyrosequencing (1.4% mutation 
rate) 

PEG287 Petunia protoplasts Cas9 RNP PEG transfection 

T7E1 (2-20% mutation rate), amplicon 
deep sequencing (11.5 ± 2% mutation 
rate) 

PEG288 
Grapevine and apple 
protoplasts Cas9 RNP PEG transfection 

Amplicon deep sequencing (2-7% 
mutation rate) 

PEG289 
Bread wheat 
protoplasts Cas9 RNP PEG transfection 

RFLP, amplicon deep sequencing (2-4% 
mutated T0 progeny) 

PEG290 Potato protoplasts Cas9 RNP PEG transfection 
Sanger sequencing (1-20% mutated T0 
progeny) 

PEG291 Wheat protoplasts 
Base editor fusion 
protein A3A-PBE-ΔUGI PEG transfection 

Amplicon deep sequencing (1.8% C-to-
T conversion) 

Lipofectamine 
3000142 

Tobacco BY2 
protoplasts Cas9 RNP Liposome transfection Widefield FL microscopy 
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Given our described requirements for NP-mediated protein delivery, the list of eligible candidates 
appears short. Where delivery of efficacious quantities of proteins and delivery moieties requires 
a particle of considerable size to maximize loading, the SEL of the cell wall pushes design toward 
the smaller end of nanoscale. In this regard, we hypothesize that high-aspect ratio nanomaterials, 
where one dimension is much longer than other dimensions, may provide the necessary surface 
area for protein conjugation and chemical modification and be plausibly wall-penetrant if one 
dimension remains considerably smaller than the cell wall SEL. The premier 1-D nanomaterial, 
SWNTs, possesses a length on the order of 100-1000 nm and a non-functionalized diameter of 
only 1-nm. SWNTs have previously been used for nucleic acid delivery in walled plant cells88,164 
and protein delivery in mammalian systems. Results from Zubkovs and coworkers demonstrate 
several protein-conjugation techniques yielding protein-SWNT conjugates that limit perturbations 
to the cargo’s structure. In this case, ssDNA is used to both solubilize the SWNT and anchor 
proteins to the surface using alkyne click chemistry292. However, SWNTs are not the only viable 
1-D nanomaterial; protein delivery to mammalian cells has been demonstrated using inorganic 
nanowires of similar dimensions to SWNT293. Given the diversity of materials that can be 
fashioned with high-aspect ratios, the number of viable protein nanocarriers becomes much 
broader294. With a diversity of untested carriers, further complicating an NP approach is the 
development of chemistries to conjugate proteins and other functional motifs to the NP vehicle. In 
the next section we elaborate on considerations for conjugation strategies. 

4.4.1 Sticking it to the Particle 

Size variability is significant across proteins of interest for delivery, with the most common 
fluorescent reporter, GFP, being much smaller than the most common gene editing nuclease, 
spCas9 RNP (Figure 4-1). As proteins alone already approach the cell wall SEL, the addition of a 
carrier usually increases the complex size beyond the SEL. Furthermore, the role of size on 
intracellular delivery efficiency remains unclear. For example, Martin-Ortigosa et al show that 
BSA undergoes release from mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN) carriers 3.5x more effectively 
than GFP despite being twice as large154. This points to the importance of understanding and 
modulating both protein-nanocarrier interactions and protein-nanocarrier-host interactions. 
 
Association of a protein with its carrier can be accomplished through covalent bioconjugation or 
nonspecific adsorption. While nonspecific loading has been the dominant method employed in the 
literature for carrier-mediated protein delivery to plants, the advantages that site-specific 
bioconjugation have brought to mammalian biology for decades295 allude to their potential 
implementation in plants. Bioconjugation chemistry describes a class of fast, high-specificity 
reactions that site-specifically link biomolecules and has been widely employed for covalent and 
non-covalent delivery strategies. Bioconjugates can be engineered with responsive chemical 
mechanisms for inducible release upon reaching the intracellular target. Protein bioconjugation 
chemistries have found promise for enhancing drug efficacy, delivery, and specificity in 
mammals136,295–297, though adaptations of these chemistries for use in plants have not been widely 
explored.  
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Figure 4-1. Schematic showing common cargoes and a representative but not exhaustive list 
of nanoscale materials for delivery to plant cells that have been demonstrated to enter walled 
plant cells.  
As evidenced by the hydrodynamic radius of the represented biomolecules298–301, cargoes vary 
widely in Stokes radius and molecular weight. The size exclusion limit of the plant cell wall lies 
around 10 nm, suggesting constructs below 10 nm are unlikely to diffuse through cell wall pores. 
Nevertheless, several nanoscale materials with smallest dimensions both below and above the SEL 
have been demonstrated to enter walled plant cells88,121,140,164,166,264,267,302.   
In contrast to site-specific conjugation, nonspecific loading strategies rely singularly on 
nonspecific association such as electrostatics (e.g. PEI-DNA) or local concentration gradients (e.g. 
diffusion into an MSN pore). A notable caveat is that electrostatic grafting strategies onto 
nanoparticles employed for nucleic acid delivery are not generalizable to proteins. Because 
strongly cationic environments can cause protein inactivation, targeted conjugation chemistries, 
encapsulation or gentler adsorptive methods, as in the case of MSNs, are preferred for protein 
delivery. That said, efforts have been made to temper the high charge of cationic polymers by 
modification with hydrophobic moieties or through fluorination303. Finally, the reliance on weaker 
interactions for nonspecific loading may not by default a disadvantage, however, as a weaker 
interaction with the carrier could translate to effective release of protein cargo into the cytosol.  

4.4.2 Alternatives to NP Carriers 

Designing nanocarrier-based protein delivery systems for plants presents a major engineering 
challenge that may require alternatives to those presented above. Direct covalent or non-covalent 
modification of proteins with cell penetrating materials could be a viable alternative. In 2020, Tai 
et al utilized a cholesterol-Coomassie dye conjugate to enable endocytosis-independent, cytosolic 
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delivery of proteins in mammalian tissue culture304. The result is a generalizable strategy that 
noncovalently links a small molecular carrier to the protein, generating small, penetrating particles. 
Other efforts have included covalent modification of the protein itself with larger molecules such 
as CPPs141,261,275 or endosomolytic polymers305. Others have proposed comprehensive protein 
engineering strategies such as supercharging or protein resurfacing306. However, these approaches 
are neither trivial nor generalizable. As an additional question for alternative delivery systems, it 
has not been shown in literature whether small molecule endo-osmolytic agents such as 
chloroquine228 are effective in plant cells.  
 
Finally, several strategies exist based on enzymatic or mechanical disruption to forcibly overcome 
the cell wall-such is the logos for protoplast transfection and biolistic bombardment. Protoplast 
transfection of functional proteins has been widely demonstrated (), but the limitations of callus 
regeneration often overshadow the benefits of protein delivery. To date, the biolistic method has 
been adapted for delivery of protein across the plant cell wall and cell membrane () via dehydration 
of the protein onto 0.6-μm gold particles via lyophilization or air-drying263. While similar in 
practice to biolistic DNA loading, which is widely employed, the disadvantage of loading proteins 
by dehydration is the potential for protein functional deactivation via irreversible disruption of 
secondary structure - thus the amount of active loaded protein may be low. Additionally, the 
bombardment method itself contains inherent drawbacks, namely tissue damage. In comparison, 
studies of NPs in plants highlight growth benefits, enhanced immunity but also phytotoxicity and 
reduced biomass307,308. The benefit or harm of NPs in plants remains inconclusive but promising, 
particularly for short-term use or in applications requiring selection across generations which 
would reduce or eliminate NP prevalence in the final product. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
The ability to deliver proteins into walled plant cells could enable diverse plant biotechnology 
applications, particularly for CRISPR Cas-9-based genome editing applications. In plants, most 
Cas-9 strategies rely on delivery of plasmids coding for Cas-9 and gRNA using Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens or gene gun bombardment309. Plasmid delivery techniques are hampered by both 
species-specificity and by their potential to incorporate the delivered gene into the host plant 
genome which may generate off-target effects or trigger regulatory oversight183. Conversely, 
delivery of CRISPR Cas-9 proteins is DNA-free and thus could enable generation of edited plants 
without risking transgene integration. Recent strides in DNA-free editing have been made by 
adapting already existing techniques for protein delivery; however, these approaches often require 
manual selection of hundreds of in vitro transformants and may not be applicable to species with 
less robust tissue culture protocols or where regeneration remains elusive. A promising direction 
is in the characterization of morphogenic transcription factors towards generating edited explants 
in situ, simplifying regeneration310. Such technological advancements, when co-delivered with 
editing nucleases, exemplifies a system with untapped potential for nanoparticle-mediated protein 
delivery applications. 
 
To advance nanoparticle-mediated protein delivery to plants in such a way that moves towards 
generalizable platforms for the many applications in agriculture, biotechnology, and academic 
research, we must engineer complex systems that address a multitude of factors including protein 
conjugation and release, in planta translocation, endosomal escape, subcellular localization, and 
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transformant selection. We emphasize the need for more proof-of-concept studies in reduced 
biological representations of a whole plant - such as walled suspension cells, leaves, or regenerable 
tissue in model species such as Arabidopsis or Nicotiana benthamiana - that provide a simple 
system in which to test novel delivery strategies or reproduce results across numerous labs. 
Furthermore, the development of more robust microscopic methods (apart from diffraction-limited 
fluorescence imaging) for reproducibly assaying nanoparticle internalization and localization 
within plant cells is an area with great unmet need. We also point out that testing pre-existing or 
novel conjugation chemistries for a wide array of proteins should be pursued in parallel to testing 
in plant cells, especially as this work would have applications in other fields besides plant science. 
We hypothesize that a focus on nanomaterial conjugation of smaller proteins with less functional 
reliance on secondary structure (such as intrinsically disordered peptides) could improve chances 
of success upon translation to in planta studies, due to the smaller net carrier size and reduced need 
to maintain a precise protein fold during conjugation and delivery.  
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5 Understanding Biocorona Formation on Nanoparticles for 
Functional Design 

 
5.1 Chapter Abstract 
Climate change and population growth are straining agricultural output. To counter these changes 
and meet the growing demand for food and energy, monitoring and engineering of crops is 
becoming increasingly necessary. Nanoparticle-based sensors have emerged in recent years as new 
tools to advance agricultural practices. As these nanoparticle-based sensors enter and travel 
through the complex biofluids within plants, biomolecules including proteins, metabolites, lipids, 
and carbohydrates adsorb onto the nanoparticle surfaces, forming a coating known as the 
“biocorona”. Understanding these nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions that govern nanosensor 
function in plants will be essential to successfully develop and translate nanoparticle-based sensors 
into broader agricultural practice.‡‡ 

5.2 Introduction 
As changing climates and population growth increasingly place pressures on agricultural 
production, the monitoring and engineering of crops becomes essential to meet the rising demand 
for food and energy311–313. To maximize the efficient use of limited resources, crops can be 
remotely monitored using sensors to adjust plant management strategies rapidly, minimizing losses 
and maximizing yields312. In particular, innovations in nanotechnology have advanced the 
collection of agricultural metrics such as nutrient levels, pathogen infection, and pesticide 
accumulation in plants314. Nanoparticle-based sensors have garnered much interest in agricultural 
applications in recent years, as reviewed elsewhere315,315,316. The unique physical and chemical 
properties of nanoparticles have been leveraged to design sensing platforms that are highly 
portable, rapid, sensitive, and amenable to high-throughput measurements317.  
 
The application of nanosensors, and more broadly, of nanotechnologies in plants presents distinct 
obstacles that must be taken into consideration during the design phase, as the unique plant 
environment could drastically alter the intended nanoparticle function. Biological barriers like the 
waxy leaf cuticle challenge nanoparticle uptake318, while the varying biochemical compositions in 
plant tissues alter nanoparticle functionality319. When nanoparticles enter and traverse complex 
biological milieus in plants, biomolecules including proteins, metabolites, lipids, and 
carbohydrates adsorb onto the nanoparticle surfaces, forming a coating known as the 
“biocorona”319–321. As such, one major bottleneck for the seamless translation of nanosensors from 
in vitro validation to in planta use is in the spontaneous and as-of-yet unpredictable adsorption of 
biomolecules on nanosensor surfaces that attenuates their intended function (Figure 5-1). For the 
practical translation of nanotechnologies to plants, it is imperative that we understand the 
interactions between the nanoparticles and the biomolecules they encounter during in-plant 
transport. 
 

 
‡‡ Portions of Chapter 5 published as Voke, E., Pinals, R.L., Goh, N.S. and Landry, M.P., 2021. 
In Planta Nanosensors: Understanding Biocorona Formation for Functional Design. ACS 
sensors, 6(8), pp.2802-2814. 
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of biocorona formation on nanosensors.  
Biomolecules adsorb on the surface of nanosensors as they travel through complex plant biofluids, 
altering the intended nanosensor function and creating a bottleneck for the translation of 
nanosensors from the laboratory to applications in intact plants.  
 
The future of health and developmental monitoring in plants depends on the successful translation 
of nanosensors from the benchtop to practical applications in the field. As these sensors are 
implemented in plants for crop management, sensors will encounter challenges in less controlled 
environments: nanosensor biofouling is known to attenuate or abate nanosensor function, and 
nanosensor transport and bioaccumulation within the plant or within the environment remains 
unpredictable. As such, nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions in plants and agricultural settings 
will dictate our ability to preserve nanoparticle function in planta and will need to be evaluated for 
environmentally conscious translation of these nanotechnologies from the lab to the field. To these 
ends, understanding the phenomenon of biocorona formation on nanosensors will inform designs 
with improved sensing capabilities and biostabilities, increasing the likelihood of success when 
these technologies are translated into broader applications. The process of protein corona 
formation on nanoparticle surfaces has been described extensively for non-plant systems 
elsewhere322–324, however, it remains to be elucidated for plant and agricultural systems. 

5.3 Nanoparticle-Based Sensors for Agricultural Use 
Sensing systems for precision agriculture have been developed to monitor water content, soil 
conditions, and crop health. These sensors monitor soil moisture, temperature, and nutrient 
levels325–328, providing key information for crop management. Sensors for pesticides, herbicides, 
and insecticides in the soil or water have also been developed329–332, and are useful for improving 
yields and supporting food and water safety333. Directly sensing plant health signals through 
wearable electronic devices and embedded sensors have more recently emerged as an exciting 
strategy to monitor crops316,334,335. These sensing systems vary widely in sensing mode, from 
electrochemical sensors that translate chemical reactions into measured voltages, to optical sensors 
that measure changes in fluorescence emission for analyte quantification. 
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Table 5-1. Nanoparticle-based sensing systems for agricultural engineering.  

System Target Signal Transduction Material Limit of 
Detection 

Rice331,

332 
Carbosulfan 
(pesticide) 

Electrochemical - 
voltammetry 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) 
nanocuboids modified 
platinum (Pt) electrode 

0.24 nM 

Soil329,3

32 
Atrazine 
(herbicide) 

Electrochemical - 
voltammetry 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 
nanotubes 0.1 ppt 

On 
plant335 

Light and 
humidity 

Wearable optical 
sensor 

ZnIn2S4 (ZIS) 
nanosheets 

~ 4 ms 
(light 
response) 

Water33

0,332 
Malathion 
(insecticide) 
 

Optical - Surface-
Enhanced Raman 
Spectroscopy (SERS) 

Aptamer–polymeric 
microsphere–gold 
nanoparticles (AuNPs) 

3.3 µg 
mL−1 

Water33

6 Nitrite Optical - fluorescence Silver nanoclusters 100 nM 

In 
vitro337 

DNA sequence of 
Ganoderma 
boninense gene 
(oil palm 
pathogen) 

Optical - fluorescence Quantum dots (QDs) 
3.55 nM 
 
 

In 
plant338 Glucose Optical - fluorescence 

Thioglycolic acid-
capped QDs and boronic 
acid-conjugated QDs 

500 µM 

In 
plant260 H2O2 Optical - fluorescence Single-walled carbon 

nanotubes (SWNTs) 10 µM 

In 
plant339 NO Optical - fluorescence SWNTs 100 µM 

 
The majority of these plant and crop sensors enable precise measurements but rely on tissue-
destructive techniques that involve field- or lab-based protocols, limiting these measurements to 
distinct timepoints. We highlight a specific class of engineered nanoparticle-based sensors (< 100 
nm in their smallest dimension), termed “nanosensors,” that can enable continuous in planta 
environmental sensing and plant health monitoring in intact plants. As autosamplers and bio-
concentrators of their surrounding environment340, plants provide an exciting platform for sensing. 
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Combining nanotechnology with the natural features of plants facilitates rapid in-field detection 
that circumvents expensive and time-intensive laboratory techniques. Continuous gas and fluid 
exchange between plants and their environment enables this mode of sensing to be used in a variety 
of different contexts, be it probing the soil for specific analytes or monitoring chemical signals for 
plant health reports in agricultural settings. Thus far, nanosensors have been used for detecting 
ground soil contaminants and quantifying plant defense-related biomarkers and signaling 
molecules (Figure 5-2)334,338,339. While genetically encoded plant sensors may confer similar 
advantages as nanosensors, they are limited by species-specific genetic transformations that 
require large amounts of time and effort312. In contrast, engineered nanosensors are species 
independent and thus more easily translated across plant systems. Although plants have been 
genetically engineered as biochemical detectors in the past, the addition of nanoparticle-based 
sensors to utilize plants as detectors is just emerging as a field of study246,341. As such, the use of 
nanosensors in plants is promising for agricultural sustainability, with several recent examples of 
nanoparticle-based sensors for plant and crop monitoring outlined in Table 5-1 and reviewed in 
more detail elsewhere314,328,332,342,343.  

 

 

Figure 5-2. Overview of nanosensor usage in agriculture.  
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Nanosensors are used in plants for detecting soil contamination, signaling molecules, and 
pathogens. Early and rapid communication of plant stress through sensing innovations has the 
potential to improve agricultural management, while further development of plant biomarker 
sensors can be used to understand the complex signaling pathways within plants.  
 
5.3.1 Environmental Nanosensors for Soil Sensing and Pathogen Detection 
The monitoring of groundwater, soil contaminants, and early detection of plant pathogens are 
crucial activities in recognizing and addressing potential threats to human and plant health. 
Capitalizing on the innate properties of plants as microfluidic devices that sample their immediate 
surroundings, plant-based nanosensors have been designed for real-time biochemical sensing of 
soil contaminants, including explosive nitroaromatics and arsenic246,340. In the former example, 
peptide-coated single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were embedded in spinach leaves to 
enable near-infrared (and thus plant-tissue transparent) optical detection of nitroaromatic 
compounds246. The nitroaromatic compounds are taken up by the roots and transported through 
plant vasculature to the leaves where the SWNT sensors reside. Similarly, leaf-embedded SWNT-
based sensors have been used to detect arsenic in the soil through root uptake in Spinacia oleracea 
(spinach), Oryza sativa (rice), and Pteris cretica (ferns)340. Of note, these SWNT-based plant 
nanosensors provide both a rapid response in the presence of target analytes and a stable 
performance over a period of months260,312.  
 
In addition to sampling toxic ground contaminants, nanosensors can prevent disease spread among 
crops by non-destructively detecting the presence of plant pathogens prior to symptom onset. 
Current disease diagnostics for plants are morphology-based analyses, which occur after the 
disease has progressed, or sample-destructive and pathogen-specific assays such as enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Although robotic imaging 
platforms are improving detection sensitivity, such technologies often fail to detect disease before 
symptom onset344. Conversely, nanoparticle-based sensors for pathogen detection have been 
demonstrated to function successfully in planta315,345, though such nanoparticle-based sensors are 
more widely used ex vivo in rapid detection kits. A common class of nanoparticle-based sensing 
technologies are lateral flow immunoassays, whereby pathogens are detected with an antibody, 
aptamer, or DNA probe conjugated to a gold, magnetic, or fluorescent nanoparticle346. These 
assays have been used to detect a variety of plant viruses such as Citrus tristeza virus from citrus 
leaves and fruits, Potato virus x, and the bacterial pathogen of Stewart's wilt in sweet corn346–349. 
These ex vivo sensing strategies enable convenient plant pathogen detection, yet remain limited to 
sampling at distinct timepoints. Like the ex vivo assay, a combination of antibodies, aptamers, or 
DNA probes and nanoparticles could be used to detect the pathogen in plant tissue. A major barrier 
towards translating these nanosensors in planta applications is in preserving nanosensor function 
in the biologically complex milieu of living plants, which would allow continuous and rapid 
detection during the early stages of pathogenesis. Moving forward, advancing early-stage disease 
and pathogen detection necessitates continuous and real-time sensing capabilities with the use of 
in planta compatible nanosensors.  
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5.3.2 Biomarker Nanosensors for Monitoring Plant Health 
Sensing biomarkers that are indicative of plant stress and energy production provide essential 
insight into plant signaling and health338,339. Abiotic stresses such as droughts and heat as well as 
biotic stressors like plant pathogens elicit a defense response350. Unlike animal systems, plants 
have a passive immune system, and plant cells rely heavily on cell-to-cell signaling to 
communicate environmental threats through immunogenic signals that activate plant 
defenses334,351–353.  Nanosensors can be used to translate these plant chemical stress signals to 
electronic signals for real-time sensing, which would serve to report crop health and thus, diagnosis 
of plant environmental stressors with appropriate intervention312,354. Examples of such plant stress 
biomarkers include reactive oxygen species (ROS) and glucose. Fluorescent SWNT sensors have 
been developed to recognize ROS such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), a biomarker for plant defense 
produced in response to stress, and nitric oxide (NO), another key signaling molecule in plants339. 
Specifically, Wu et al. developed a H2O2 sensor based on SWNTs functionalized with a DNA 
aptamer that binds to hemin (HeAptDNA-SWNT). Mechanistically, this sensor takes advantage 
of hemin that undergoes a reaction with H2O2, producing hydroxyl radicals, resulting in SWNT 
fluorescence quenching. By measuring changes in SWNT fluorescence emission with a near-
infrared camera, these H2O2 nanosensors enable continuous, real-time monitoring of plant health 
in response to UV-B light, high light, and pathogens, but not plant wounding in Arabidopsis 
thaliana which likely has H2O2 levels below the limit of detection (Figure 5-3)260,339. More 
recently, a different single-stranded DNA-functionalized SWNT H2O2 nanosensor was developed 
and can sense the plant response to wounding in several common plant species including Lactuca 
sativa (lettuce), Eruca sativa (arugula), and Spinacia oleracea (spinach)334. SWNT sensors have 
also been used for the detection of NO339. Similarly, a quantum dot-based nanosensor has been 
used to radiometrically detect glucose338. As indicators of environmental stressors, these 
nanosensors for analytes like glucose and ROS have the potential to improve crop management 
through rapid, continuous, and non-destructive sensing. 
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Figure 5-3. In planta monitoring of plant health signaling molecules in response to common 
plant stresses via a SWNT H2O2 nanosensor. 
Near-infrared fluorescence intensity changes of the nanosensor embedded in leaves indicate signs 
of stress. The nanosensor’s near-infrared fluorescence emission decreases in the presence of a UV-
B light, b high light, and c a pathogen-associated peptide (flg22). d Mechanical leaf wounding did 
not result in a change in the nanosensor’s near-infrared fluorescence emission, likely due to the 
relatively lower levels of H2O2 production. Reprinted from Wu, H.; Nißler, R.; Morris, V.; 
Herrmann, N.; Hu, P.; Jeon, S.-J.; Kruss, S.; Giraldo, J. P. Monitoring Plant Health with Near-
Infrared Fluorescent H2O2 Nanosensors. Nano Lett. 2020, 20 (4), 2432–2442. Copyright (2020) 
American Chemical Society.  
 
5.3.3 Understanding Biocorona Formation to Increase the Translational Value of Plant 

Nanosensors 
Although nanosensors have the potential to revolutionize agriculture, the parameters governing 
nanosensor performance in planta have been understudied in plant systems. The successful 
translation of these nanosensor technologies requires a more thorough understanding of the 
interactions between the nanosensor and its local plant environment. Despite the prevalence of 
protein corona characterization in nanomedicine towards human health applications, biocorona 
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formation in plant systems has only received limited acknowledgment and research171. Plant-based 
nanosensors are developed and implemented without taking into account the inevitable changes in 
physicochemical properties as the nanosensor is progressed from in vitro development to in vivo 
use. We propose that more informed plant nanosensor designs can be developed and predictably 
translated into practical applications, guided by fundamental studies of plant nanoparticle 
biocoronas. 
 
The field of nanomedicine has largely motivated the study of nanoparticle-protein interactions to 
improve nanoparticle function in applications including drug delivery, disease diagnostics, 
treatment, and prevention355–359. Nanoparticle-based sensors have been used to detect metal ions, 
small molecules, and proteins including biomarkers for early cancer and kidney disease360–362. As 
nanotechnologies become more widely used in biological settings, it is increasingly important to 
understand and predict nanoparticle function and fate in vivo; despite the successes of some, many 
nanomaterials produce unsatisfactory results or off-target effects during clinical trials363–367. This 
translation of nanomedicines from laboratory development to clinical practice is limited by our 
lack of control of interactions between the nanoparticle and its surrounding bio-
environment324,366,368–370. Although the intrinsic physicochemical characteristics of the 
nanoparticle determine in vitro functionality, the environment around the nanoparticle in the 
applied setting, such as blood plasma for intravenous delivery, will play a dominant role in 
determining the ultimate nanoparticle fate and function.  
 
Likewise, to develop a fundamental understanding of biocorona formation on nanoparticles in 
plants, the governing parameters must be considered. Biocorona formation is determined by the 
interplay of intrinsic properties of nanoparticles, including electrostatic charge, hydrophobicity, 
and surface structure, and characteristics of the environment surrounding the nanoparticle, such as 
biomolecule composition and solution conditions371. As nanoparticles are introduced to a bio-
environment, an inner layer of more tightly bound, higher affinity biomolecules forms, referred to 
as the “hard corona,” and a rapidly exchanging outer layer of biomolecules, the “soft corona,” 
more loosely associates372–374. This coating of biomolecules alters the lab-engineered properties of 
the nanoparticle since in many cases it is this biocorona that ultimately interacts with the biological 
environment320,375,376. Accordingly, these biomolecular interactions can lead to loss of nanoparticle 
targeting ability368, impact nanoparticle uptake in vivo by influencing membrane adhesion and 
internalization pathways369,376,377, and even eliminate nanoparticle efficacy371,378. More 
specifically, nanoparticle-protein interactions often lead to protein denaturation on the nanoparticle 
surface and colloidal aggregation of the complexes371,379,380. By preemptively considering this 
phenomenon, we can reduce biofouling and preserve nanoparticle functionality in planta.  

5.4 Current Studies Probing Biocorona Formation on Nanoparticles in Plants 
Proteomic and metabolomic studies detailing biocorona composition are necessary to understand 
the biological identity that nanoparticles acquire in plants. In turn, knowledge of biocorona 
constituents will inform improved sensor design strategies to reduce biofouling and even tune 
biocorona formation to enhance nanosensor localization and function. These studies are crucial, 
but, in contrast to animal systems, the literature on biocorona formation and the corresponding 
impact on nanoparticle behavior in plant systems is limited. 
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5.4.1 Proteomic and Metabolomic Analyses of Biocorona Formation in Plant Biofluids 
Based on available literature, plant-based biocorona formation has been investigated with three 
types of nanoparticles: titanium dioxide nanoparticles (TiO2), magnetic nanoparticles, and gold 
nanoparticles. These studies have focused on individual assessments of either the protein or 
metabolite corona in plant biofluids. 
  
In vitro combinations of nanoparticles and specific plant proteins demonstrate the significance of 
protein identity in resulting biocorona formation, as anticipated from analogous studies in animal 
systems372. Bing et al. studied the effects of incubating common plant proteins including glutenin, 
gliadin, zein, and soy protein with TiO2 nanoparticles and found that the corona formed in the 
presence of each protein produced varied effects on TiO2 surface potential and morphology, with 
4-60 nm thickness of the adsorbed protein layers381. Separately, a recent study probed the evolution 
of the protein corona on 16 nm gold nanoparticles in crude protein extracts and nuclear fractions 
of Brassica juncea and observed differences in protein corona components between the two 
biofluids, with more than a quarter of the hard corona proteins in the crude protein fraction 
involved in energy generation pathways382. Given that gold nanoparticles have been shown to 
induce a change in B. juncea overall growth and seed yield44, Prakash and Deswal suggest that the 
protein corona could be implicated in system-level effects observed from nanomaterial-plant 
interactions. 
 
Although corona formation has system-wide implications, the phenomenon of biocorona 
formation can instead be harnessed for molecularly specific applications. The Smalle group has 
pioneered an approach coined “nano-harvesting” in which nanoparticles preferentially bind and 
extract catechol-containing flavonoids from plants. Within this body of work, Kurepa et al. 
conducted multiple studies centered around the metabolite corona formed on TiO2 nanoparticles 
in Arabidopsis thaliana, Ocimum sanctum, and Rubia tinctorum383–385. TiO2 nanoparticles were 
incubated with mature leaves, and after subsequent metabolomic analysis, the nanoparticle surface 
was found to be enriched in lipids and in particular flavonoids, which are polyphenolic small 
molecules involved in secondary metabolism384. These results also revealed that lipids and 
flavonoids compete for nanoparticle surface sites during biocorona formation. In a separate study, 
Qing and coworkers used human serum albumin-functionalized magnetic nanoparticles to extract 
bioactive molecules from Dioscorea panthaica via preferential corona binding, greatly expediting 
the isolation of four saponin compounds386. In combination with Kurepa’s work, these findings 
show that biocorona formation can be leveraged to achieve desirable molecule enrichment. The 
tuning of nanoparticle surface properties to control biocorona formation while retaining targeting 
and delivery functions has been achieved in nanomedicine387,388, and provides a roadmap in 
harnessing knowledge of the biocorona to design nanosensors that maintain their utility in planta. 
 
5.4.2 Challenges Associated with Nanoparticle-Based Proteomic and Metabolomic Studies in 

Plants 
Technological advances have led to more rigorous characterization of the biocorona formed on 
nanoparticles, yet several challenges persist before the process of studying plant-based protein and 
metabolite coronae is rapid, comprehensive, and efficient. These obstacles are briefly summarized 
here and detailed more comprehensively in other reviews389–392.  
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The main challenge in advancing biocorona studies in plants is the lack of sufficient proteomic 
and metabolomic information on the plants alone, in contrast to the extensive -omics 
characterization of human and many model animal systems. Obtaining this data for plants requires 
a meticulously designed experimental process and in-depth data analytics, which are both time and 
energy intensive. Additional experimental considerations apply in data collection because plant 
physiology and biochemistry vary across different strata: (i) spatial resolution, accounting for plant 
organs, subcellular and extracellular spaces, and (ii) temporal distribution, spanning growth stages, 
photoperiodism and seasonal variations389. These distinctive protein abundance patterns in plant 
tissues393 and biochemical changes over time that represent challenges to proteomic and 
metabolomics studies will further influence biocorona formation. Thus, it is essential to address 
the gap in proteomic and metabolomic plant literature to accurately characterize these 
nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions.  
 
The plant metabolome poses significant difficulties in compound identification and quantification: 
between 100,000 - 1,000,000 metabolites are estimated to belong to the plant kingdom394, while 
the number of detected and quantified human metabolites is only 18,609395. The metabolomic 
compositional complexity also differs vastly across plant species389, and the dynamic range of 
abundances (up to twelve orders of magnitude) and identity of sampled metabolites are heavily 
dependent on biotic and abiotic factors during plant growth392,396. Proteomic analysis encounters 
similar challenges, requiring careful and unbiased sample preparation397. Protein identification and 
quantification must also consider the high dynamic range and harness genomes, which for plants 
like barley (5000 Mbp genome) are larger than the human genome (~ 3300 Mbp)398, and expressed 
sequence tag (EST) data399,400, presenting a challenge in itself since there is no central curated 
database401.  
 
Advances in proteomic and metabolomic data acquisition and analysis remain key to furthering 
the study of the biocorona in plants (Figure 5-4). Such advances will subsequently enable 
correlation of proteins and metabolites in the nanoparticle biocorona with biological effects of 
nanoparticles on plants. The prospect of these advances motivates the synthesis of genomics, 
proteomics, and metabolomics information to uncover biochemical pathways. Excitingly, the rise 
of integrative approaches to -omics402, decreasing cost of high-throughput sequencing and mass 
spectrometry, as well as developments in bioinformatics promise to accelerate the development of 
plant -omics403–405. Through these innovations, knowledge of plant -omics is quickly expanding393, 
enabling biocorona characterization on nanoparticles in plant tissues with distinct biochemical 
compositions. As these technologies, tools, and databases become more widely developed and 
utilized, compositional knowledge of the biocorona can be employed to better inform plant-based 
nanosensor design strategies. 
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Figure 5-4. Overview of how -omics techniques can be used in biocorona characterization. 
Innovations in -omics research will enable improved nanoparticle (NP)-based sensor design 
through biocorona characterization with the high-throughput combination of genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics with bioinformatics. Previous biocorona studies 
have broadly shown preferential enrichment of biomolecules but fail to consider the multiple 
unique bio-environments that a nanosensor encounters within the plant. We must carefully 
consider the physiological and biochemical compositions in which nanoparticles travel through 
and/or localize at to understand the full picture of nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions. For 
instance, to study the efficiency of a nanosensor that traverses through plant vasculature would 
require nanoparticle incubation within phloem or xylem sap. Conversely, investigating nanosensor 
biofouling for a nanosensor embedded within a leaf might necessitate considering the different 
localization end points such as the cytosol or cell wall. In future research, contextualizing studies 
of biocorona formation may provide more realistic insight into nanoparticle fate.  

 
5.5 Physiological Characteristics of Plants Relevant to Biocorona Formation 
The broad concepts and underlying physical phenomena driving biocorona formation can be 
readily translated to nanoparticles in plant bio-environments. Yet, we emphasize that additional 
factors must be considered in terms of the distinct biological characteristics and obstacles that 
nanoparticles encounter while moving through plants in comparison to those more widely studied 
in animal systems. Such plant-specific aspects include: (i) the modes of nanoparticle transport, (ii) 
unique biological barriers, such as the presence of a multi-layered cellulosic cell wall, and (iii) 
markedly different biofluid conditions and constituents. 
5.5.1 Transport Phenomena of Nanoparticles in Plants 
Modes of nanoparticle transport through plants predominantly consist of nanoparticle uptake, 
translocation, internalization, and accumulation, as reviewed elsewhere184,318,406,407. In addition to 
more traditionally considered nanoparticle characteristics like size and charge, biocorona 
formation on nanoparticles is expected to influence and be influenced by each of these modes of 
movement. Yet, the effect of nanoparticle corona formation has not been studied in relation to 
nanoparticle transport. As such, this molecular phenomenon of corona formation will propagate 
effects through the macro- and micro-scales of nanosensor outcomes in plant bio-environments. 
Macro-scale transport through plant vasculature occurs can be classified into the movement of 
water and ions via the xylem with pore diameters ranging from 40-340 nm and the movement of 
photosynthetic products via the phloem with pore diameters ranging from 200-1500 nm318. 
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Conversely, micro-scale transport through the plant cell wall and membrane is reserved for smaller 
nanosensors developed for intracellular measurements that must be below the size exclusion limit 
of approximately 5-20 nm408.  
 
Nanoparticle transport through plant vasculature begins with uptake, as governed by the method 
of delivery, generally including foliar application (onto leaves), root application, or direct injection 
into other plant tissues. While the latter method is considered the most efficient for nanoparticle 
delivery318, foliar and root application are ideal for certain nanosensing applications, whereby 
numerous studies have demonstrated that leaves are the main sinks of airborne contaminants and 
roots serve to uptake organic compounds in the soil246. For example, the nitroaromatic, arsenic, 
and hydrogen peroxide nanosensors, as discussed in earlier sections, involve embedding 
nanosensors directly in the spongy leaf mesophyll246,334,340. In this case, nanoparticle transport 
needs end upon uptake, as the analytes localize to the leaf-residing nanosensors. However, even 
this seemingly straightforward journey requires interaction with the leaf cuticle, stomata, and 
parenchyma of leaf lamina, all of which may result in dynamic biocorona formation that impacts 
nanosensor function. 
 
Beyond direct foliar embedding, nanosensors requiring longer distance transport will translocate 
through the plant vascular system. Typically, nanosensors are directly embedded in the target 
tissue and do not translocate through the vasculature, but as these technologies are scaled from the 
laboratory to the field, feeding nanoparticles directly to crops is emerging as a delivery method8. 
Considering how nanoparticle transport through vascular tissue will impact biocorona formation 
is necessary for developing these technologies. Colloidal interactions of nanoparticles with 
vascular walls are expected to play a role in ease of translocation. It has been demonstrated with 
classic colloids modeling using a DLVO framework318, with experimental validation409,410, that 
approximately neutral (+5 mV) and positively charged (+35 mV) nanoparticles that lack steric 
stabilization will resist transport by depositing on negatively charged vascular walls. In contrast, 
negatively charged (-35 mV) nanoparticles can more freely translocate through plant vessels. As 
the adsorption of biomolecules onto nanoparticles from the surrounding plant medium will 
modulate nanoparticle size, effective surface charge, steric character, and other nanoparticle 
surface properties, biocorona formation becomes imperative to understand in optimizing efficient 
nanoparticle transport phenomena in plants. 
5.5.2 Biological Barriers that Nanoparticles Encounter in Plants  
Distinct biological barriers obstruct nanoparticle transport into and through plants. Additionally, 
an adsorbed biocorona can either hinder nanoparticle passage or be influenced by the different 
biological conditions that the nanoparticles are exposed to during passage, as studied in animal 
systems411. Nanoparticles encounter barriers in plants during (i) initial uptake through roots and 
leaves and (ii) eventual entry into the plant cell, across the cell wall, cell membrane, and potentially 
organelle membranes (Figure 5-5). Even if nanoparticles are expected to pass through these 
structures based on characterization of the pristine nanoparticle hydrodynamic size, unintended 
biocorona formation and nanoparticle aggregation may prevent nanoparticle transport through 
such barriers. For context, the protein corona can add approximately 10-30 nm to the nanoparticle 
diameter in animal circulation environments322, increasing the hydrodynamic size by 50% in the 
case of 60 nm diameter gold nanoparticles in blood serum412.  
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Figure 5-5. Nanoparticles encounter barriers and interact with a variety of biomolecules in 
plant bio-environments.  
a During uptake through roots, nanoparticles interact with microorganisms, such as bacteria and 
mycorrhizal fungi, and natural organic matter (NOM). b In foliar application, NPs encounter the 
waxy cuticle coating leaf surfaces, and stomatal pores for gas exchange. c As NPs are internalized 
by the cell, they must cross the cell wall, with a size exclusion limit of 5-20 nm, and the cell 
membrane.  

Nanoparticle uptake by roots is often reported to have low efficiencies, presumably occurring 
through passage cells of intact roots or at sites of new or damaged roots, bypassing the root 
cuticle318,413. An added complexity expected to influence root uptake of nanoparticles is that of the 
rhizosphere. The rhizosphere presents a rich environment of root exudates and mucilage 
originating from plants, in addition to the surrounding population of soil-based microorganisms 
including bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. Nanoparticle interaction with these secreted substances 
and organisms of the rhizosphere is a key, yet underexplored, consideration anticipated to affect 
the biocorona formed on nanoparticles, and thus nanoparticle surface properties, stability, and 
bioavailability407,413,414. Accordingly, this rhizosphere-imparted corona on nanoparticles may at 
least partly explain the frequent observation of little-to-no nanoparticle uptake by root 
application413. As an illustrative example, flavonoid signaling in the rhizosphere has been well 
established, and nanoparticles have previously been shown to form a biocorona rich with flavonoid 
compounds384. These results suggest that the rhizosphere will impact nanoparticle corona 
composition and subsequent plant uptake, and that nanoparticles can interfere with native signaling 
functions necessary for healthy organism maintenance384,413,415.  
 
After the rhizosphere has been navigated and nanoparticles engage directly with the roots, multiple 
studies have found that positively charged nanoparticles are more readily adsorbed onto and in 
through root surfaces267,407,409,416. However, once inside the plant, the opposite trend occurs, 
whereby negatively charged nanoparticles promote higher translocation efficiency. This presents 
an opportunity to harness an engineered biocorona, promoting either shedding or adsorption of an 
outer layer to enable charge reversal upon internalization, such as the adsorption of negatively 
charged root mucilage upon root traversal. Similar scenarios exist in animal systems, such as with 
the mucosal and intestinal barriers that nanoparticles encounter during oral delivery, and designer 
corona approaches have displayed success in allowing a changing surface charge to mediate 
effective biological barrier passage417.  
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For foliar application, nanoparticles first encounter the leaf cuticle and stomata openings. The 
cuticle is a waxy coating designed to protect the plant from water loss and nonselective molecular 
entry and consists of lipids and hydrocarbons that cover most of the leaf exterior. The cuticular 
pathway comprises modes of access for lipophilic molecules via diffusion and permeation or for 
polar and ionic solutes via pores, with pore diameters < 5 nm413. Although nanoparticle passage 
through the cuticle is typically not observed unless surfactants are employed318,406, Avellan et al. 
found that PVP-coated gold nanoparticles at least partly enter leaves via disruption and/or diffusion 
through the leaf cuticle171. This cuticular uptake route or mere interaction with the surface could 
bestow nanoparticles with a hydrophobic surface coating that fundamentally modifies subsequent 
nanoparticle interactions with the internal biofluid. However, nanoparticle entry through leaves is 
generally found to occur through stomata, despite this uptake mechanism remaining unclear308,318. 
Stomata are the leaf pores for gas exchange, displaying pore openings of tens of microns (although 
the actual size exclusion limit is found to be a few orders of magnitude smaller413) that also 
facilitate nanoparticle entry and access to the phloem for transport through plants318,406. Akin to 
the rhizosphere for roots and similarly understudied in the context of nanoparticles, leaves support 
a phyllosphere of microorganisms that secrete extracellular polymeric substances that are expected 
to modulate nanoparticle surface properties through introduction of a biocorona413.  
 
The plant cell wall, otherwise absent in animal systems, presents a barrier that hinders nanoparticle 
movement and targeted localization. Even for nanosensors that do not explicitly require cell 
internalization, nanoparticles must cross cell walls simply to reach the vasculature for translocation 
to other plant organs. As such, the unique parameters facilitating cell wall traversal must be 
considered. Cell walls exhibit a small size exclusion limit of approximately 5-20 nm408. 
Additionally, stiffer nanoparticle constructs have exhibited higher plant cell internalization166. 
Biocorona formation is expected to play a role in prohibiting cell uptake due to the increase in 
hydrodynamic nanoparticle size and the reduction of inherent nanoparticle stiffness, with the 
adsorption of a soft biomolecular shell. More broadly, analogous cellular internalization studies in 
animal systems demonstrate that this process is both governed by the extracellular corona and 
further imparts an intracellular corona on nanoparticles, potentially disrupting nanotechnology 
function418–420. However, fundamental understanding of the interaction of nanoparticles with cell 
walls and how the corona would impact internalization is lacking due to the difficulties of both 
measuring and modeling such systems, where more focus has been placed on corona-coated 
nanoparticle interactions with cell membranes421,422. For cell membrane passage, the biocorona is 
expected to govern uptake mechanisms, as seen in mammalian systems423. Intracellular 
nanosensors may also traverse the lipid bilayers of organelle membranes, such as for carbon 
nanotube-based sensors used in chloroplasts188,334. Toward this latter point, a model termed Lipid 
Exchange Envelope Penetration (LEEP) has been developed to describe nanoparticle 
internalization into chloroplasts as a function of effective nanoparticle surface charge (zeta 
potential) and smallest dimension241. Interestingly, this study reveals that the magnitude, not the 
sign, of the zeta potential governs spontaneous nanoparticle uptake and trapping in chloroplasts. 
Biocorona formation is expected to modulate both nanoparticle parameters, such as adsorbed 
ligands reducing electrostatic stabilization to potentially prohibit effective chloroplast localization. 
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5.5.3 Biological Conditions that Nanoparticles Encounter in Plants 
Beyond the modes of nanoparticle transport and barriers to such movement, the molecular entities 
and conditions uniquely present in plants at each of these points must be considered in the context 
of biocorona composition. Broadly, such constituents include biomolecules (proteins, sugars, 
lipids, etc.), inorganic ions, and natural organic matter (NOM) in the surrounding environment, 
and conditions such as ionic strength, pH, and sap flow rates. Plant organs each express similar 
proteins at different abundance levels, with a dynamic range of over six orders of magnitude for 
the case of Arabidopsis thaliana393, and plant saps exhibit distinct constituents dependent on 
function, such as xylem versus phloem sap318,424.  
 
Soil-administered nanoparticles are expected to possess an adsorbed biocorona prior to contact 
with plant roots, likely entailing NOM. Nanoparticle-bound organic macromolecules including 
humic acid, fulvic acid, citric acid, and soluble extracellular polymeric substances have been 
demonstrated to enhance nanoparticle stability against high ionic strength-induced nanoparticle 
aggregation425,426, particularly as driven by divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+)427. Increased stability 
is presumably by means of both electrostatic and steric stabilization, yet polymer bridging effects 
could also bring about nanoparticle flocculation. NOM adsorption has the potential to displace 
pre-existing surface moieties and form highly heterogeneous surface coatings428, potentially 
rendering the nanosensor construct nonfunctional. 
 
In the vasculature, nanoparticles can interact with the distinct sap constituents of the xylem versus 
the phloem. Studies delving into the interactions of sap components with nanoparticles, and the 
subsequent impact on nanoparticle fate in plants, remain rare in the literature318. Both the xylem 
and phloem vascular bundles transport water, nutrients, and metabolites, and the phloem 
additionally plays a role in transporting signaling molecules including proteins and small signaling 
molecules such as hormones and mRNAs424. To briefly summarize the differing compositions, the 
phloem consists of appreciable amounts of potassium, calcium, magnesium, sodium, chlorine, 
phosphorous, nitrogen, sulfur, sugars, amino acids, organic acids, and proteins, while the xylem 
consists of similar inorganic ions and proteins at lower concentrations (approximately an order of 
magnitude for the former) and no sugars or organic acids318. As such, nanoparticles entering by 
roots and traveling by xylem may be challenged with adsorption of far fewer biomolecules, in 
contrast to nanoparticles entering by leaves and traveling by phloem. 
 
Plant biofluids can be further distinguished on the microscale in terms of the apoplastic and 
symplastic fluids as well as organelles. The apoplast is the space outside of plant cell membranes, 
encompassing the cell wall matrix and intercellular spaces. As the apoplastic fluid acts as the 
interface between the xylem and phloem, the composition correspondingly reflects exchange 
between the vascular bundles, while specifically leaf apoplastic fluid consists mainly of proteins 
for metabolic processes424. The symplast comprises the intracellular region, facilitating cell-to-cell 
transport of biomacromolecules that is rarely observed for nanoparticles413. Although the 
apoplastic space has been posited as a nanoparticle translocation pathway, there is no general 
agreement in literature as to whether or not nanoparticles primarily move through the apoplast or 
symplast pathway184. Within organelles, prior work has taken advantage of the large pool of 
flavonoids inside vacuoles384, yet such highly abundant metabolites may interfere with intended 
nanosensor outcomes and must be taken into account a priori. For example, the highly abundant 
protein RuBisCO that composes nearly half of the stroma protein content of chloroplasts may be 
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relevant for the biocorona expected on nanosensors localizing to the chloroplasts, important for 
sensing tasks such as monitoring photosynthesis429. It is important to also note that morphological 
and physiological characteristics of plant biofluids and tissues vary as functions of plant species, 
growth stage, and external conditions including weather, time of day, and nutrients318,413. All such 
factors lead to variability in experiments that must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.  

5.6 Conclusions 
The translation of nanoparticle-based sensors for widespread agricultural applications could 
greatly advance plant monitoring through continuous, non-destructive sensing techniques. 
Although nanoparticle interactions and transformations in the context of these plant bio-
environments have been reported, our understanding of biocorona formation in plant systems and 
its impact on nanoparticle function remain fairly limited. To further develop our knowledge of 
biocorona formation on nanosensors, studies in animal systems provide a template to guide our 
inquiry into plant systems, with key challenges for working in plants that include proteomic and 
metabolomic considerations, plant transport, biological barriers, and biofluid constituents. By 
addressing these biological differences in plant systems and considering the intrinsic nanosensor 
properties, we can tune and improve nanosensor design for the seamless translation of these 
nanotechnologies in agricultural practice.   
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6 Concluding Remarks and Suggested Future Directions 
Nanoparticles have immense potential for use in agricultural applications due to their highly 
tunable chemical and physical properties. In order to more rapidly advance their use in agriculture, 
it is essential we develop our understanding of nanomaterial interactions with plants on multiple 
scales: molecular, cellular, and macroscale. Within the context of nanoparticle-mediated 
biomolecule delivery, I have developed a workflow that enables us to study siRNA delivery of 
gold nanoparticles to mature plant leaves on both a molecular and cellular level. I have shown that 
nanoparticle morphology can impact both nanomaterial transport within a leaf and delivery 
efficacy to induce gene silencing, making this a key attribute for the design of efficient delivery 
vehicles. This workflow can be used to study how other nanoparticle attributes impact transport 
and delivery efficacy. In this work, I also focus on developing a SWNT formulation capable of 
delivering functional pDNA to a variety of plant species to achieve gene expression without 
transgene integration. This is a promising addition to the limited toolbox of DNA delivery to 
plants. These studies represent a step towards enhancing our understanding of nanoparticles in 
agricultural applications and pave the way for rational nanoparticle design.   
 
To briefly summarize topics as covered throughout the chapters: 

(1) Technological advancements are key to address urgent challenges with our food and 
agricultural systems. Nanomaterials can be a valuable addition to this toolbox by 
leveraging their unique properties for use as biomolecule delivery vehicles, growth 
stimulators, and sensors. 

(2) The delivery of biomolecules into plant cells is a key challenge in the context of 
biomolecule-enabled genetic engineering. On a cellular level, biological barriers 
responsible for making efficient delivery difficult include the cell wall and cell membrane.   

(3) Given that the size exclusion limit of the plant cell wall falls around 20 nm, it logically 
follows that engineered nanoparticle systems below this size limit are more likely to bypass 
the cell wall barrier and thus deliver biomolecular cargo more efficiently. However, our 
results suggest that nanoparticles do not need to cross the cell wall or internalize into the 
plant cell to achieve siRNA delivery.  

(4) Nanoparticle size and shape impact nanoparticle transport and delivery ability within 
mature plant leaves. SWNTs possess unique properties that make them effective delivery 
agents for pDNA transport into the nucleus. Interestingly, the DNA delivered is available 
for transcription and subsequently translation, though it is not integrated into the plant 
genome. This is unlike Agrobacterium, which similarly delivers DNA into plants but 
inevitably results in transgene integration.  

(5) Protein delivery presents more complications than RNA and DNA delivery. Incremental 
progress in this field is key, whereby testing of smaller proteins in reduced plant systems 
would be a good first step. 

(6) Testing of nanoparticles as delivery vehicles has primarily occurred within the lab. 
Translation from the bench scale to the greenhouse or field scales may necessitate changes 
in nanoparticle design or formulation due to new complexities that were previously 
unaccounted for within the controlled laboratory space. Biocorona formation occurs upon 
nanoparticle introduction into a biofluid and could enhance or impede nanoparticle 
function. We can harness an understanding of how nanoparticle properties impact 
biocorona formation to move towards rational nanoparticle design.  
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This chapter concludes by suggesting future directions that might resolve some outstanding 
questions: 

(1) How might we design a high-throughput workflow for testing the performance of different 
nanomaterial formulations? Can we identify easily quantifiable metrics that enable rapid 
performance testing?  

 
It remains difficult to identify the best-performing formulation within the field of 
nanoparticle-mediated biomolecule delivery. Experiments have differed across plant 
species, tissue treated, treatment approach, cargo quantity, and experimental validation, 
preventing equivalent comparisons from being made. In this work, molecular validation 
for whether nanoparticles have achieved successful delivery involves RT-PCR or Western 
Blots, which are extremely time-consuming. Testing the performance of a variety of 
nanoparticle formulations in the same way would take excessive amounts of time. A high-
throughput approach to test formulation performance is necessary to speed up 
developments in the field. A step towards streamlining this workflow might include 
targeting transgenic luciferase-expressing plants for siRNA delivery and quantifying the 
change in luciferase expression upon treatment.  
 
The importance of testing each nanoparticle formulation using the same treatment and 
metrics is further underscored by the recent finding that transgenes more readily undergo 
post-transcriptional gene silencing than endogenous genes430. As such, we need to temper 
our expectations of nanoparticle formulations whose effectiveness at RNA delivery has 
been demonstrated solely by targeting transgenes. Certainly, the use of transgenes such as 
GFP or luciferase expression enables more accessible preliminary screens using 
microscopy or kit-based plate assays, but these results may be overly optimistic. Moving 
forward, we should aim to test formulations by also targeting endogenous genes in order 
to obtain a more realistic gauge of formulation effectiveness in field applications. 
Identifying an endogenous gene whose silencing results in an easily detectable genotype 
or phenotype would further facilitate a high-throughput workflow.  

 
(2) How might we gain a better mechanistic understanding of nanoparticle internalization into 

plants? 
 
Nanoparticle interaction and internalization into plant cells remains difficult to study to 
date. This is due to three key reasons, (i) depending on material, nanoparticles can be very 
difficult to track, (ii) the innate structure of plant cells (large central vacuole pushing the 
cytoplasm to line the cell wall) limits the capability of microscopy to accurately track 
cellular internalization and subcellular localization, and (iii) subcellular organelles in 
walled plant cells cannot be reliably stained.   
 
Because of this, nanoparticle interactions with, uptake into, and fate within a plant cell 
continues to be a black box. Nanoparticle delivery into plants can be comprised of several 
steps: bypassing macromolecular structures such as the cuticle, intercalating with the plant 
cell, entry through the cell membrane, endosomal disruption, entry through an organelle 
membrane, desorption of cargo, and cell utilization of cargo. Assays of nanoparticle 
interaction and successful internalization for delivery rely on testing for whether there is 
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modulation in gene expression. While this approach allows us to directly sample whether 
the cargo delivered has resulted in gene silencing or expression, we lack the capability to 
troubleshoot the process. In other words, we cannot associate the reason for an unsuccessful 
formulation with any of the steps because we lack the tools to probe these steps in the 
process. Building tools and reporter systems that allow us to probe these steps individually 
can prove valuable in understanding nanoparticle behavior and building more effective 
delivery systems. As discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, confocal microscopy is an insufficient 
tool to ascertain nanoparticle internalization into cells due to the diffraction limit. Thus, 
there remains a need in this space to create an improved fluorescence-based system that 
leverages a turn-on response only when the nanoparticle has successfully internalized into 
the plant cell. Additionally, the development of organelle staining dyes for mature plant 
tissue will prove valuable to localization studies.  

 
(3) How can we use harness mechanistic knowledge towards rational design of nanoparticles 

for a range of biological delivery applications? How can we extensively explore the 
nanoparticle design space for passive delivery in plants?  
 
Rational nanoparticle design within this space requires further discovery and definition on 
how nanoparticles interact with plants across multiple length (molecular, cellular, 
macromolecular) and time scales, how this might impact delivery outcomes, and what key 
nanoparticle design characteristics govern these interactions. To study molecular 
interactions, a multi-omics method as explained in Chapter 4 would be highly useful. This 
data can then be used as a training set in a machine learning model431, allowing us to predict 
interactions with different nanoparticles or biological environments without having to 
manually explore those design spaces. My work in Chapter 2 represents a step towards 
advancing these understandings primarily on a cellular scale. On the macromolecular scale, 
there have been many studies conducted probing the tissue-specific fate of nanoparticles 
upon application to plants, but work done in the context of nanoparticle delivery (particles 
engineered specifically to bypass biological barriers and potentially internalize into cells) 
has been minimal. Our deepened understanding on the molecular and cellular interactions 
acquired from multi-omics and high-throughput testing can be integrated with 
macromolecular nanoparticle fate studies. Ultimately, drawing connections between 
disparate length and time scales will be integral towards rational tuning of nanoparticles 
properties.  
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